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Introduction and Overview
Introduction

T

he accompanying Guide to Cost-Based Decision-Making is designed to assist
state agency management in developing more comprehensive cost accounting
information. Such information should enhance the ability of decisionmakers to
identify, analyze, and control the causes of costs, as well as establish links between
cost information and program efficiency and effectiveness. The intended audience for
the Guide includes state government decisionmakers at all levels, as well as the
technical professionals responsible for providing information and developing and
maintaining information systems.
While the relative costs and benefits of developing the information systems described
in the Guide should be carefully considered, judicious implementation should help
agencies move forward in their efforts to improve service quality and efficiency and
to control and reduce costs.
The first chapter, “Developing an Activity-Based Costing System,” lays a foundation
for the remaining chapters. Activity-Based Costing (ABC) improves the link between
services or products and their costs. Establishing an ABC system is an essential step
for many state agencies because it can help them implement or improve initiatives
such as planning, budgeting, performance measures, process improvement, service
pricing, and reorganization or outsourcing.
The major value of activity-based cost methodology is its role in decision-making.
Chapters Two through Five discuss approaches to providing activity-based cost
information to decisionmakers for the following common situations:
•

How much will it cost to achieve our mission and goals? Chapter 2, “Planning
and Budgeting,” points out the need to link strategic planning and budgeting
activities. The activity-based costing methodology provides a way to establish
the link.

•

Which activities have the greatest impact on service effectiveness, quality,
and efficiency? Day-to-day management of agencies is discussed in Chapter 3,
“Efficiency, Quality, and Effectiveness.” Using a step-by-step approach to
Business Process Analysis, agencies can perform an initial assessment and
monitor and improve key process activities that impact effectiveness, quality, and
efficiency.

•

How much should we charge the public or another agency for this service?
Chapter 4, “Pricing,” covers a range service or product pricing issues facing state
agencies.

•

If we outsource or consolidate this service, will costs and quality decrease,
remain the same, or increase? Chapter 5, “Outsourcing,” discusses the steps and
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factors, including qualitative information, that agencies should consider in
outsourcing or consolidating services.
The appendices provide information and tools to assist agencies in using the Guide,
such as choosing an appropriate discount rate, flowcharting of service processes, and
using random moment time studies.
What kind of knowledge and skills are needed to implement the Guide? To
understand and implement the suggestions in this Guide, we suggest that the user
have background or training in basic cost accounting and business process
improvement methods. Chapter 2, “Planning and Budgeting,” assumes the user has or
has access to expertise in forecasting. Chapter 5, “Outsourcing and Consolidation
Decisions,” requires expertise in the development and use of qualitative data for the
outsourcing decision.

Overview
The methods described in this Guide can assist agencies in the development of
systematic approaches to cost reduction and cost control. The following overview
provides a summary of the concepts and methods discussed in each chapter.
Chapter One, “Developing an Activity-Based Costing System,” is a step-by-step
guide to the development of a state-of-the-art costing system, ABC. This chapter
begins with a discussion of the usefulness of such a system and the settings where
ABC provides the most benefit and ends with hard lessons learned from its actual
practice in state government. Using examples from the Department of Human
Services’ implementation of ABC, the chapter translates a method originated in a
manufacturing environment into a governmental, service-centered organization. This
section discusses the feasibility of the Uniform Statewide Accounting System (USAS)
in capturing and maintaining data needed for this type of cost information and
provides guidance for handling the cost allocation requirements of federal programs
in an ABC setting.
Chapter Two, “Planning and Budgeting,” joins these two areas of decisionmaking, beginning with a comprehensive overview of the two processes. The
chapter’s review of the planning and control cycle links an entity’s strategic planning
processes to its budgeting and day-to-day activities. It includes discussions of
forecasting and the evaluation of opportunity costs, moving from forecasting to the
development of financial statements and the Request for Legislative Appropriations.
It culminates in a detailed example that follows the planning and budgeting of a
human services program, from its assessment of several capital budgeting
opportunities, forecast of service demand, linking of program goals to budgeted line
items, through the development of the information provided in the Request for
Legislative Appropriations. The chapter illustrates how information from an ABC
system can assist in linking administrative costs and capital budgets to specific
program goals.
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Chapter Three, “Monitoring for Efficiency, Quality, and Effectiveness,” overlays
this wide topical area with a presentation of business process analysis. The section
guides the reader through the initial assessment of the condition of processes,
including a discussion of value-added analysis, on to the development and
implementation of a plan for improvement, and concludes with guidelines for the
ongoing monitoring of processes. Using a detailed case study from the Department of
Human Services, it illustrates the problem-solving technique of process improvement.
This chapter also addresses topics such as reengineering, data presentation, and the
creation of a customer-centered approach to services. Throughout the chapter are
examples of the informational value of cost data, obtained from an ABC system, for
the assessment and monitoring of process efficiency and quality. A discussion of the
cost of quality and a step-by-step guide for benchmarking conclude this presentation
of business process analysis. The implementation of methodologies presented in this
chapter can provide the informational substance needed for sound reorganization
decisions.
Chapter Four, “Pricing,” discusses an issue of increasing interest to state agencies,
transfer pricing. As consolidation of service delivery increases across state agencies,
the need to develop a fair and equitable price for services heightens. The chapter
discusses the costs to include in the development of a transfer price and the place of
full-cost recovery in this setting. It moves on to a consideration of the employment of
a charge reflecting actual costs versus a pre-determined flat fee to ensure coverage of
fixed and variable costs, versus a fee for usage approach. The chapter also provides
guidance on the development and use of standard costs for pricing and the place of
process improvement initiatives in pricing.
The second half of this chapter presents an overview of rate setting in the insurance,
utilities, nursing home, and toll road industries. It gleans common themes and best
practices from each of these areas to guide those who may need to develop rates at
some future point. The rate setting presentation is not intended as guidance to those
well-versed in rate setting but rather as general information to those who may need to
set rates in the future.
Chapter Five, “Outsourcing and Consolidation Decisions,” begins with a
discussion of what services are appropriate to consider for outsourcing, and offers
criteria for determining core competencies. It moves into a detailed, step-by-step
method for developing comparative cost data for use in the outsourcing decision. The
chapter also presents a number of key qualitative issues to consider in the outsourcing
decision, including vendor reliability, legal ramifications, impact on employees, and
many others. Guidance on the contractual aspects of privatization gleaned from a
number of authoritative sources in this area enhance the comprehensiveness of the
outsourcing discussion. Throughout the chapter, case study examples taken from the
recent outsourcing of the Department of Information Resources data center are used to
illustrate critical steps in the analysis.
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The chapter also presents a detailed review of accounting versus economic costs and
emphasizes the importance of defining the elements of overhead related to the service
under consideration. This definition is one of the key contributions of an ActivityBased Costing system to information crucial to this decision area. The chapter
concludes with general criteria to guide decisionmakers when considering the
alternative of consolidation of services.
The Council on Competitive Government has established a formal structure and
guidelines for outsourcing Texas state government activities. The information in this
chapter is intended to supplement the guidelines issued by the Council.
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Developing an
Activity-Based Costing System

Chapter 1

Government managers have traditionally had difficulty obtaining consistent and comparable information
about the “true” cost of government services or products. Part of the problem is the inability to establish a
rational cause and effect relationship between a particular service or product and the many types of direct
and indirect costs. For example, the costs of many services such as purchasing, payment, revenue
collection, human resources, management information, and reproduction and printing services are
generally not linked to the specific service provided or the program served. Further, there generally is no
attempt to derive a unit cost for such services.
Through the activity-based costing method of identifying and using multiple drivers of costs, an entity can
better link actual costs to specific services. This is in contrast to the traditional use of few drivers, direct
labor being the primary driver, whose ability to link costs incurred with services performed was often
limited to none. Activity-Based Costing (ABC) facilitates the accumulation of this information, thus
enhancing management capability for sound decision-making.

Introduction
Traditional cost accounting divides the cost of goods and services into three
components: direct labor, direct materials, and overhead. The costs of the first two
components are fairly simple to derive. Generally, overhead is allocated to products
or services based upon the number of direct labor hours used, the total cost of labor,
or the number of machine hours expended. Occasionally, square footage serves as the
basis for allocation. Subsequent analysis of efficiency with respect to these different
costs are generally analyzed as:
•
•
•

materials price and quantity variances
labor rates and efficiency variances
overhead volume, efficiency, and spending variances

These variances compare actual costs incurred and quantities used with predetermined
standard costs and quantities for given levels of output. As many private sector
companies moved away from manufacturing into service industries, and as fixed costs
such as overhead increasingly accounted for larger proportions of the total cost of
goods and services, traditional cost accounting and variance analysis lost much of its
usefulness.
During the past several years, many entities have developed and implemented an
ABC system to enhance information for the following decision areas:
•
•
•
•
•

planning to ensure that the entity meets its goals
developing and monitoring budgets
monitoring the efficiency, quality, and effectiveness of processes for continuous
improvement
pricing goods and services
determining if consolidation or outsourcing of business activities is optimal
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Figure 1
Entities benefitting most from implementing an
ABC system are those with:
•

a wide variety of products

•

many different types of operating
activities

•

a high proportion of overhead costs to
total costs

•

unit prices that differ significantly from
the competition

The development of an ABC system is generally
performed by multi-functional teams. This
ensures that all the activities involved in providing
a service or producing a good are captured for
costing purposes. With resources becoming
increasingly scarce, entities need better
information about the cost of their activities to
optimize the use of resources. ABC provides a
closer alignment between the services rendered
and the cost of those services, with the benefits of
ABC particularly salient with respect to the
assignment of fixed costs.

When DHS initially costed the provision of Management Information system services
to the Department of Protective and Regulatory Services, it used a combined
headcount and utilization formula. This formula yielded an estimated $6.4 million
cost for fiscal year 1995. When DHS costed those services using an ABC approach,
the tab amounted to $7.8 million. This significant difference in cost underscores the
need for better ways to match costs to services.
However, as with most new developments, there is a cost of switching to an ABC
system. Before deciding to develop an ABC system, the costs of the implementation
should be weighed against the benefits.

This Chapter Will Provide
•
•
•
•
•
•

a step-by-step methodology for developing an ABC system
guidance in avoiding the common pitfalls experienced in that development
specific considerations in developing an ABC methodology as it relates to the five
decision areas
examples of the application of ABC at the Department of Human Services
a discussion of the use of USAS in an ABC environment
the implications of ABC for federal funding

We strongly recommend that the entity plan the entire ABC system before actually
implementing any of it. Laying out the entire plan first allows the organization to
•
•
•
•
•

Find any gaps in the plan or process activities.
Identify unnecessary cost accumulations.
Identify the accumulation of incorrect costs.
Reflect upon other objectives the entity may wish to pursue but had not addressed
in step one.
Prioritize areas for implementation.
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Our approach here follows that defined by quality management initiatives:
•
•
•
•

plan
do
check
act

First, plan the whole system. Then do it for a limited pilot area. Next, check to see
that it meets the initial objectives and that all aspects are appropriately defined.
Finally, act or implement for other identified areas.

Cost Functions
Before presenting the ABC methodology, a discussion of cost functions will provide a
basis for evaluating a unit cost. For analysis purposes, costs are frequently divided
into two basic types: fixed and variable. Variable costs are those that increase or
decrease directly in relationship to the number of units produced, whether these are
bars of soap manufactured, AFDC clients certified, or miles of highway constructed.
Fixed costs are those that remain the same regardless of the number of units of output,
at least within a certain range of production. This last qualifier is critical because over
larger ranges of production, fixed costs may increase at several points, making such
costs step-variable.
Figure 2

Often the unit cost of a product
will be a mix of fixed and variable
costs, with several costs fixed
within different ranges. (See
Figure 2.) For example, the cost
to process a voucher may include
a worker’s salary that remains the
same whether one or 700 vouchers
are processed in a month. But
once the monthly volume
increases over 700 vouchers, a
second worker is added. Two
workers can handle up to 1,400
vouchers, so the total costs
remains fixed between 701 and
1,400 vouchers, and so on.
The cost to process a voucher may
also include the cost of mainframe
computing. This cost, at least in part, may be fixed, whether one voucher is processed
or 100,000. But a major upgrade to the system may be needed to process more than
100,000 vouchers in a given period of time.
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Finally, the cost to process a voucher where the warrant must be mailed to the
customer includes the cost of the paper on which the warrant is printed and the
envelope and stamp for mailing. These costs are purely variable since they change
depending directly upon the number of warrants printed.
It is critical to understand the function of each cost component of the total product
cost. Without such analysis, one may be tempted to treat a unit cost as a purely
variable cost, leading to erroneous decisions in budgeting, pricing, and process
monitoring.
The importance of clearly defining the goals, scope, and objectives of developing an
ABC system cannot be over-emphasized. If this step is skipped or performed in a
superficial or haphazard manner, the costing system may provide insufficient or
misleading information. For example, the cost to the Support Services Division of the
Texas Department of Human Services (DHS) to process a travel voucher is
significantly greater than the cost to process vouchers to reimburse nursing homes.
Travel vouchers enter Fiscal Services in paper form, with a potentially large number
of errors. Conversely, nursing home vouchers are submitted as pay tapes that require
fewer edits and much less manual processing.
If DHS calculates only one unit cost to cover all vouchers processed, the nursing
home vouchers will be overcosted while the travel vouchers are undercosted. This
can have potentially serious ramifications, especially if service levels change. For
example, suppose that the overall number of vouchers to be processed decreases, but
there is also a significant shift between the number of undercosted and overcosted
vouchers. Figure 3 illustrates the risks inherent in a “one size fits all” approach to
costing services, and the benefits that more detailed ABC information can provide to
decision-making.

Figure 3: Comparison of Budgeting Based Upon One Unit Cost Versus Two Subunit Costs
Current

Projected

Number of nursing home vouchers

200,000

170,000

Number of travel vouchers

100,000

120,000

Total number of vouchers

300,000

290,000

Processing cost/travel voucher

$

20

Processing cost/nursing home voucher

$

5

Overall unit cost

$

10

Total cost using one unit cost value

$3,000,000

$2,900,000

Total cost to process travel vouchers

$2,000,000

$2,400,000

Total cost to process nursing home vouchers

$1,000,000

$ 850,000

Total cost using two unit cost values

$3,000,000

$3,250,000
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Methodology
We will divide the ABC methodology into three stages:
•

The preparatory stage, in which the plan for the ABC system is developed.

•

Stage one of the implementation, in which the costs of resources associated with a
given activity are identified and linked to that activity.

•

Stage two of the implementation, in which the cost of each activity is linked to the
product through the activity drivers.

Figure 4: Steps in Developing an ABC System
To develop an activity-based costing system:

Preparatory Stage:
Planning the ABC
System

Preparatory Stage
Step 1

Define the goal(s) of developing an ABC system.

Step 2

Define the products/services delivered.

Step 3

Identify the activities performed in delivering the
product or service.

Stage One of Implementation
Step 1

Identify the resources used to support those activities,
the drivers of those resources, and their associated
costs.

Step 2

Link the resources to the activities by resource driver
and by cost to find the total cost of each activity.

Stage Two of Implementation
Step 1

Identify the drivers of each activity, organizing the
costs of activities into larger cost pools where the
activity drivers are the same. Where subproducts are
involved, find the unit cost of each activity. Multiply
the unit cost times the number of driver units for each
subproduct to get a total dollar value for the cost of
activities by subproduct.

Step 2

If the goal is to price products, add the costs of the
activities associated with each product to other
product costs to derive a total cost of the product.
Divide by the number of units produced to determine
a unit cost of each product.

Step 1: Define the goals
and scope of developing
an ABC system.
The first step in the process of
developing an ABC system is to
define the goals, objectives, and
scope of the system. These
decisions will affect the level of
detail required in the costing system.
Varying degrees of information are
needed for the areas of application
listed in the introduction to this
section (planning, budgeting,
efficiency/quality/effectiveness
monitoring, pricing, consolidation,
and privatization decisions). For
example, product pricing decisions
will require an additional ABC step
over the development of an ABC
system for the monitoring of
efficiency. However, information
needed to monitor process
efficiency will generally require a
more detailed definition of activities
than would information purely for
product pricing. Consolidation and
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outsourcing decisions may require more detail than product pricing decisions but will
also require information concerning the unit price.
The scope refers to:
•
•
•

which products or services are to be costed
the degree to which processes and their concomitant costs are to be assessed
whether costs will be accumulated by product, program, customer, agency
strategy, or something else

For example, the entity may wish to cost only specific services such as internal audit
or financial reporting. The entity may wish to subdivide these into audit types such as
federal compliance, financial, or performance audits. Financial reports may be
subdivided into end-of-the-month financial statements, budget-to-actual statements, or
the annual financial report. The entity may wish to capture such information by
program because the reports vary so widely from program to program. If the goal is
to provide unit cost information for developing the Request for Legislative
Appropriations, the agency will need to capture cost information by strategy.
Worksheet 1 on page 12 can assist in defining the scope and objectives of the ABC
system development.

Agency General and Subsidiary Ledgers -- What Can USAS Do?

At this point, it is useful to gain an understanding of the entity’s current costing
system. This helps to identify the type of data that may already be available for use in
the new system. Generally, systems gather information on the costs of travel,
computers, supplies, salaries, and wages by individual payee, etc., in the general
ledger. Many systems also accumulate this information by some form of cost center
and/or by program. Familiarity with the organization’s existing cost system will
assist in an efficient ABC system development. Even if a secondary system
(subsidiary ledger) is used to accumulate information for the ABC objectives, the cost
data should still be reconcilable to the general ledger. After all, the general ledger is
the accumulation of all expenditures.
The Uniform Statewide Accounting System (USAS) contains general ledger
information for all state agencies and a wealth of information typically found in
subsidiary ledgers. An agency interested in developing an ABC system should
review the types and level of detail of cost information contained in USAS for its
agency.
Because USAS contains information on an individual transaction basis, it can serve as
general and subsidiary ledgers. However, transactions must be flagged by program if
your organization wishes to capture costs by program, by transaction type if that is the
detail desired for the ABC system, or by strategy if information on RLA performance
is to be obtained from USAS. This can be very expensive and may not currently be
possible in USAS. For example, at the present time, USAS cannot assign the cost of
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an individual transaction to more than one federal program. In the case of an
eligibility worker whose salary covers serving the eligibility requirements for multiple
programs simultaneously, it would not be possible to accurately allocate the salary to
several federal programs. However, USAS has been undergoing continual updating
and revising, so this may be possible at some future date.
Most organizations are not going to need ABC information on a daily basis.
Therefore, the added cost of feeding driver information into a system to interface with
USAS may not be worth the trouble. Keeping information about process flows,
activities, and resource and activity drivers in a secondary system and periodically
loading information from the general and subsidiary ledgers to update unit costs
should be adequate for most ABC purposes.
For example, an organization could keep the two spreadsheets given in Worksheets 3
and 4 in a secondary system and periodically load ledger data into the spreadsheets.
This would allow the organization to update the information needed to compute unit
cost and determine if the unit cost of individual activities or products has changed.
How frequently this is done depends upon the purpose of accumulating ABC
information in the first place. For pricing services to other state agencies (transfer
pricing), quarterly information should generally be adequate. For monitoring activity
efficiency, weekly or bi-weekly information may be needed. For initial budgeting
purposes, annual re-assessments may be adequate. However, for budget monitoring, a
monthly analysis may be necessary.

Step 2: Define the products/services delivered (or other
groupings, as defined in step one).
If an objective of the ABC system is pricing goods or services, then the next step is to
define the products or services delivered, to the degree determined in Step 1.
All services have products. However, while the identification of products from a
manufacturing process is straightforward, finding the tangible output of a service is
often more difficult. Chapter 3, Figure 23 lists the characteristics of an service
product. Service products might include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a check to a foster home, nursing home, or AFDC client
a report, oral or written, on the month’s revenues and expenditures, strategic plan,
Request for Legislative Appropriations (RLA), or audit results
a computer printout analyzing department performance
a video tape explaining the retooling/reengineering efforts of the Texas
Department of Transportation
a computer disk containing keyed data
a purchase order
a permit issued for a waste water treatment plant
a construction contract awarded by the Texas Department of Transportation
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•
•

a delivery from the shipping department
a software package from the MIS division (or anywhere else)

For example, the goal of the ABC system developed at the Texas Department of
Human Services was to determine appropriate transfer prices to charge agencies for
DHS support and MIS services. DHS decided to price its work based upon DHS
organizational units. These costs included the activities of the accounts payable
group, claims processing personnel, general ledger employees, and MIS data entry,
among others. DHS also developed rates for disk storage, tape mounting, systems
programming, and page printing. In all likelihood, the creation and payment of a
voucher includes all of these activities. However, DHS did not combine the costs of
these activities to derive a total unit cost of voucher payment, nor did DHS subdivide
vouchers by each type such as regular travel, per diem travel, advanced travel, manual
administrative, or off-line vouchers. Had the agencies serviced requested billing by
product, DHS would have added a step to attach the cost of activities to specific
products.
Worksheet 1

Cost accumulation
type (warrant
issuance)

Planning

Budgeting

Planning
for LAR by
program

Operating
budget by
type of
warrant

Process
Improvement

Pricing

By types:
Travel
Manual admin

By each
product
type

Consolidation/
Outsourcing
None

Cost accumulation
type 2
Cost accumulation
type n

The Department of Human Services Support Services and Management Information
System divisions provide many of these products to its internal programs, and to other
agencies such as the Department of Protective and Regulatory Services, and the
Department of Health. Were DHS intending to price these products by program
and/or agency, DHS would need to capture information accordingly. In pricing the
warrants issued by the DHS for purchases, the agency may subdivide those warrants
into several categories:
•

•
•

those initiated by a given DHS program
— those initiated in the State Office that represent cash purchases
— those initiated in the State Office that require financing
— those initiated in the DHS regions
those initiated by the Department of Protective and Regulatory Services
those initiated by the Department of Health
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These also may have further subdivisions. Cash purchases may be subdivided into
vouchers for the payment of furniture and equipment or other types of purchases.
The decision to subdivide services is guided by whether or not those services will
require different amounts of resources in a given activity to produce a single unit. At
the state level, it takes more time to process a voucher that has been initiated at the
State Office because the receiving document and invoice are accumulated and
matched to the requisition order by the accounts payable workers in the State Office.
For vouchers originating in the region, the regions have already performed these
activities. Thus, the State Office accounts payable employees spend less time
processing such vouchers. Therefore, one unit cost representing all the work
performed by the accounts payable section would overcost some voucher groups and
undercost others. In this case, the unit cost of region-initiated vouchers would be
overstated while that for State Office-initiated vouchers would be understated, at least
with respect to the work performed by accounts payable.
The alternative to subdividing services in this way is to capture costs for each
component activity:
•
•
•

accumulating the prerequisite paperwork and matching it to the automated
purchase requisition
manually developing a voucher when necessary
authorizing the payment of the voucher

Identifying distinct activities is probably more efficient than dividing the analyses into
so many different products. The products that will be costed here are warrants
covering three types of vouchers: region-initiated, state-initiated but non-manual, and
state-initiated and manual.
Worksheet 2
Product

Subdivision

Warrants paying purchase voucher

1. Region initiated
2. State-office initiated, non-manual
3. State-office initiated, manual

Objective

Step 3: Identify the activities performed in delivering the product
or service.
The successful development of an ABC system requires that the organization
flowchart all processes related to a product or service. Flowcharting processes
related to each end product can reveal non-value added activities such as expensive
rework, redundancy, poorly sequenced activities, excessive inspection or
authorization, and long queuing. The methodology of process analysis is more fully
discussed in Chapter 3. Appendix B gives a step-by-step methodology for
flowcharting processes.
To identify the activities involved in delivering a product or service, one can:
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•
•
•

Review related documentation of the processes.
Interview key personnel.
Observe the processes in action.

Observing the processes in action is the most reliable method of deriving the true activities
because it reflects what is actually occurring in contrast with what should be occurring
(documentation) or what people think is happening (interviews). However, interviews can
enhance this by bringing to light exceptions to the process observed; reviewing
documentation of planned processes can highlight gaps, control weaknesses, and
inefficiencies in the actual system. The level of detail needed to define a process will depend
upon the objective. As a general rule, less detail is needed for costing purposes than for
management purposes. Some activities may be combined into cost pools in costing
products. On the other hand, too little detail may result in underpricing some services at the
expense of others.
In the case of purchase voucher processing at DHS, the normal flow of activities is
given below.
Figure 5

Accounts
Payable



Matches
documents.
Updates to
payment
status.
Manually
prepares
vouchers
when
necessary.

Claims
Processing



Manually
inputs batch
numbers into
system.

MIS



Updates
financial
accounting
system.

Comptroller



Issues warrants.

Warrant
Distribution
Distributes
warrants.



DHS
Mailroom
Mails
warrants.

Prepares
tape.

In Figure 5, the accounts payable group performs three activities: matching the
documents, typing vouchers that are not already in the automated system, and
updating to payment status. The claims processing staff perform one activity:
manually entering batch numbers into the automated system. The three activities of
the accounts payable group should be kept separate since they are not performed for
all vouchers. However, where several activities are performed for all products or
services being costed and have identical drivers, these activities can be combined into
cost pools for pricing and budgeting purposes. If the organization wishes to track the
cost of each specific activity to monitor the efficiency/effectiveness of that activity,
the activities should be costed separately.
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Stage One of the Implementation: Linking the Resources to the
Activities
Step 1: Identify the resources used to support those activities, the
drivers of those resources, and their associated costs.
Resources include such things as employee time (both of workers and supervisors),
supplies, equipment and furnishings, training and education of employees, fringe
benefits of employees, equipment maintenance and repair, and vehicles. The general
ledger contains information about the costs of these resources; however, in some
instances, such as salaries and equipment costs, this information will be contained at
too highly summarized a level. It, therefore, may be necessary to review subsidiary
ledgers to find the costs of some of these resources. Some of these resources may be
dedicated to a specific product. Where this is the case, the costs should be set aside
and tagged for direct assignment to that product.
Where accounts are caused by the same phenomenon or event, such as hotel, airfare,
and meals in travel, the costs should be combined. Costs should also be combined
where the amounts are trivial.
There are three categories of resources. They include those that:
•
•
•

can be assigned directly to the activity as direct charges
can be assigned to an activity on a causal basis using resource drivers such as
square footage or proportionate hours spent on a given activity
must be allocated on a volume basis

Direct charges include labor dedicated to a specific activity, materials used only for
one activity, and the like. The cost of resources dedicated to a specific product should
be set aside and tagged for direct assignment to that product. However, to determine
the full cost of an activity, such resources should be assigned to activities, but flagged
for later assignment to specific products.
We recommend that general and administrative expenditures, such as the salaries of
the commissioner level personnel, and their costs not be allocated to services. There
is generally no way to associate their activities with specific services in any
meaningful way.
Resource Drivers

For resources that are associated with more than one activity, it will be necessary to
assign the relative values of the resources to the specific activities. To do this, the
team must identify a basis for linking resources to activities, referred to as resource
drivers. For human resources, the resource driver will typically be the amount of time
spent on a given activity. Rent and utilities may already have been allocated to a
department based upon square footage for example. The team may decide to assign
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these costs to specific activities in that department based upon the number of people
involved in a given activity. Typical resource drivers are square footage, kilowatt
hours, headcounts, and man hours.
Employee Time

If the employees involved in a given activity are dedicated to that one activity, their
salaries or wages can readily be assigned to that activity. But in many organizations,
individual employees perform a variety of activities. If the costing plan has
determined that these activities must be kept separate, individual activity costs must
be calculated. Such costs are generally driven by the amount of time spent on the
activity. How does an entity determine this relative time? There are several
possibilities:
•
•
•

Have the employees or their supervisors estimate it.
Review time sheets where they exist on an activity basis.
Perform a random moment time study.

Employee or Supervisor Estimates

Judgmental estimates of time are often highly inaccurate. They are subject to recency
effects (a recent major problem takes on a heightened degree of importance and,
therefore, greater time is assigned to it), poor memory, loss of information about lost
time (breaks, interruptions, personal activities), and deliberate distortions to “look
good.”
Time Sheets

Programmers and auditors typically keep track of their time by activity. The accuracy
of the time tracked can vary widely. If an entity has verified the time through
periodic observations, particularly when the employee is not aware of the observation,
it can probably rely on these numbers. Otherwise, time sheets may provide a highly
distorted estimate of time spent on specific activities. Keeping accurate time sheets
and verifying the accuracy of those time sheets is in itself very time consuming and,
therefore, costly, particularly if employees experience a significant number of
interruptions or must change activities frequently.
Random Moment Time Studies

These are periodic scientific studies of the relative amount of time spent on specific
activities. They do not need to consume an inordinate amount of time to conduct and,
when done correctly, they provide an organization with a highly accurate assessment
of the proportion of time spent on various activities. However, as shifts in the relative
amount of time spent on the various activities occur, they must be repeated. It is
important to note that the sample size and time period covered by the random moment
time study should be appropriate to the objective of the analysis. (The detailed
methodology of Random Moment Time Studies is given in Appendix A.)
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Step 2: Link the resource drivers and the cost of resources to the
activities they support to derive the total cost of each activity.
Once data on the resource drivers and their costs have been accumulated, they should
be assigned to the various activities. Two spreadsheets can be developed. One
spreadsheet would allocate the amount of the resource used to a given activity, by
driver; the second spreadsheet would convert that amount to dollars.
Worksheets 3 and 4 illustrate a way to link the cost of resources to activities. The
example involves three activities of the DHS accounts payable group: matching
documents for payment, manually preparing vouchers where necessary, and updating
the payment status. The numbers that have been presented here are fictitious since
DHS has not subdivided the activities of the accounts payable group in their pricing
system.
In this example, the section employees spend varying amounts of time on each
activity, as determined through a random moment time study. General ledger data
automatically assigns rent and utility costs to the department engaging in the three
activities based upon square footage. The department believes that the allocation of
these costs to activities should be based upon the proportionate amount of time
employees spend on a given activity. A subsidiary ledger directly identifies the
equipment cost for a given department; the cost represents the periodic depreciation
for that equipment. Another subsidiary account automatically assigns computer
system costs to the department. The department believes that the computer system is
used equally for each activity. Actual training costs are tracked by activity.
The division of employee costs into salary expense and the expense of benefits is
deliberate. If a state agency wishes to determine a transfer price for services to
another state agency, it may be inappropriate to include the cost of benefits unless the
agency actually pays for the cost of those benefits. For general revenue funded
agencies, employee benefits are often not paid by the agency but are paid on a
statewide basis. If the agency is considering privatizing those activities, the cost of
benefits for general revenue funded agencies is relevant.
Worksheet 3: Assignment of resources to activities by amount of driver for the accounts payable group
Resource

Driver

Person 1 salary
Person 2 benefits
Person 2 salary
Person 2 benefits
Supervisor salary
Supervisor benefits
Equipment used
Rent and utilities
Training
MIS charges

% of time
% of time
% of time
% of time
% of time
% of time
% used
Employee time
Direct by activity
Time used

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

40%
40%
10%
10%
30%
30%
20%
27%

60%
60%
50%
50%
35%
35%
15%
48%

0%
0%
40%
40%
35%
35%
65%
25%

1/3

1/3

1/3
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Worksheet 4: Assignment of resource costs to activities
Resource

Cost

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Person 1 salary
Person 2 salary
Person 1 benefits
Person 2 benefits
Supervisor salary
Supervisor benefits
Equipment used
Rent & utilities
Training
MIS charges

$ 25,000
20,000
8,000
6,400
36,000
11,520
45,000
2,000
4,000
9,000

$10,000
2,000
3,200
640
10,800
3,456
9,000
3,240
1,000
3,000

$15,000
10,000
4,800
3,200
12,600
4,032
6,750
5,760
2,000
3,000

$

0
8,000
0
2,560
12,600
4,032
29,250
3,000
1,000
3,000

Total costs

$176,920

$46,336

$67,142

$ 63,442

Stage Two of the Implementation: Assigning the Costs of Activities to
Products
Step 1: Identify the drivers of each activity that link the activity to
the product. Where subproducts are involved, find the unit cost
of each activity. Multiply the unit cost times the number of driver
units for each subproduct to get a total dollar value for the cost
of activities by subproduct.
An activity or cost driver is that which causes a change in the cost of an activity. The
staff who are involved in the activity are the best source of this information. For
example, the accounts payable group begins to process a voucher when it receives an
invoice and related receiving document. The number of invoice/receiving document
sets are the drivers.
Once the drivers of each activity have been identified, the team should find the
number of times or the amount by which the drivers activated the process, e.g., the
number of receiving documents, the number of purchase orders, the number of staff
hours to program client software.
Suppose that the event that triggers the accumulation of costs for activity one, the
matching of documents, is the number of invoices and receiving documents to be
checked and matched. However, no automated system captures that information.
Therefore, the next best activity driver, number of vouchers to be processed from
those invoices and receiving documents, will be defined as the activity driver. For
activity two, the driver of manual voucher processing is the number of vouchers that
have to be filled in. Activity three is set in motion, and costs are accumulated
whenever a voucher has to be sent on for payment. Therefore, the activity driver is
the number of vouchers to be updated for payment.
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Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

$46,336
12,000
$3.86

67,142
10,000
$6.71

63,442
45,000
$1.41

Total Cost
Number of vouchers
Cost per transaction
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These activities did not have subproducts so it was not really necessary to compute a
unit cost. An example of where a unit cost calculation would be important is with
funds management activities. The funds management function is to draw down
federal dollars to ensure continual funding of cash disbursements. Funds are often
drawn for several programs at once. Therefore, the funds transfer voucher will
include transfers of funds for more than one program; the journal entries into USAS
and the Financial Management Information System (the agency’s ledger system) will
be for more than one program. In the case of the journal entries, the driver may be the
number of lines of journal entries made. One program’s set of entries may involve 10
lines, another program’s two lines. If the products are to be segregated by type of
program, it will be necessary to subdivide the cost of the journal entry activity into the
various programs. The following example illustrates how this would be done:
1. Find the total cost of the activities for the given period and the number of driver
units for each program or subproduct.
2. To get a unit driver cost, divide the total cost of the activities by the total number
of driver units, adding over all programs or subproducts.
3. For each program or subproduct, multiply the number of driver units for that
program or subproduct by the driver unit cost. This gives the total cost of that
program or subproduct for the given activity.
In the funds management situation, suppose that the total cost of journal entry activity
for a given period is $50,000 and that 2,000 entries were made, 500 of those for
program A and 1,500 for program B. Then the cost per line entry is $50,000/2,000,
or $25. Multiply the $25 line cost by the number of line entries to derive a total cost
of this activity by program. Worksheet 5 gives the results.
Worksheet 5: Finding the costs of subproducts of an activity
Finding the drive unit cost of the activity.
Total Cost of Activity

$50,000

Number of Driver Units

2,000

Driver Unit Cost

25

Finding the total cost by subproduct or program
Number of Entries

Unit Cost

Total Cost

Program A

500

$25

$12,500

Program B

1,500

25

37,500

Total

2,000

$25

$50,000
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These individual program costs for the journal entry activity are added to other costs
of drawing funds to derive a total cost for drawing funds for each program.

Step 2: If the goal is to price products, add the costs for the
activities associated with each product to other product costs.
Divide by the total number of units produced to derive a total
unit cost of the product.
If one voucher is issued per warrant and the activity driver for all three activities is the
number of vouchers, the unit cost derived above actually represents the unit cost of
that activity per warrant. If, however, two warrants were issued for every voucher,
the total cost of each activity would have been divided by the number of warrants
represented. So the cost of activity 1, $46,336, would have been divided by 24,000
warrants; the $67,142 cost of activity 2 would have been divided by 20,000; and the
$63,442 cost of activity three would have been divided by 90,000. In actuality, the
number of warrants issued per voucher varies. In this case, the cost to ascertain
exactly the cost of individual warrants, with a dependency on the number of warrants
issued for a given voucher, may be too great relative to the benefits. Since
information is in the data base by voucher, the agency is probably better off assuming
a one-to-one relationship between the number of vouchers and the number of
warrants, and so price according to the number of vouchers.
The aim of this last step is to derive a total unit cost for each end product or service
identified in step two. To do this:
•

Take out the flowchart developed in Step 3.

•

On a spreadsheet, list each product and the activities defined on the flowchart,
adjusting for any activities that were combined for costing purposes.

•

Write down the unit cost for each activity related to that product (total activity
cost/total number of units produced). If the drivers were not the same across
activities or if the relationship between the driver and the end product is not oneto-one, write down the total cost of each activity. Divide by the number of units
of product made to get a product unit cost for activities.

•

Find the unit cost of anything else that was used on a specific product, such as the
unit cost of materials or any allocated overhead not previously identified.

•

Add overall unit costs related to that product to get a total cost for each unit of
that product.

In the DHS example, the earlier process analysis revealed three activities in accounts
payable, one activity in claims processing, one activity performed by warrants
distribution, two activities of the MIS group, one activity performed by the
Comptroller's Office, and one activity performed by the mailroom. To derive a
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complete unit cost for processing each type of voucher, the organization would have
to calculate the unit cost for each of these activities.
For purposes of simplicity, we will assume that all activities related to voucher
processing are captured in the three activities illustrated in this chapter. Once the
costs of the activities have been calculated, any other costs related to specific types of
vouchers, such as the cost of hard copies of vouchers, should be accumulated to
derive the total cost. In this case, the cost per hard copy of a voucher, stamp,
envelope, and label has been assessed. Worksheet 6 contains the results.
Note that region-initiated vouchers do not require the matching of documents at the
state level (activity 1) nor do they require manual processing at the state level (activity
2). The only activity cost is incurred for activity 3, updating for payment, with a
material unit cost of $0.75. Thus, the total state-level incurred cost of a regioninitiated voucher would be $2.16. Also, in this example, because of the assumed oneto-one relationship between vouchers and warrants and because number of vouchers
was the activity driver for all activities, unit cost per voucher is used for each activity
instead of total cost in the next calculation.
Worksheet 6: Costing the Products
Type of Voucher

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Region-initiated voucher

--

--

X

State-initiated, non-manual

X

--

X

State-initiated, manual

X

X

X

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Materials

Unit Cost

$

$

0

$1.41

$ .75

$ 2.16

Type of Voucher
Region-initiated voucher

0

State-initiated, non-manual

3.86

0

1.41

.75

6.02

State-initiated, manual

3.86

6.71

1.41

.80

12.78

Observations
Had the three activities been combined as though their costs were the same, the cost per
voucher would have come to $3.93 ($176,920/45,000). This means that the DHS
regions would have picked up the tab for part of the cost of state-initiated vouchers.
ABC can yield significantly different results from conventional methods of costing
items.
For some purposes, the unit costs in worksheet 6 may not suffice. Were DHS interested
in privatizing all of its voucher processing, including the work done in the regions, the
unit costs incurred at the regional level must be determined. However, for the purpose of
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assessing the regions for state-level incurred costs of services to regions, the current
analysis is appropriate.
Finally, if the unit costs for all products or services are multiplied by the number of
products produced or services performed, the total cost should equal the total of the costs
derived from the general ledger. If not, some costs have either not been captured in the
ABC system or have been counted more than once.

Federally Matched Funds and ABC
What are the implications of implementing an ABC system for maximizing federal
funds? Currently, federal regulations do not require that administrative costs be derived
using an ABC system. Many of these costs are allocated to programs based upon
headcount or percentage of expenditures, as specified in the current approved Cost
Allocation Plans. Because of the differences in federal matching rates by program and
by category, the ability to re-assign costs to more direct categories and more accurately
to specific programs may create an opportunity to justify enhanced matching rates. Were
an agency to find that their ABC system does this, the agency could investigate changing
the Cost Allocation Plan to reflect these results.
Figure 6
Considerations when developing and implementing an Activity-Based Costing System
•

Prepare all groups for the transition, carefully explaining to them what the goal is, why it is being
done, and providing an overview of the process.

•

Lay out the entire ABC plan before acting.

•

Identify all products of the entity first; then, document the processes that create that product.

•

Flowchart the entire process related to a product or service. This avoids gaps in the costing system.

•

Use information in existing systems as much as possible. This includes not only information in the
general and subsidiary ledgers but information in other systems as well.

•

Developing an ABC system takes time and is done in stages. Start its development before a crisis
occurs, beginning at a crisis time gives inadequate lead time for development and
implementation.

•

Developing an ABC system is expensive. Project future needs for the information as much as
possible so that the information is built into the system at the start. Otherwise, the system may need
to be redone as new objectives emerge.
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Chapter 2

Planning and Budgeting

Legislative actions during 1991 and 1993 significantly reformed Texas state government planning and
budgeting systems. State agencies are now required to develop six-year strategic plans, which include
mission, goals, objectives, strategies, and key performance measures. The new planning requirements
include a six-year capital budget. Agencies must tie their plans to the statewide strategic plan jointly
prepared and issued in January of even-numbered years by the Legislative Budget Board and Governor’s
Office of Budget and Planning. The state budgeting process requires that each agency’s biennial
appropriation request be based on its strategic plan. The General Appropriations Act passed by the
Legislature and signed by the Governor now links the dollars budgeted to agency strategies and
performance targets.
The information in this chapter is intended to supplement the detailed strategic planning and biennial
budgeting guidelines issued by the Legislative Budget Board and Governor’s Office of Budget and
Planning. For an in-depth discussion of the State of Texas’ Strategic Planning and Budgeting system, see
Detailed Instructions for Preparing and Submitting Requests for Legislative Appropriations and related
publications.
This chapter discusses the interrelated functions of planning and budgeting. The discussion begins with an
examination of key, macro-level planning issues, framed within the context of the State of Texas’ Strategic
Planning and Budgeting system. In the section on budgeting, the discussion focuses upon more microlevel, operational issues, and demonstrates how an activity based costing system can enhance the quality
of decision-making for planning, budgeting, and monitoring purposes. A hypothetical case study
illustrates how activity-based costing information can enhance and integrate the components of planning
and budgeting.

Planning: An Introduction
This chapter will focus on the financial and non-financial customer-centered
informational needs and the methodologies for integrating that information during the
planning process. However, a brief introduction to the planning and budgeting cycle
provides a framework for understanding the place of planning in the overall
operations of an entity.

The Planning and Budgeting Cycle
Agency strategic plans are translated into increasingly greater levels of detail as
objectives, strategies, and associated performance measures are developed for
divisions, departments, and sections. The steps involved in the planning and
budgeting cycle are given in Figure 7 (on the following page). Unless the
components of the plan are carefully specified, an agency cannot ensure the
attainment of long-term goals in any meaningful way. Note that there are feedback
loops between setting goals and objectives and monitoring implemented plans. This
is an ongoing, continuous process. Sometimes strategies must be modified when
expectations are not met. This may be because performance targets were unrealistic,
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Figure 7

the strategies were ineffective, or
budgeted resources were
inadequate. It may be necessary
to adjust all these components
simultaneously. Throughout the
year, as new initiatives are
considered, the agency should
determine the relationship between
the initiatives and the goals and
objectives contained in the
strategic plan. This continuous
monitoring of progress helps to
ensure that the expected
performance is met. Planning
and budgeting activities require
information on expected changes
in the demand or need for
government services. The next
section, Forecasting, discusses a
major tool for obtaining this type
of information.

Forecasting
Just as private industry must
project demand for each product
and service for the next planning
and budgeting period, so must
governmental entities estimate
the need for services when
formulating plans. To develop
the Texas Request for Legislative
Appropriations, state agencies
estimate the level of service to be delivered during the biennium. Between legislative
sessions, agencies amend this forecast to derive the annual operating plan and budget.
Volumes have been written on forecasting techniques. This chapter does not purport
to present an exhaustive review of these methods. However, some observations on
the relative value of various methods and information that can enhance the forecast
may prove of use to governmental entities.

Forecasting: Comparison of Deterministic with Probabilistic
Events
Some public services are more deterministic than others; that is, the level of activity is
reasonably certain. For example, much of the planning for new highways takes place
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well in advance of the actual construction. This makes planning for the next year
relatively straightforward even though unknown variables such as unusual weather
patterns can affect the implementation of the plan.
Services that are impacted by people’s behavior, such as applications and recertification for AFDC, Food Stamps, and Medicaid are more difficult to estimate.
Changes in program eligibility and participation requirements, in state population
demographics, and the economy affect the projection of benefit expenditures as well
as the level of direct and indirect staffing needed to service clients. Federal
requirements in some programs to service all eligible people who apply for services
prohibits a cap on budgeted dollars. In addition, block grants, or limitations on total
federal dollars available, pose other difficult planning questions such as who gets
served and who does not.
Unless the next period’s level of activity is known with a high degree of certainty,
agencies should plan and budget not only for expected volume but also for high and
low ends of the projection. This is comparable to sensitivity analysis in the private
sector. Commercial software packages have made budgeting for many projected
levels of activity a relatively simple task.

Forecasting: The Tools
There are several general methods for forecasting service needs. This section will
briefly describe each one and summarize the advantages and disadvantages of each.
Figure 8

Staff predictions

There are five general forecasting methods:
•
•
•
•
•

Although predictions based upon input from staff
is the least rigorous of the methods, it oftentimes
staff predictions
produces some of the best forecasts, particularly
market/demographic research
statistical models: trend or time series analysis
where services depend upon client behavior. In
econometric models
such instances, staff involved in the delivery of
Delphi technique
the service bring to the discussion stories of
changes in the characteristics and perceptions of
clients that can heavily impact future demand for
services. This information can go well beyond anything that is measurable. For
example, prior to the recent expansion of state prisons, convicted felons may have
weighed a plea bargain offer of lengthy probation against the prospect of a shorter
period of incarceration in an overcrowded criminal justice system. But these variables
are not generally recorded or measured by an agency.
Market/demographic research

Current demographic information can be highly useful in forecasting activity in
certain service areas. Geographic information regarding the distribution of age,
income and poverty levels, educational levels, availability of housing, job market,
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birth statistics, marriage and divorce data, and the like can assist in forecasting
demand for services where client behavior is a major factor. However, it can be
expensive to maintain current data for these factors. The cost of that information
must be weighed against the benefits of more accurate predictions.
Statistical Models

Statistical models predict service demand for future periods based on historical data,
that is, service demand in previous years. If the demand for services changes in a
relatively constant manner, this type of model works well. For example, such a model
is used to predict the demand for nursing home care. (See Figure 9.) The largest
variance between predicted and actual demand was less than six percent from 1988
through 1994, with most variances at the three percent level or less. The actual
number of people in nursing homes grew from 55,902 in 1988 to 65,417 in 1994, less
than a 20 percent increase.
On the other hand, a time series model of Medicaid cases resulted in variances
exceeding 22 percent twice during the same time period. For the Medicaid program,
major changes in program eligibility requirements over the last several years have
necessitated the use of an econometric model. The number of Medicaid cases grew
from 21,911 in 1988 to 478,681 in 1994, or 2,200 percent.
The Food Stamp program is also sensitive to external events. Small shifts in the
economy can cause large shifts in demand for food stamps. Although the variances
between predicted and actual in this program were not as great as in the Medicaid
program, they did exceed 10 percent for two of the seven years in the time span from
1988 through 1994. In that program, the number of people receiving food stamp
benefits doubled in the seven-year period.
Figure 9

Note: Percentage deviation
from what was forecast
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Econometric Models

Like statistical models, econometric models use historical data, but also incorporate
other variables as well. These can include general economic data, among other
variables, when predicting the demand for AFDC grants or food stamps. Factoring in
the effects of various events often leads to a more satisfactory, i.e. a more accurate,
model. However, determining which factors correlate significantly with demand is
challenging. For example, what predicts the demand for foster care? This is
considerably more elusive than the demand for welfare benefits.
Delphi Technique

This is a method for achieving consensus or near consensus among experts working
in a field. It generally involves several rounds of requesting opinions of these experts.
These solicitations are made independently to ensure that the true opinions of each
person are heard. After the initial round of questions, the responses are compiled and
prioritized. The compilation is then returned to the individuals to ascertain the level
of agreement. This can be repeated until a fairly high degree of consensus is reached.

Forecasting: Sensitivity Analysis
Once the initial forecast of service demand is complete, the agency may wish to
perform a sensitivity or “what-if” analysis, incorporating its most optimistic and
pessimistic expectations of what may occur. For example, suppose the agency is
forecasting the demand for food stamps using demand figures from the past eight
years. Assume that the need for food stamps is closely related to the unemployment
rate. Let us also assume that the rate has been declining steadily since 1987. But
suppose the agency has some evidence to suspect that the unemployment rate will
increase during the coming fiscal year and, therefore, may increase the demand for
food stamps. The agency may decide to create an upward outside estimate of demand
that is higher than the estimate derived from its trend analysis. Thus, there would be
the initial estimate with an upper bound. There may also be conflicting evidence
indicating the possibility that the unemployment rate may decrease (e.g., new
industries moving to key Texas regions). Therefore, the demand for food stamps may
drop. This drop can be used as a lower bound on the initial estimate by developing
worst and best case scenarios; the agency derives a sense of the play in the forecast
that will eventually translate into the budgeted dollars.

Setting Short-term Goals and Value-Added Analysis of Processes
To set short-term goals, the agency should be aware of customer needs for each
product or service. Knowledge of the product or service qualities of value to
customers enables the agency to set meaningful performance standards regarding the
timeliness, ease of use, reliability and completeness of the service, and acceptable cost
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Figure 10

parameters. To develop a plan to meet these
standards, agencies need to assess the capability of
service delivery systems to fulfill the needs of
Value-added analysis can give direction in the
customers. Value-added analysis can assist in
planning phase through identification of:
such a review. This type of analysis identifies
gaps in the service delivery system and activities
• gaps in service
that do not enhance customer benefits. Thus,
• redundant activities
• activities that do not enhance customer
value-added analysis addresses both the efficiency
benefits
and effectiveness of the service delivery process.
• avoidable rework
It is critical that agencies define measures and
collect data to monitor how well service delivery
processes are meeting customer needs, ensuring
that process activities are linked to those needs. This allows the agency to set realistic
expectations for each service it provides and to identify opportunities for
improvement. The improvement may take place through small enhancements to the
process, a complete reengineering of the process, or through alternative modes of
service delivery, including privatization. See Chapter 3 for a more comprehensive
discussion of these issues.
Value-Added Analysis and Planning

Opportunity Costs and Large Investments
To implement an agency’s strategic plan, work groups may evaluate alternative ways
of implementing strategies. For example, an agency may be responsible for getting
needed equipment and materials to the regions. The agency may wish to evaluate
whether it should maintain a central distribution location or employ several satellite
distribution sites, strategically located to maximize its ability to service needs. For
either scenario, the agency may also wish to determine if leasing a warehouse or
purchasing one will be more cost-effective.
The question of location should consider customer needs, including:
•
•
•
•
•

the timeliness with which equipment and materials can be delivered
ease of use for customers to access the facility
the reliability of the receipt and quality of the goods as requested under each
alternative
the completeness of services offered
the relative cost of both the initial setup as well as the continued use of services
under each option

Under either scenario, the relative ability to maintain control over goods and the
dollars representing those goods is critical to ensure continued accountability for state
and federal money.
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Present Value Analysis

In evaluating alternatives, an agency may need to consider options whose
costs/benefits extend for more than two years. In this case, an agency will need to
perform a present value analysis. The calculations for a present value analysis are
provided by many spreadsheet software packages. The user inputs the amounts of the
payments, the timing of the payments, and the discount or interest rate. The computer
program does the rest.
The choice of a rate at which to discount the cashflows over the several years of the
project depends upon the decision at hand. A discussion of the appropriate rate to use
for individual types of decisions (lease versus purchase, outsourcing versus
maintaining in-house services, consolidations, and planning/budgeting) is given in
Appendix D.
Payback Period Analysis

Another useful tool for comparing alternatives is the payback period. This analysis
calculates the amount of time it takes to recover the initial outlay of cash from the
investment. This assumes, of course, that the investment is generating a net increase
in cash. This is not generally the case in government applications. However,
government organizations can assess the relative benefits of a proposed investment by
determining at what point in time cost savings or cost avoidance is achieved. For
example, if $25,000 per year is expended to manually process information on clients,
compare that with the amount of money required to automate processing. If $40,000
is needed to purchase computers, then the amount of time it takes to offset the outlay
under current conditions is:
Investment/annual outlay under current conditions
= $40,000/$25,000
= 1.6 years
Thus, in 1.6 years, the organization will have expended the same amount of cash,
whether it continued the existing manual process or invested in computers (assuming
that the computers required no repairs and were maintenance-free during that time).
The organization avoids the $25,000 annual cost incurred by manual processing after
1.6 years, except for adjustments for repairs, maintenance, and obsolescence.
Consideration of the payback period can be critical in buying high technology
equipment such as computers. For example, an agency may consider upgrading from
a 386 PC to a 486 PC. The agency should weigh the savings in personnel time
through the upgrade against the additional expenditures on the 486 and consider the
probability and timing of obsolescence of the new machines. It may be that the
dollars representing the time saved through the upgrade will not offset the cost of the
upgrade before the new machines become obsolete.
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Figure 11

To give a more detailed illustration, the Texas
Department of Human Services currently services
its regional needs for administrative handbooks
through a central printing, warehousing, and
distribution system. TDHS might consider the
the amount of lead time they believe is
feasibility of contracting the printing and delivery
reasonable in requesting handbooks
of handbooks on a just-in-time basis to reliable
how quickly they expect to receive the
printing service contractors in the regions. The
handbooks once they have submitted a
analysis of the relative benefits of the two options
request (cycle time)
should begin with a poll of customers to
determine customer needs. (These are defined in
the quality of the product they require
Figure 11.) Once the customers’ needs are
other supplemental products or services the
known, planners should collect data on the
customers may need such as shrinkidentified qualities on the service as currently
wrapping, boxing, and carrying the
delivered. This will provide baseline data for
delivered handbooks into office areas
comparison with the service levels of private
rather than a simple delivery to a front or
contractors. Additionally, information concerning
back door
the costs of both printing and delivery, the cost of
the ease of ordering new handbooks,
enhancements to services, and other cost data
including the ease of completing request
should be compiled. Once this baseline
forms
information has been aggregated, the agency can
identify potential private service contractors and
gather this and other needed information related to
the outsourcing under consideration. Such information may pertain to the
dependability of each supplier in meeting various levels of orders on an ongoing basis
and the feasibility of continually supplying outside contractors with the most updated
handbook file. Chapter 5 discusses the outsourcing decision in detail.

Qualities of value to customers related to the
requisition and delivery of printed materials may
include:
•

•

•
•

•

Comparison of Non-Outsourcing Opportunities
Not all alternative opportunities involve the outsourcing of services. The decision
may be to:
•
•
•
•

Re-engineer a process.
Improve a process incrementally.
Buy or lease buildings or equipment.
Fund an expansion through debt service or a cash investment.

For example, an agency might review whether to lease more of its computer
equipment than to buy it. The analysis would weigh the quick obsolescence of
equipment and the relative ease to procure the most updated equipment under a
leasing agreement versus a purchase. It would also compare the costs under each
scenario, including the dollars that might be available through federal sources versus
state funding for each option. After factoring in the funding differences and adjusting
for the differences in the timing of the payments under each scenario (present value
analysis), the agency may conclude that it would be cheaper to lease than to buy. The
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advantage of being able to replace outdated equipment more easily lease versus
purchase option, through the leasing agreement combined with the lower cost of
could very well make leasing computers more attractive.
An example of this type of analysis is provided in page 42. The example compares
the costs of leasing computers with either purchasing computers or continuing manual
processing of forms.

Budgeting: Introduction
Once the agency has set its goals and developed its plan for meeting those goals and
incorporating forecasted demand, it must submit a Request for Legislative
Appropriations for the resources needed to implement the plan. This does not mean
that the plan cannot be changed. There is a constant interplay between the planned
activities and the budgeting for those activities.

The Interplay Between Planning and Budgeting
During the budgeting process, it may become apparent that financial constraints will
preclude the ability to cover all objectives in the plan to the extent initially desired.
This may result in modifications to the plan, re-prioritization of strategies, or revising
expectations for targeted performance. This give and take between the planning and
budgeting components of the cycle may occur several times before the final plan and
associated budget are adopted.

Zero-based or Incremental Budgeting and the Link to
Performance-Based Budgeting
One of the first questions to be addressed in the compilation of the budget is how the
budget numbers are to be derived. There are two basic ways to do this: zero-based
and incremental budgeting. In a zero-based budgeting environment, one starts “from
scratch” building up the budget, adding items and commensurate dollars to the budget
as the forecasted needs and goals require. In contrast, incremental budgeting begins
with the previous period’s budget and then adds or subtracts based upon differences
in needs and goals between the upcoming and previous budget periods.
The greatest advantage of zero-based budgeting is that it requires the preparer to rejustify budgeted dollars and so is more likely to ensure that the dollars are truly
needed to meet planned goals and projected activity levels. Incremental budgeting, in
contrast, can hide a lot of “fat,” i.e. money not really needed to meet expectations.
However, zero-based budgets are very expensive to develop, requiring much time and
resources to determine appropriate workloads, materials costs, and the like.
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In practice, most entities use a combination of the two approaches. For programs that
have been around for a while, incremental budgeting may be sufficient. For new
programs, zero-based budgeting is almost a necessity. However, the detailed review
required in zero-based budgeting is useful even for long-standing programs to ensure
that inefficiencies have not been impounded into the budgeted costs.
By specifying expected performance levels in the budget, agencies can strengthen the
link between the dollars spent and the attained performance. Theoretically, this
should help to eliminate inefficiencies while enhancing the effectiveness of the
service. In practice, however, unless the information on workload and cost per unit of
performance is well-grounded and unless the measures represent a complete set of
performance outcomes, it is hard to determine if the budgeted dollars really are
needed to attain the goals or if the agency can realistically attain those goals with the
budgeted dollars.

Bottom-up or Top-down?
The current instructions for requesting legislative appropriations require agencies to
budget by strategies. Some agencies prepare this budget on a centralized basis and
then, once the request is approved, prepare budgets at lower levels. This is the topdown approach. Other agencies request local levels to prepare their budgets, which
are then rolled up to a state level and combined with the state office budget, or the
bottom-up approach. Starting from the top and moving down is more likely to result
in an integrated budget and assurance that the strategies have received adequate
resources. However, early involvement of staff at the lower levels, while timeconsuming, can achieve greater understanding and acceptance of the budget. The
example in this chapter will illustrate a hybrid bottom-up, top-down approach.

The Master Budget Preparation Cycle
The preparation of the master budget begins with a forecast of activity and the capital
expenditure plan. There are three budgetary components: capital expenditures, direct
service, and administration. (See Figure 12.) Once the budgets for these three areas
have been formulated, the agency can project Statement of Revenues and
Expenditures, the Balance Sheet, and the Statement of Changes in Fund Balances.
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The Direct Strategy Budget
To derive the direct service budget, an agency will need to determine the amount of
materials, labor, overhead, and grant awards that will be needed to execute the plan.
With the forecasted level of activity, the agency is ready to allocate human resources
and materials, where necessary, to each service. The entity can also determine the
amount of overhead needed to carry out this level of service. The estimated costs of
these three components more likely to be accurate if the agency has implemented an
activity-based costing system because the cost of services has been tied closely to the
delivery of those services. Information on workload capacity, vital to a sound
estimate of the cost of labor at the projected level of activity, becomes more useful
when derived from an ABC system. For example, suppose that one of the program
strategies is to determine eligibility for Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC). An eligibility worker typically determines eligibility for a number of
programs simultaneously, including AFDC, Food Stamps, and Medicaid. An ABC
system allows for that worker’s time to be allocated in a meaningful way to each of
the programs.
An accurate depiction of the total costs associated with a strategy must also include
indirect administrative and support costs. For example, the state office provides
training, handbooks, and computer support to eligibility workers. The state office
processes the worker’s paycheck, travel vouchers, and other benefits. What is the cost
to the state office to provide these services? Without an ABC system, the total cost of
the state office has to be allocated to each strategy based upon variables such as
program headcount or strategy allocation as a proportion of total agency budget. An
ABC system allows for an accurate assessment of the unit cost of each type of
voucher or benefit type. By maintaining records on the origin of the submission of
the voucher or benefit request, the cost of that support service can be appropriately
assigned to the individual strategies. Therefore, the unit cost of labor, materials, and
overhead to process a client for AFDC can be more suitably determined. This cost
folds into the forecasted activity to derive a total cost to offer AFDC eligibility
services for the forecasted level of activity.
Cost of Caseworker Labor

Looking more closely at the AFDC eligibility example, suppose that a random
moment time study indicates that the average time eligibility workers spend on
processing an AFDC client is 30 percent of total work time and that the worker, on
average, processes approximately 10 clients per day or 2,300 per year. Suppose
further that the average salary of an eligibility worker is $20,000 per year. Thus the
labor cost to process one AFDC client is:

($20,000*.3)/2300 = $2.61.
If the total number of expected AFDC clients per month for the coming year is
800,000, then the total expected annual cost of caseworker labor related to servicing
them is $2.61*12*800,000, or $25,056,000.
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A Word of Caution about Output Measures and the Setting of
Standard Costs
Standard costs and process capability studies: Suitable performance targets should
grow out of a study of the process’ capability. The arbitrary setting of performance
standards, particularly where expected outputs are too high, will lead to loss of quality
or accuracy. In the caseworker situation, the increased error rate brought on by
expectations of outputs that exceed process capability can lead to federal sanctions
against the program, that is, millions of dollars of penalties due to the excessive error
rate. Evaluating individual employees with such expectations can only aggravate the
problem and result in low worker morale and high employee turnover.
Note that even when the output standards measure are based upon a process capability
study, they still incorporate the existing inefficiencies embedded in the process. By
determining a realistic efficiency/effectiveness capability level of a process, the entity
can devise a performance standard and unit cost to serve as a surrogate for a standard
cost. This standard cost can be used for planning and budgeting for future periods.
However, inefficient processes must be changed for the standard to be a meaningful
budgeting and monitoring tool. The monitoring of actual to standard will then
incorporate a review of changes made to the process to increase its efficiency without
loss of quality. (Chapter 3 discusses how to determine a process’ capability, make
changes, and monitor process changes.)
Labor hour determination: A second caveat regards the use of labor hour
information. The caseworker example assumed an eight-hour actual work day. It did
not include time out for sick leave, vacations, holidays, etc. The use of headcounts as
a substitute for actual time worked may result in a distorted estimate of unit cost and
can lead to poor budget figures. This is particularly true if part-time workers are used
or extensive overtime is accumulated.
Aggregation of activities: Finally, output measures aggregated at too high a level of
processes/products can distort actual workloads. For example, certain types of
vouchers at DHS, such as travel vouchers and community care vouchers, are very
labor intensive. Other types of vouchers are almost completely automated and require
little manual processing. A single output measure developed over all these vouchers
provides little useful information. Attempts to use such a measure in budgeting can
lead to erroneous decisions. If the number of travel vouchers submitted is increasing
relative to the number of automated vouchers, too little budget may be allocated to the
payment process, resulting in backlogs and overtime.

Other Costs
The cost of the supervisor’s salary is allocated in the same manner as that of the
worker. What about the cost of materials? The cost of forms completed by the client
and the worker should be factored into the estimate of the cost of materials. Each
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eligibility worker also receives an initial handbook of rules for determining eligibility
status as well as quarterly revisions to the rules. The handbooks and revisions are
developed, printed, warehoused, and shipped by the state office. If the state office is
using an ABC system, the agency will know the cost of each handbook and revisions
and the demand for them. This overhead cost can then be assigned to the appropriate
strategy.
These are only a few of the costs associated with eligibility determination. Tracing
the total costs attributable to a particular program or service is a significant task
initially. However, once the system is developed, it results in a more accurate annual
budget, at least for the direct service component.

The Administrative Budget
If the agency is using an ABC system, the remaining cost to be assigned to the
administrative needs category is significantly less than before. This greatly simplifies
the development of the administrative budget. This budget consists primarily of the
cost of the top management of the entity.

The Capital Expenditure Budget
By this point, the development of the capital expenditure budget should be a relatively
straightforward task. During the planning stages, the agency weighs several
alternative methods for accommodating its capital expenditure needs, choosing the
one(s) that optimized the overall expected benefit to the agency. The costs of the
chosen opportunities are then entered into the development of the capital budget,
including any costs to be incurred in the upcoming year that originated in earlier
years. Note that these are cash costs, not allocations of cash outlays in previous years.

Revenue Estimates
By the time the agency is ready to develop an operating budget, the amount of funds
appropriated by the Legislature is known. For federal programs dealing with clients,
once the client demand estimate is determined, the agency can extend the amount of
revenue expected from the Federal Government. For federal programs not dealing
with clients, the federal revenue dollars are generally already known. Once
appropriations across funds and agencies have been finalized, an agency can also
estimate the amount of interfund transfers.
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The Development of Financial Statements
Once the three budgets and revenue estimates have been developed, the budget
representative can put together an expected Statement of Revenues and Expenditures.
To develop the Balance Sheet and the Statement of Changes in Fund Balances, the
agency must also project the amount of encumbered funds at the end of the next fiscal
year. These serve as offsets to cash balances on the balance sheet and indicate some
degree of restriction on that cash.

A Simple Program Example of the Planning and Budgeting Phases
This section will provide a fictitious example of how the planning and budgeting
process would proceed. The details have been greatly simplified to facilitate the
presentation.
The Help-the-Teen Program, begun 18 months ago, offers free counseling services to
troubled teens throughout Major Metro. “Troubled” is defined as
•
•
•
•
•

recent attempted suicide
suddenly failing one or more classes by a student whose academic record was
previously acceptable
hostile school behavior
depression as defined by the DSM-IV scale
taking or selling hard drugs

The goal of the program is to enhance troubled teens’ coping skills. The two
objectives that relate to that goal are: to strengthen the troubled teen’s link with a
social community and to provide teens with individualized approaches to dealing with
problems. The strategy selected meet the first objective is to organize and conduct
group field trips. The strategy to address the second objective is to hold weekly onehour one-on-one counseling sessions between the teen and a licensed and experienced
counselor.
The program is staffed by six counselors who work out of five small leased offices.
Each counselor handles all phone calls and paperwork. Sometimes the counselor has
to travel to the location of the troubled teen and is reimbursed for per diem travel
expenses. Counselors submit travel vouchers once a month for reimbursement. Once
a week, the counselor takes a group of troubled teens on a field trip, which may be to
a movie, a museum, a party, or a picnic. The average size of the group attending the
field trip is 10.
The program is administered by the Texas Department of Helpers. The Texas
Department of Helpers hires the counselors, liaisons with local schools to keep them
informed of the Help-the-Teen program, and pays counselor salaries, travel expenses,
facility and equipment costs, and legitimate recreational costs. The state office
manager overseeing the program spends approximately 25 percent of her time on the
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program. She has no secretary. Currently, the counselors are processing all
paperwork manually but the state office is considering the purchase of computer
equipment for each office. All expenses are paid from state funds.
The state office has been using an activity-based costing system and has determined
the cost to do the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

process a per diem travel voucher ($15)
process various monthly bills, i.e. rent, purchase of supplies, utilities,
reimbursement for field trips ($12)
process a monthly paycheck ($5)
service employee benefits ($10)
hire a counselor ($300)
accumulate and report information on the program ($500/month)
develop and disseminate posters ($40/poster)
develop and deliver forms ($1/form)
provide legal services ($70/hour)

The Planning Phase
The group reviews data on the number of teens using the service over the past 18
months. They note that there have been significant month-to-month increases as teens
have become aware of the program and informed their friends. They also note that
the number of schools referring teens has tripled since the program’s inception.
Reviewing the demographics of the schools, they estimate that two of the counselors
will not be able to service all requests during the coming year and that a second
counselor will be needed in each facility. However, no one is sure that the State will
fund the increase in service level. Also, one of the facilities does not have a second
office to accommodate an extra counselor. The planning group is considering
outsourcing to a private counseling group for the work of a second counselor rather
than opening up a new facility.
Sixth Office

The group has put out bids to contract with a private counseling facility. All bidders
have agreed to provide the same service as is currently provided by the Help-the-Teen
counselors. Presented on the following page is a comparison of costs for opening a
sixth location versus contracting with the lowest bid by a reputable private counseling
group. The vendor has agreed to provide travel for its counselor as necessary and to
include it as part of the bid price. The cost of field trips will be reimbursable from the
state office on a monthly basis. A two-year contract will be signed with the vendor.
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Figure 13 Comparison of Monthly Costs
Location/Expense

Sixth Office

Rent

Private Contractor

$1,000

Utilities

200

Supplies

100

Counselor’s Salary

3,750

Fringe Benefits

1,200

Contracted Monthly Charge

none

$5,500

Cost to Monitor Contract

none

300

169

95

$6,419

$5,895

State Office Costs*
Total
Winner

at $70,704/yr saving $6,288/year

Figure 14 *State Office Annual Direct Support Costs for the Extra Location and Private Vendor (referenceabove table)
Extra Location
Travel voucher processing (12 * $15)
Paycheck processing ($5 * 12)
Hiring a new counselor
Legal services

$ 180

Private Vendor
$

0

60

0

300

0

1,000

1,000

$ 492

$ 144

$2,032

$1,144

169

95

Administrative voucher processing
12 utility bills, 12 rent payments, 4 supply
purchases, 1 insurance, 12 trips/12 trips
Total annual state office expenses
Monthly amount

With an annual savings of $6,288, the option to go with the private vendor is the
better choice.
Computers

The group has priced the purchase versus the lease of computers for each facility.
Counselors estimate that they will be able to service two extra teens each day if they
have computers to facilitate paperwork. Currently, they can each service one teen per
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hour, on average. If computerized, all forms would be electronically transmitted
from the state office, saving printing and distribution charges of paper forms but
incurring electronic processing charges or online support. Each counselor completes
about 30 forms per week.
Figure 15 Comparison of the annual costs of leasing or purchasing five computers with the annual
cost of continued manual processing per site. (Note: analysis is for next three years; discounted at an
annualized rate of 8 percent, compounded annually.)
OPTION/EXPENSE

Lease computer
equipment
$ 3,500

Lease/purchase

Purchase computer
equipment

Continue manual
operations

$ 7,500

none

(immediate outlay only)

none

Counselor time
Software

$

Online support

$

250

$

500

$

none

$ 65,3681

250

none

500

none

none

$10,000

$10,000

(immediate outlay only)

(immediate outlay only)

Paper forms

none
$

9,8702
none

Software
development

$

Software training

250

$

250

(immediate outlay only)

(immediate outlay only)

$22,203

$19,683

Total present value
of three year
cashflow

$193,896

Winner

saving $174,213 over
the three-year
period
1. Six in-house people at a $45,000 salary, each working 1900 hours per year, spending two extra hours a
day for 230 work days to manually process paperwork (versus a computerized process): ( $45000 /1900)
hourly rate*2 hours a day*230 days*6 counselors = $65,368
2.

Seven counselors to be provided with 30 forms a week for 47 weeks, at $1 per form: 47 weeks * 30 forms *
$1 per form * 7 counselors = $9,870

Field trips

During the past year, the counselors each had a budget of $1,500 for field trips. All
had depleted funds before the end of the fiscal year. Until recently, they had not
collected information on the cost of each type of field trip. They decide to review
their recently acquired information.
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The average costs of the four types of field trips is provided in Figure 16.
Figure 16
Entertainment/
Expense

Party

Movie

Picnic

Museum

Transportation

$ 0

$10

$ 0

$20

Tickets

$ 0

$ 1

$ 0

(per person)

Food &
Decorations

$ 4

$ 0

(per person)

Total for 11
people

$44

$ 2
(per person)

$ 3

$ 0

(per person)

$21

$33

$42

Because feedback from field trip participants has been consistently positive, the
counselors decide that this is a function that should be maintained. After reviewing
the above costs, the group decides that most of the field trips will be divided between
going to movies and having picnics. Although the movie is the least expensive, it
does not afford teens much opportunity to socialize; thus, the emphasis will be on the
picnics. The group concludes that they will aim for four parties, four museum trips,
12 movies, and 27 picnics for each location. The total cost per location will be
$1,487 and $10,409 for seven counselors.
Training

The group, in conjunction with the legal department, has also renegotiated contracts
on office rental for the coming fiscal year, subject to approval of funds by the
Legislature. The counselors have expressed a need for further training to deal more
effectively with the teens and have identified a one-week training program in the local
area. The cost is $500 per person. They believe that this training will enable them to
meet the higher performance goals they have set for the next year, relative to their
performance over the last 18 months.

The Budgeting Phase
As you can already see, some preliminary budget work was performed during the
planning stage in order to weigh the relative benefits of various options. This section
pulls together the special project results described in the planning section with the
continuing operations plan and shows the development of the master budget.
Information on estimated monthly operating costs for the five locations is presented in
Figures 17 and 18. The cost of the new computers and the private vendor will be kept
separate.
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Figure 17
Location/
Expense
Rent

North
2 counselors
$

750

South
$

850

East
$

550

West
$

800

Downtown
$

450

150

175

125

175

100

Counselor’s
Salary

7,500

3,750

3,750

3,750

3,750

Fringe
Benefits

2,400

1,200

1,200

1,200

1,200

Utilities

50

50

50

50

50

200

100

100

100

100

Total monthly
costs

$ 11,050

$ 6,125

$ 5,775

$ 6,075

$ 5,650

Monthly costs
less fringe
benefits

$

8,650

$ 4,925

$ 4,575

$ 4,875

$ 4,450

Total costs for
the year (no
fringes)

$103,800

$59,100

$54,900

$58,500

$53,400

Travel
Supplies/
Insurance

With the information regarding the purchase of computers, the contracting with a
private firm for counseling services, training costs, basic operating costs, and field trip
costs, the agency is now ready to compile the budget for submission to the
Legislature.
Figure 18
State Office Direct Support Costs for the Six In-House Counselors
Travel Voucher Processing (6 * 12 * $15)

$

900

Paycheck Processing ($5 * 6 * 12)

360

Hiring 2 Counselors (1 new, 1 turnover)

600

Reporting

7,200

Posters (30 schools * 4 posters * $40)

4,800

Legal Services

3,000

Administrative Voucher Processing

2,684

Manager Salary and Expenses (60,000 * .15)
Total State Office Expenses

15,000
$34,544
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Figure 19 Budget for Submission to the Legislature
A.

Goal:
The goal of the program is to enhance the coping skills of troubled teens.
A.1 Objective 1
To strengthen the troubled teen’s link with a social community
A.1.1 Strategy
Organize and effect group
field trips

$ 10,409

A.2 Objective 2
To provide teens with individualized approaches to
dealing with problems
A.2.1 Strategy
Hold weekly one-hourone-on-one
counseling sessions between the teen
and a licensed and experienced
counselor

$403,760

Administrative costs to meet goal

$ 35,688

Capital budgeting requirements to meet goal

$ 17,500

Note: The $10,409 for strategy A.1.1 was calculated on page 41.
The $403,760 for Strategy A.2.1 is the sum of the total costs in Figure 17 plus the $70,704 for the private contractor in
Figure 13 less the $1,144 in costs to the state office reported in Figure 14. It also includes the cost of software, online
support, and software training calculated in Figure 15 for the computer equipment purchase option ($1,000). Finally,
the $3,500 cost of the training has been added to this amount. Although some of the costs assigned to this strategy are
costs shared by Strategy A.1.1, we do not believe that a further breakout of the costs is necessary. Strategy A.1.1 would
have little effect without Strategy A.2.1.
The administrative costs of $35,688 included the $34,544 calculated in Figure 18 and the $1,144 in State costs for the
private contractor.
The $17,500 for capital budgeting purposes is for the purchase of computer equipment reported in Figure 15 less the
cost of software, online support, and software training ($1,000).

Discussion
Because this budget was subject to approval by the Legislature and because the
program is totally state-funded, the example did not encompass estimates of revenues
or the budgeted financial statements. Once funding has been approved, the agency
could prepare these reports.
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Zero-based Budgeting/Forecasting
This example primarily used the zero-based budgeting strategy to develop the budget.
The group computed the cost of each type of field trip, decided upon the mix, and
then developed the budget for this strategy from that information. The group also let
the forecast of service demand drive the development of the budget for the second
strategy. The forecast was derived using a combination of trend analysis and staff
expertise. The state office direct costs were calculated according to how much state
office service would be required to meet the current year’s support needs, not last
year’s amount (incremental budgeting).

Bottom-up or Top Down
The planning and budgeting process involved an interplay between a bottom-up and
top-down approach. The group first agreed that the goals, objectives, strategies,
performance measures, and expected performance were appropriate (top-down).
Together, the group weighed opportunity costs. However, once the forecasts of
activity level was completed, the development of the costs of continuing basic
operations was done on a site-by-site basis (bottom-up). Further, this entire process
involved all program personnel. Obviously, this is not realistic with large programs.
But even large programs can profit from including representatives from the various
staff levels throughout the planning and budgeting process.

Overhead
With an ABC system, it is not necessary to divide costs into direct materials, labor,
and overhead, although it is useful to keep these categories in mind. This helps to
ensure that all costs have been captured. Since overhead becomes directly tied to the
objectives and goals, it is not subject to an arbitrary allocation. The $35,688 of
administrative costs are now directly linked to the program goal and so more
accurately reflect the true program administrative costs. Although state office still has
some unassigned costs of administration (salaries of the highest level management in
the organization), the amount unassigned will be significantly less than before the
implementation of an ABC system. Finally, the capital budgeting needs are also tied
to the goals of the program rather than kept as a separate cost or assigned to goals on
some arbitrary basis such as headcount or dollars.

Opportunity Costs and Value-added Analysis
The use of an ABC system also facilitates the consideration of alternative strategies.
In the budgeting component related to the field trips, data related to the cost of each
trip allowed the program to make sound decisions about which alternatives added the
most value relative to the cost. Amassing data on the cost of the continued manual
processing of forms versus computerization also allowed the program to choose the
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most cost effective way to deal with paperwork. Comparisons of the cost of adding a
new facility with the outsourcing for a seventh counselor led to a sound and
economical decision.

Sensitivity Analysis
Armed with this information, the agency is ready to assist the Legislature in
sensitivity analysis, that is, in “what-if” determinations. What if the program were to
close down the South location, not add the second counselor to the North location, not
add the seventh counselor, add one more location, etc? With the already-developed
spreadsheets, cost information is easily accessed on the computer.

Attainment of Goals
Finally, planning and budgeting that is supported by an ABC system yields more
accurate information concerning the true cost of meeting specific program goals and
objectives and thus enhances and strengthens the entity’s (and therefore the State’s)
ability to meet those goals.

Budget Monitoring in an ABC Environment
In the above example, the expected unit cost to process a travel voucher was $15.
However, the capability of the process used in paying for travel vouchers indicated
that the volume from which that expected unit cost was derived could vary such that
the unit driver cost would fall between $12 and $18, even with the cost of resources
controlled and no variation in the number of full-time equivalent employees engaged
in the task. Further, given the current market conditions, the hourly rate paid for
temporary workers could vary from the expected amount by $1 in each direction.
Actual volume also fluctuates more widely such that at times the process is not
capable of handling the excess volume. Traditional variance analysis is not
meaningful in this environment.
The development of non-financial as well as financial measures, tied to goals,
objectives, and strategies, and measures growing out of process capability studies
provides better means of monitoring deviations from the “budgeted” amounts. The
ease of obtaining information in a computerized environment has obviated the need
for a few simple and easily derived measures such as those used in traditional
variance analysis. Perhaps the use of “targeted” costs and performance numbers
should replace the term “budget.”
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Chapter 3
Figure 20
Business Process Analysis can:
•

Assist in the initial assessment of conditions
by providing a process framework.

•

Help management to identify processes
needing improvement, transformation, or
elimination.

•

Provide information about the relative
potential dollars to be saved by undertaking
various improvement projects, enabling
management to prioritize projects for
improvement, reengineering, or
outsourcing.

The following chapter describes a methodology
called “business process analysis” which can help
management make critical decisions in an era of
tight budgetary constraints. Such decisions and
their implementation can significantly streamline
processes and reduce costs while enhancing the
quality of service provided.

Business process analysis provides an analytical
framework to accomplish several management
objectives. In the initial assessment phase, it
provides management with an inventory of
existing systems, service products, customer
requirements, and a baseline of current
performance. While completion of this highlevel assessment can serve as an end unto itself, it
also provides the foundation for an activity-based costing system. The usefulness of
business process analysis in the assessment and continuous monitoring of the
efficiency, quality, and effectiveness of services and their processes is described in
Figure 20.
Information garnered through the initial assessment should enable management to
make informed choices about whether to undertake a complete reengineering of
existing processes, or to proceed with more incremental continuous improvement
projects. In the latter case, the assessment should provide sufficient guidance to
logically prioritize improvement initiatives. The assessment should also provide
information on whether to pursue other feasibility studies such as consolidation and
outsourcing.

Figure 21

Due to its fundamental process orientation,
business process analysis represents a significant
shift from traditional methods to improve
efficiency, quality, and effectiveness.
Conduct an initial assessment of current
Traditionally, management of operations and
conditions.
improvement initiatives occur within the
Identify and implement improvement
departmental framework depicted on an
opportunities and strategies.
organization chart. The daily work of any large
organization, however, is accomplished by
Monitor ongoing process performance.
numerous cross-functional work processes that cut
horizontally across the organization.
Improvement efforts confined to a departmental
perspective carry an inherently high risk of suboptimal results due to their
compartmentalized focus. For example, an administrative support division, in an

The three phases to Business Process Analysis
are:
•

•

•
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effort to streamline and increase efficiency, might decide to eliminate certain
activities, only to pass these functions on to a line/operations department, ultimately
increasing cycle time and cost and reducing effectiveness. While the administrative
support division may appear more efficient, the overall performance of the
organization may decline.
A process orientation helps to overcome such barriers by focusing upon the work
itself, rather than on the hierarchy and organizational structure for managing the work.
A process view helps to link the work flow to the customer as it crosses departments.
Viewing the organization as a system of multiple, extended processes rather than a
collection of individual departments facilitates organization-wide improvement in
terms of efficiency and effectiveness and service to the customer, in addition to the
potential reduction of total cost.

Phase One: Conduct Organizational Assessment
The initial assessment phase essentially provides a “snapshot" of existing operations.
It answers the questions: "What do we do as an organization?" “Who do we do it
for?” “How do we do it?”. The essential elements of the assessment, in approximate
sequential order are given in Figure 22.
Figure 22
To conduct an assessment of condition, perform
the following steps:
Step 1

Identify the core, macro-level business
processes

Step 2

Identify the organization’s primary
service products

Step 3

Identify the subprocesses which
produce those products

Step 4

Identify the subprocess activities
directly related to the products in
question

Step 5

Identify and differentiate the
customers of the products

Step 6

Determine key customer requirements
related to the products

Step 7

Evaluate current process
performance and ability to meet
customer requirements

An existing organization may have some or all of
these components and data elements in place.
Depending upon the rigor of previous analyses,
however, the assessment may reveal gaps or
omissions in existing management systems. Even
in well developed management systems, changes
in the operating environment or in customer
requirements necessitate a periodic re-examination
of these key components.
There is some flexibility in the sequential order in
which the assessment proceeds. While
identification of the core processes is always a
first step, the sequence of identifying products
and linking them to specific subprocesses may
vary depending upon the organization. It is, of
course, necessary that customer requirements be
determined prior to setting performance measures,
analyzing process capability, or baselining current
performance.
Prior to beginning the assessment, agencies should
consider designating a process owner to oversee
and coordinate not only the assessment phase, but
also the subsequent phases of improvement and
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monitoring. Process owners are responsible for ensuring that those charged with
carrying out each phase of business process analysis have the necessary time,
resources, and training to successfully complete the objectives. A process owner
should ideally have a vested interest in the success of the initiative and possess
sufficient credibility and authority within the organization to remove barriers or
obstacles, particularly when processes cross functional or divisional boundaries.

Step 1: Identify Core Processes
It is important to distinguish between core strategic competencies and core business
processes. Core strategic competencies are those things that are delivered to the
external customer or end user of the agency’s products or services. Core business
processes are those activities that are essential to run the business such as purchasing,
payments, etc. While there are core business processes within each of the strategic
competencies, strategic competencies generally refer to the operations side of the
organization, as opposed to administrative support processes. For example, the core
strategic competencies of the Department of Human Services, prior to the passage of
House Bill 7, included eligibility certification, grant payments, child and adult
protective services, and employment, long-term care, and family violence services.
Child and adult protective services were moved to the Department of Protective and
Regulatory Services. With the imminent transfer of employment services to a
workforce training agency, the core strategic competencies of DHS are now eligibility
certification, grant payments, long-term care, and family violence services. While
business process analysis is equally applicable to areas of strategic competencies or
support services, the distinction between these areas is important to bear in mind
when considering outsourcing decisions.
To identify an organization's most critical core business processes, top management
should establish an inventory that includes only those processes that are necessary to
run the organization. While the number and type of core processes identified will
vary depending upon the nature of the organization’s work and the organizational
level performing this analysis, there are some processes common to almost all public
sector agencies. For example, typical core processes within a support services
department might include: purchasing, payments, hiring/training, and warehousing/
distribution. For an mis division, core processes may encompass: data processing, lan
functions, telecommunications processes, applications development and distribution,
disaster recovery, and engineering and system integration processes.
The level of aggregation in defining core processes depends upon the purpose. In
general, the more massive the change that the organization is contemplating, the
higher the level of aggregation of processes. However, the initial higher level
aggregation does not preclude the identification of subprocesses; in fact, it provides a
structure for integrating those subprocesses. For example, an organization may want
to review its procurement function, not simply the way it does its purchasing,
delivery, warehousing, or payment processes. So order fulfillment is the macroprocess and purchasing, delivery, warehousing, and payment are subprocesses.
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However, after defining macro-processes and their subprocesses, the entity may
decide to focus on improving one or two of the subprocesses. Having the larger
framework in which to view the analysis enables the entity to ensure that one process
is not changed to the detriment of another.

Figure 23

Step 2: Identify Primary Service Products

A service product:
•
•
•
•

Upon identification of the core processes, an inventory of the end
products produced by core processes is in order. Every process has an
is countable
end product that is delivered to the customer. (See page 12 for a
occurs in discrete units
sample list.) Failure to identify products of service organizations has
is deliverable
can be made plural
led entities to mistakenly identify activities of the processes as
products. Guidelines for distinguishing products from the processes
and activities which produced them are given in Figure 23. Products
are deliverables. They are countable, occur in discrete units, and can be made plural
(Lawton, 1993, page 7). The service products of a human resources division, for
example, might include job classifications, employment advertisements, personnel
policies, and training manuals.
Defining Process Boundaries

Defining products narrows the scope of the analysis to focus upon the process which
produced the output in question. Defining the product should help to establish clear
beginning and end points around the process. While defining the process boundaries
may sound simple, it entails a number of considerations. For example, the Fiscal
Division of the Department of Human Services processes thousands of travel
vouchers each month. The end product of the voucher processing is ultimately a
warrant issued by the Comptroller’s Office. For caseworkers, the extended
reimbursement process begins at the regional level, initiated by the person submitting
the claim. There are a number of subprocesses and activities at the regional level
which may occur before the voucher reaches the state office. For the purposes of the
Fiscal Services Division, however, it may choose to limit its analysis to the process
boundaries from when the voucher is received at state office to when a pay tape is
sent to the Comptroller’s Office. In that case, the outputs of the regional processes
and activities become the inputs to the state office processing. Similarly, the pay tape
from state office becomes the input to the Comptroller’s Office.

Step 3: Identify Subprocesses
While payments may be defined as a core process of the organization, there are a
number of types of payments (products), just as there are a number of subprocesses
involved in producing a payment. Flowcharting the processes and activities
associated with each type of voucher provides a clearer picture of the amount of
resources consumed by product type. It also clarifies how the work is organized and
carried out.
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Figure 24

There are a number of different types of flowcharts that can
be used to map the process. (See Figure 24.) Top-down
flowcharts provide a picture of the major steps in a process,
top-down
focusing upon only those steps absolutely necessary to carry
work-flow
out the work. Top-down flowcharts omit rework and
deployment
inspection. By omitting the complexity that has
data flow
decision
accumulated in a process over time, the top-down flowchart
enables management to focus on how the process should
ideally operate. This prevents the analysis from becoming
mired in the complexity of the process and facilitates the identification of problem
areas. Detailed flowcharts use standard flowcharting symbols to describe most or all
of the process steps and activities in a process. They are particularly useful to identify
process loops denoting rework and decision points where a good product is inspected
and/or separated from a product that does not meet specifications. Each of these
flowcharts can facilitate identification of non-value adding work in the process, or
identify suboptimal sequencing of work flow. There are a number of other types of
charts that can be employed to track product work flow, estimate queuing and storage
time, identify process responsibilities, etc. (See the Bibliography for references that
provide a more complete discussion of these techniques.)

There are several types of flowcharts:
•
•
•
•
•

In the example of voucher processing, if the process boundaries of voucher
processing were limited to the state office, there are still a number of subprocesses
involved in the issuance of a warrant. Initially, a voucher is received in the state
office mailroom. It is then sent to the Fiscal Services Warrant and Distribution
Section for sorting, to the Travel Unit for auditing and corrections, and to the
Micrographics Unit for filming and storage before being entered onto a pay tape for
the Comptroller.
Within each of these subprocesses, there are a number of intermediate work products
created and activities performed. A simplified overview of the processing of regular
travel vouchers is provided in the form of a top-down flowchart on the following
page:
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Figure 25

Subprocess
Activities

Distribution

Claims
Processing

1.1 Sort vouchers
by type, agency,
& region

2.1 Auditor picks
up batch and
manually logs
out

1.2 Fill out flash
card with date,
batch #, and
number of
vouchers

Claims
Corrections
3.1 Fixes
correctable
errors

FMIS Production
Control
Micrographics
4.1 Prepares for
filming

5.1 Match to
HRMIS for SS# &
BJN

2.2 Audits
voucher

4.2 Batch #
logged on Micro
Control Log

5.2 Post to FMIS

1.3 Stamp batch #
on voucher

2.3 Auditor enters
data into AEIS for
all vouchers

4.3 Vouchers
and batch
cards filmed

5.3 Prepare pay
tape

1.4 Send batches
to Claims
Processing

2.4 Walks to
Remote Job
Entry and
manually logs
type, # of
documents, date
and operator
identification #

4.4 Enters roll
and frame # for
each batch into
AEIS

5.4 Send pay
tape to
Distribution

1.5 Enter batch #
and number of
claims on manual
log

Step Four: Identify Subprocess Activities
Identification of subprocess activities can serve several purposes. Initially, if an
organization is developing an activity-based costing system, this information will
allow the organization to determine which activities and associated costs are directly
attributable to each product, as discussed in detail in Chapter 1. Secondly,
identification of subprocess activities also lays the groundwork for the process value
analysis component of Step 6 of the assessment. The identification and flowcharting
of subprocesses (Step 3) and subprocess activities (Step 4) can also provide valuable
information as management formulates improvement strategies and initiatives.

Step 5: Identify and Differentiate the Customers
Issues of efficiency, quality, and effectiveness need to be addressed within the context
of customer requirements. A structured analysis of efficiency, quality, and/or
effectiveness must begin and end with the end user of the good or service in question.
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Every organization must ask what does the customer wants, and how the organization
knows this.
The Regulatory Environment

In the public sector, agencies must conform to requirements set by legislation,
regulations, and policy guidance established for the product or service. While laws
and regulations establish the parameters within which an agency operates, it is
incumbent upon all public sector organizations to move beyond mere compliance into
vigorously meeting the needs of the end users of its services in the most efficient and
cost effective way. The interplay between the elements of efficiency, quality, and
effectiveness must be balanced and considered as a whole. It is possible, for example,
to produce a good or service in a very efficient manner, yet not deliver what the
customer wants or needs. Therefore, a recommended, structured approach to analyze
efficiency, quality, and effectiveness begins with identifying customers and
ascertaining their wants and needs.
The Place of Performance Measurement

Traditionally, the service nature of most government functions makes meaningful
measurement of performance difficult. Service typically refers to activities and
focuses upon how an organization delivers. Much more important to the customer,
however, is "what" is delivered. The recipient of a tax refund, for example, likely
cares preciously little as to how the refund is processed. However, receipt of the
refund check itself, in an accurate and timely manner, is of paramount importance.
Because the products of service organizations are tangible and concrete, they provide
an excellent mechanism to manage and measure for efficiency, quality, and
effectiveness.
Classes of Customers

Although defining service products allows an organization to identify its customers, it
is important to differentiate between types of customers. A valuable contribution of
quality management initiatives is the distinction between external and internal
customers. While the needs of the external customer should ideally drive and define
how the processes of the producing organization are structured, the internal/external
customer distinction does not provide sufficient guidance in defining roles and
responsibilities or prioritizing among competing or conflicting demands of different
types of customers. For example, many products delivered by support service
departments may not have a direct external customer. In this case, the
internal/external distinction is largely irrelevant. Further, when internal support
functions such as purchasing and data processing interact, it is not always necessarily
clear as to who is the customer of whom.
One solution to remedy the internal/external customer dichotomy is to utilize the
service product to define the relationship between types of customers. Lawton's
(1993, pages 4-14) classification of customers resolves the ambiguity of the
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Figure 26
Classes of customers include:
•
•
•

end users
brokers
fixers

internal/external customer concept by focusing upon each
customer's respective role with a given product.

•

End User: End users are the ones who actually use the
product to achieve a desired result or outcome. In the
Department of Human Services, the end users of the Fiscal
Division's travel voucher processing are the employees who
receive a warrant as reimbursement for travel-related
expenses.

•

Brokers: Brokers bring the end users and the producers of a product closer
together. A broker's function is to make a product more accessible to the end
user. Brokers may function as an agent of either the end user or the producer of
the product. The Child Care Management System (CCMS), for example, serves
as a broker between families (end users) of subsidized day care and the day care
centers/producers of child care services. In the process of issuing travel warrants,
the mailroom and distribution units within the Fiscal Division act as brokers
between the person submitting a travel voucher and the Comptroller’s Office
which issues the warrant or direct deposit.

•

Fixers: Fixers repair, correct, modify, or adjust the product for the end user. The
Claims Corrections unit in the DHS Fiscal Division performs the role of fixers by
correcting voucher errors in order for the claims to be paid.

It is important to note that individuals or work groups may function as end users,
brokers, or fixers. The respective role depends upon the relationship to the product in
question. The roles of end user, broker, and fixer apply to both internally and
externally consumed products. Although persons or work groups may function in one
or more of these roles depending upon the product in question, the needs of the end
user should always take precedence over the needs of brokers and fixers.
Comparison of the Relative Importance of Customers

The distinction between end user and broker is particularly significant. Although the
broker’s role is supposed to make a product more accessible to the end user,
frequently the broker’s own requirements may conflict with or impede meeting the
needs of the end user. For example, the “one stop shopping” concept advanced in the
health and human services area of state government represents recognition of the
inadvertent barriers which the brokers of these services may place between clients and
the actual producers of goods and services.

Step 6: Ascertain Customer Needs
Since customer requirements establish the criteria for value added analysis and
evaluation of process performance, customer research provides the foundation for
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measuring and monitoring efficiency, quality, and effectiveness. Customer needs can
by identified through such techniques as:
•
•
•
•
•

interviews
focus groups
surveys
observation
being a customer yourself

In determining customer needs, care should be exercised to ensure that a
representative sample of customers is achieved. In addition, since customer
requirements change over time, regular, periodic feedback must be obtained. The
organization should never simply assume that it knows what its customers want, or
that the absence of complaints indicates customer satisfaction. Some customers may
have trouble defining exactly what it is they want, simply because they have never
seen it. Further, customer expectations may have been diminished by historically low
levels of quality, efficiency, and effectiveness.
After customer feedback is obtained, the organization needs to translate the “voice of
the customer” into measurable specifications. For example, customers of a job
training program might say that the training should be “easy to get to,” “ affordable,”
“convenient,” “provide marketable skills.” (See Figure 27) Upon determining
customer needs, it is useful to group these requirements into categories. Some
common categories might include: timeliness, ease of use, completeness, and
certainty. Further investigation might enable management to translate these
requirements into the following specification:
Figure 27
Product Attribute
Categories

Voice of Customer

Translation

Unit of Measure

Ease of Use

Easy to Get to

Accessible Public Transportation

Number of Bus
Changes/Transfers
Miles to Training Class

Timeliness

Convenient Schedule

Evening Classes for Working Clients

6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Certainty

Affordable Tuition

Less Than x% of Average
Performance

“X” $ per Semester

Certainty

Marketable Skills

Training Corresponds to Needs of
Local Employers

Number of Nurse’s
Aids Positions with
Entry Wage $7.00/hr.
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Once customer requirements are determined and categorized, management should
have sufficient information to assess how well current operations meet these needs.
Management can prioritize to focus upon the customer’s most important requirements
first. In terms of the job training example above, affordable tuition and marketable
skills might take precedence over issues of transportation and class schedules. In
addition, some customer requirements may be negotiable to some extent.

Step 7: Evaluate Current Process Performance and Ability to Meet
Customer Requirements
Since it is unlikely that an organization can undertake an in-depth evaluation of all
processes simultaneously, it is important to prioritize which areas to analyze first. In
many cases, management may already know areas that need immediate improvement
based upon customer feedback or complaints. In other cases, management may be
driven by more general improvement objectives such as reducing processing time or
error rates. In the latter case, priority might be placed upon processes that:
•
•
•
•
•

are cross functional
have multiple layers of approval
have long cycle times
exhibit a high degree of complexity or multiple process loops
exhibit one or more of these characteristics and consume a large portion of the
entity’s resources

The flowcharting of processes earlier in the assessment phase often provides
indicators of these conditions. Additionally, if the entity has developed an activitybased costing system, it will be able to associate the cost of each type of service to
that service accurately. For example, the Department of Human Services budgeted
over half a million dollars to correct vouchers during fiscal year 1994 (not including
corrections of food stamp submission errors). This is a significant amount of money
in itself as well as relative to funds spent on other parts of the voucher process. The
following is a partial set of costs to process vouchers at the TDHS, displayed by a bar
chart.
Figure 28

Costs to Process Vouchers
by Activity Group
800

600

Activity

Cost

DHS Mail

$136,402

Distribution

$146,217

Processing

$746,469

Correction

$509,721

Series 4

400

Were DHS to subdivide these costs by type
of voucher, management would have a better
indication of where the bulk of these
correction costs are incurred.

200

0
DHS Mail

Distribution

Processing

Correction
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Process Value Analysis

After a process has been selected for study, a process value analysis can aid
management to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the area under study.
Process value analysis builds upon the identification of customer requirements
conducted earlier in the assessment phase. Value is defined in terms of the end user’s
requirements for the product of the process in question. Value added activities are
those that must be performed to meet customer requirements. Non-value added
activities are those which do not contribute to meeting customer requirements and
could be eliminated without deterioration in the functionality of the product or
service.
Figure 29

In making a value added assessment, it is
important to note that a third category may be
necessary. Business value added activities
Flowchart the process steps and activities.
may represent a significant amount of
Determine the cycle time for each process step.
resources and time, yet, from the end user’s
Clculate the cycle time efficiency.
perspective, may not add value. Business
Make a value added assessment.
value added activities are those which may be
required by either the agency for general
management purposes or by an external
regulatory body. For example, the Federal Government might require an agency to
keep original paper copies of invoices even though duplicate microfilmed copies are
maintained in separate locations.

The essential steps of process value analysis are:
•
•
•
•

Figure 29 lists the essential steps of process value analysis. The next section
discusses these steps in greater depth.

Flowchart the Process Steps and Activities
While the flowcharting conducted earlier in the assessment phase is a useful starting
point, it may be necessary to conduct a walkthrough of the process both to verify what
is documented as well as to collect additional detail on activities performed.
Appendix B defines a common method for creating detailed process flowcharts and
provides an application of the methodology. Chapter 1, page 13 explains the three
main methods for determining the steps in the process: reviewing existing process
documentation, interviewing those involved in the process, observing the process
(walkthrough).

Calculate Cycle Time
When the process is thoroughly documented, the next step is to determine the best
and worst case cycle times for the products and the average cycle time. If this data
does not exist, a checksheet can be used to track work products through the process to
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calculate cycle time. The cycle time study must be structured to capture not only the
time spent performing essential work on the product, but also the time that the
product spends being queued, moved, or stored. (For useful methods to chart these
data elements, see Bruno, Harrington, and Lawton.)

Calculate Cycle Time Efficiency, Assessing Added Value
Cycle time efficiency is calculated by dividing the total time spent actually working
on the product by the total cycle time, which includes non-processing time spent in
queue, movement, and storage. At this level of analysis, time spent working on the
product essentially equates to value-added time, while non-processing time represents
non-value added time. It is not unusual for management to discover that value added
time constitutes less than five percent of the total cycle time for a given product.
Harrington (1991, page 140) notes typical reasons for the disparity between valueadded and non-value added time:
•

Processes break down and are patched up as the organization grows, creating
greater complexity in operations.

•

Management reacts to errors by instituting additional controls and inspection
steps rather than changing the process. These controls often remain even when
the process is corrected.

•

Employees lack adequate knowledge of customer requirements.

•

An excessive amount of time is devoted to internal maintenance activities such as
expediting, coordinating, and record keeping rather than redesigning the process.

As explained at the beginning of this section, value-added analysis goes beyond
determining value-added time. If the entity has identified the qualities customers
value, including regulatory customers, it can then identify which process activities
actually add value to the end product. For example, if a customer wants to receive a
handbook in which the print has been sharply reproduced, then the function of the
handbook reproduction process related to this quality is the setting up and running of
the copies. If the customer also wants the information in the handbook to be accurate,
then the handbook design, research, writing, and reviewing activities are linked to this
quality. Sometimes it is useful to assign primary and secondary responsibilities for
qualities to the various activities and those who perform them.
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Figure 30 Handbook development and reproduction process
Quality/
Activity

Define and
design the
specs.

Do background
research.

Write the
handbook.

Review the
handbook.

Revise the
handbook.

Edit the
handbook.

Reproduce
the
handbook.

Copy quality is
easy to read
Information is
accurate

XX
XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

There may be activities that neither the end user nor the regulatory customer care
about and that do not affect the product in a way that is of value to either group. Such
activities should be scrutinized for elimination.
Once the activities have been categorized into value-added and non-value-added time,
it is also possible to correlate cycle time with the costs incurred for a particular
process. A cost-cycle time chart (see Harrington 1991, page 129) provides a graphic
illustration that facilitates identification of where the greatest costs are incurred in a
process, including where the greatest amounts of time are spent where no value-added
activity is performed. This information should guide the improvement objectives and
strategies discussed in the following sections.

Phase Two: Improvement Strategies
Upon completion of the initial assessment phase, management should have sufficient
information to effectively target and prioritize optimum improvement strategies.
Development of a business plan can be a very effective vehicle for focusing an
agency’s resources upon the most important areas for improvement. Framed within
the context of customer requirements and available
resources, business planning leads management to
Figure 31
consider the benefits and tradeoffs between various
improvement opportunities. Business plans,
Improvement Strategies may involve:
developed within the broader framework of the
• reengineering pursuits
agency’s strategic plan, should detail what the
• incremental improvement activities
organization can reasonably expect to accomplish over
• outsourcing
the next one to two years with given resources. The
plan should also outline improvement strategies,
timelines, and responsibilities.
The information that emerges from the assessment phase provides key inputs to the
business plan. Generally, an extremely low ratio of value-added to non-value-added
cycle time may indicate a need for a radical overhaul of the existing process. A
decision to reengineer the current process may also be indicated if benchmarking
reveals opportunities through new technology or methods that significantly
supersede current practices. (See page 72 for a discussion of benchmarking.)
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Because these decisions may result in a significant reduction in the number of
employees required to perform the work, they are appropriately made by top
management. Alternatively, continuous improvement projects, staffed by teams of
employees who work in the process under study, may be pursued to streamline and
improve the performance of existing processes. Finally, management may decide to
explore outsourcing opportunities, determining that no amount of reengineering or
improvement will make the entity competitive with outside providers of comparable
services.
Regardless as to the type of improvement initiative chosen, it is critical for
management to address the impact that these activities may have on employees’ job
security. If fewer employees will be required to do the work, management should
clearly communicate how this situation will be dealt with, whether through attrition,
retraining and reassignment, reduction in force, etc. Without such a clearly stated,
formal policy, it is likely that the improvement strategy will be met with a high degree
of fear, apprehension, and, possibly, resistance.

Reengineering versus Continuous Improvement
A critical distinction between reengineering and continuous improvement lies in the
scope of the change involved. Reengineering initiatives generally involves major
changes to core processes. For example, after benchmarking with competitors, the
Ford Motor Company found an enormous disparity in the number of employees in its
accounts payable department when compared to competitors (Champy, 1993, page
40). Effecting a major change in accounts payable, however, was not feasible without
redesigning other related, interdependent processes. Ford's reengineering initiative,
then, focused upon restructuring the entire macro-level procurement process, which
included the subprocesses of accounts payable, purchasing, and receiving.
In its analysis, Ford discovered that the vast majority of employee time in accounts
payable was spent reconciling those relatively few situations wherein purchasing
documents, receiving documents, and invoices did not match. Ford automated the
purchase order requisition and empowered receiving clerks to reject incorrect
shipments at the loading dock. This eliminated the need to obtain invoices from
suppliers. The change also eliminated the need to reconcile purchasing documents,
receiving documents, and invoices. When a shipment was accepted, the receiving
clerk simply entered this information into the on-line data base, which automatically
triggered issuance of a check to the vendor. Under the reengineered process, Ford
reduced the number of employees in accounts payable from 500 to 125.
Ford’s initiative underscores the magnitude of change inherent in a reengineering
effort. It did not simply automate an existing process. It altered the fundamental
conceptual premise from “We pay when we receive the invoice” to “We pay when we
accept the goods” (Champy, 1993, p. 43). The end result was a restructuring of the
three subprocesses that supported the core process of procurement.
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Continuous Improvement Initiatives
Continuous improvement is an appropriate strategy to employ when the need for a
total reengineering effort is not indicated. It is also a complementary strategy to
sustain the gains achieved by a reengineering effort and improve upon those efforts.
This section discusses a structured approach to process improvement that utilizes
teams of employees to gather and analyze data related to the process under study. It
uses illustrations, where appropriate, from a process improvement team at the
Department of Human Services.
Improvement teams leverage the knowledge of employees who are familiar with the
daily operations of the process in question. The goal of the problem-solving process
is to identify the root causes of problems rather than simply treating symptoms. The
essence of this methodology is the collection and analysis of data to determine the
root causes of problems. This replaces educated guess work and assumptions with a
more scientific, fact-based approach to problem analysis.
Although the following discussion focuses upon the technical aspects of the problemsolving approach, it should be noted that using teams also requires a great deal of
attention to the “human side” of process improvement. Project teams also require
training in team building and group dynamics, in addition to technical skills, in order
to successfully complete their task. Figure 32 lists the six steps in improving
processes.

The Six-Step Problem-Solving Process
Figure 32
The essential steps in process improvement are:
Step 1

Identify and select the problem to be
analyzed.

Step 2

Collect and analyze data related to the
problem.

Step 3

Generate potential solutions to the problem.

Step 4

Select and plan potential solutions.

Step 5

Implement the solution, on a trial basis if
possible.

Step 6

Evaluate the effectiveness of the solution.

Step 1: Identify and Select the
Problem
Identification of problems emerge
from the initial assessment. The
primary outputs of a project team in
Step 1 are a succinct statement of the
problem and a quantifiable objective
of a desired future state. The
problem statement should focus only
upon the condition and should not
include possible causes. It should
quantify the problem to the extent
possible. The objective should link
directly to the problem statement and
should also attempt to quantify the
improvements desired.

Projects should be tightly focused upon core business issues that are
important to an agency’s customers and top management. Projects should be
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manageable in scope. Generally, a project team should be able to complete
its objective within three to six months. Teams should also have a
mechanism to address and resolve any issues related to the original scope of
the project.
Travel Vouchers - The Fiscal Management Services Division of the
Department of Human Services processes travel vouchers for its own
employees, as well as for the Department of Protective and Regulatory
Services and the Council on Early Childhood Intervention. From fiscal year
1991 to fiscal year 1994, the volume of regular travel vouchers processed
annually rose from 92,599 to 120,125. This increase in workload, coupled
with difficulties associated with implementation of the Uniform Statewide
Accounting System (USAS) and more stringent travel regulations gradually
resulted in a growing backlog in the Travel Unit. This resulted in longer
processing times at state office and increasing complaints from staff who
depended upon timely reimbursement. At the initiation of the project, the
average processing time for vouchers in the state office ranged from two to
three weeks, depending upon variable volume. Management of the Support
Services Division selected travel voucher processing as a pilot project to test
the applicability of the problem solving process.
At the Texas Department of Human Services, customer feedback already
established cycle time as the central problem for the project. On an overview
level, there are three components of the total process cycle time. Initially,
there are the activities performed at the regional level before the voucher
arrives at the state office. Secondly, there are the processes and activities
within Fiscal Services at the state office. Finally, there is the processing
performed by the Comptroller’s Office up to and including issuance of a
warrant or direct deposit into the employee’s bank account.
Although reducing cycle time was essentially a “given” objective, the team
still had to define the scope of the project. Although voucher processing
frequently is initiated at the regional level, the team decided to limit this study
to state office processing. There were several reasons for this decision. One,
it made the project manageable in scope. Two, although limited studies and
anecdotal evidence indicated that a significant amount of cycle time was due
to long queuing of vouchers at the regional level, the data available on this
component of cycle time was generally considered unreliable. For example,
the date for tracking voucher processing initiated at the regional level is when
the employee signs it. However, vouchers could easily sit on a supervisor’s
desk for days, or be queued for word processing for some time. Each of
these factors were essentially beyond the control of Fiscal Services to change.
Thus, the process boundaries were from receipt of the voucher in the
mailroom to when fiscal services sent a pay tape to the Comptroller’s Office.
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Step 2: Collect and Analyze Data Related to the Problem
Flowcharting the process is an essential step for meaningful analysis.
Constructing a flowchart helps to ensure that all team members have a
common understanding of the process under study. A properly constructed
flowchart should not only identify redundancies and unnecessary work, but
also indicate when and where the process gets off track. This helps to inform
the team as to the data needed for meaningful analysis.
The data collection phase is critical not only to verify the problem, but also to
identify root causes of the problem. Using data to determine why a process is
experiencing long cycle times or inability to meet other customer expectations
enhances the likelihood that the solution implemented by the entity will
indeed address and correct the problem in a way that leads to increased
customer satisfaction. Failure to properly collect and analyze data impedes
identification of root causes of problems and can result in merely treating
symptoms of those causes.
Figure 33
Data and/or process relationships can be
displayed as:
process relationships
flowcharts
cause and effect diagrams
data
bar charts
pareto charts
histograms, run charts
process control charts
stem and leaf plots
scatter diagrams

Figure 33 provides suggested ways of
displaying data and/or process
relationships that facilitate analysis and
interpretation of the data gathered.
Which method of data display to use is
driven by the type of data under
consideration and the objective in
gathering the data.
Process capability analysis allows an
entity to answer such questions as:
•

Is the process stable so that any
degree of quality assurance can be
given to the customer?

•

Is it possible to deliver the product to the customer within the period of
time promised, given the current system?

•

Can the system provide the quality of product for which it has
contracted?

Process capability is discussed in more detail on page 70.
Travel Vouchers - The first step of the project team was to flowchart the
process from when the voucher was received in the Voucher Warrant and
Distribution section to when a pay tape was sent to the Comptroller’s Office.
The team utilized a top-down flow chart to document the process steps and
activities associated with each step of the process. The flowchart documented
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up to 18 separate steps which a voucher could go through before being sent to
the Comptroller’s Office for payment. (See Appendix B.) The flowchart
revealed not only opportunities to streamline the current operation, but also
pointed to other potential root causes that contributed to delays in processing
vouchers in the state office.
At DHS, the first thing the team noted was the large number of loops in the
process. Although the Distribution unit received the vouchers and sent them
to the Comptroller’s Office for processing, it also handled the vouchers each
time that Claims Processing, Claims Corrections, and Micrographics worked
on the vouchers. If a voucher had errors, the number of times that it cycled
through these units and back through Distribution increased accordingly. In
addition, each time a voucher was passed from one work area to another, this
was recorded on both a manual log and automated data base. While the
number of loops represented an opportunity to streamline the process, it also
raised questions about the impact that vouchers with errors had on cycle time.
The following discussion shows how the DHS team addressed these problems
in two studies: the errored voucher study and the multiple submissions study.
The Errored Voucher Study - In order to quantify the impact of
errored vouchers on processing time, the team devised a checksheet
to track the number of vouchers in error. A blank travel voucher was
modified and distributed to employees to record how many times
they had to stop fix errors on travel vouchers. When discussing
which employees should participate in the study, it became apparent
that vouchers were corrected not just by auditors and claims
corrections personnel, but also by other staff such as data entry
operators when they entered social security numbers and performed
other tasks.
After a pilot test, the checksheets were used over a two-week period
to gather data on the incidence of incorrect vouchers. The
checksheet not only recorded the number of vouchers in error, but
also captured data on the type of error, as well as stratifying error
rates by agency and region. The team discovered that over one third
of all vouchers had to be reworked before being paid, which
consumed a significant amount of resources as well as contributing to
the backlog and increased cycle time. Data on the most common
types of errors was also recorded.
In conjunction with the error study, the team also conducted a survey
of regional travel coordinators. Although the travel coordinators
were supposedly responsible for disseminating information about
state and agency travel rules, the survey results indicated that very
few had received any formal training on travel regulations and that
there was no policy document for the coordinators to reference when
responding to regional employee inquiries about allowable expenses.
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The Multiple Submissions Study - Another study was conducted to
determine the impact on workload of employees submitting more
than one voucher per month. Although agency policy required
employees to submit only one voucher per month, anecdotal evidence
suggested that this policy was not being followed in many cases. A
computer program was run to verify this hypothesis. The data
revealed that over a five-month period from August 1994 through
December 1994, roughly 25 percent of all vouchers submitted
represented multiple submissions by individual employees during the
same month. Further, the majority of these multiple submissions
were for amounts under $300; and a significant number were under
$100, with some for as little as $1.27.
Step 3: Generate Potential Solutions
After the data collection and analysis phase, it is useful to revisit the problem
statement and desired future state formulated in Step 1. The key causes of
problems identified through the data analysis should guide the team in
generating possible solutions. Structured brainstorming techniques may be
useful to help generate as many potential solutions as possible. Solutions
may include changes related to materials, methods, design, and technology.
Travel Vouchers: Streamlining the Process - At DHS, based upon the data
collected, the team identified three major problem areas. Initially, the
flowchart indicated an opportunity to streamline the existing process.
Streamlining alternatives, however, were constrained and had to address the
second major problem area, the large percentage of vouchers with errors
which required rework. Vouchers with errors presented a particularly
difficult problem since Fiscal Services had little control over the quality of
incoming vouchers, essentially the inputs to its process. Finally, there was
the issue of multiple submissions by individual employees in the same month.
Given the existing backlog, the project team initially focused upon ways to
increase the process efficiency and reduce the incoming volume of vouchers.
Improving the quality of the incoming vouchers, while very significant, was
determined to be an issue that would require a longer term solution.
Although the process loops represented an obvious improvement opportunity,
the team was constrained by an automated data system predicated upon the
“batch” system. In essence, after vouchers were sorted by agency and
region, they were then grouped into batches of 30 and assigned a batch
number. The batch number served two principal functions. First, it indicated
when the voucher was received, which provided management with
information to track processing time. Second, the batch number also tracked
or located documents, for vouchers either being processed or in storage after
payment.
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The major problem with the batch system, however, occurred when a voucher
was in error. Because vouchers were batched prior to auditing, incorrect
vouchers had to be pulled and rebatched since the automated system would
reject them if entered after the rest of the good vouchers in the batch were
processed. This system edit was designed to prevent assignment of duplicate
batch numbers.
A second issue considered was other duplication of effort associated with the
fact that after batched vouchers were audited, microfilmed, and readied for
payment, they had to be rebatched with a Comptroller’s batch number. The
logical solution to this redundancy was to use the Comptroller’s batch
number initially in place of the DHS batch number. This solution proved
unfeasible, however, due to the constraints of DHS’s automated systems.
After much consultation with MIS personnel, it became apparent that any
redesign of voucher processing would have to work within the constraints of
the existing information systems. Since a great deal of rework was due to the
fact that vouchers were batched prior to auditing, the team examined the
possibility of reversing the sequence of these steps. The main issues with this
option were tracking the date of receipt and location of a voucher, since the
initial batching provided both of these data elements.
The solution proposed was relatively simple, yet had dramatic implications
for how vouchers were processed.
•
•

•
•

Each voucher would be manually date stamped on receipt.
Auditors would be assigned to specific regions and would be solely
responsible for auditing, correcting, and responding to inquires about the
status of vouchers from that region.
Vouchers would be audited before batching.
A minor change to the automated systems would enable the auditor to
enter the receipt date of the voucher after auditing instead of having the
automated system automatically assign the date.

Reducing Multiple Submissions - Although the agency policy had been for
employees to submit vouchers once a month, the team discovered that this
policy had not carried forward into the current administrative handbook. In
addition, there was no agency policy on how frequently employees could
submit claims under $50. Finally, the team had also discovered instances
wherein some employees submitted multiple claims covering a time period
of a year or more, which also unnecessarily spiked the workload.
While these issues appeared fairly straightforward matters of re-instituting or
creating new policies, the team was concerned about employees who
incurred significant travel expenses. Anecdotal evidence suggested that some
employees could not afford to perform their duties without submitting claims
on a more frequent basis, even when the backlog of claims was cleared. This
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concern led to modification of the proposed policy on multiple submissions in
the same month to allow an employee to file a claim anytime the amount
exceeded $300. The proposed recommendations therefore were:
•
•
•

Claims for under $50 could not be submitted until they were at least three
months old.
Employees could submit a voucher only once a month, unless it was in
excess of $300.
Claims for over $50 must be submitted within 60 days of the date of
travel.

Step 4: Select and Plan the Solution
In Step 4, the team chooses a solution or set of solutions that address the most
significant causes of the problem. If there are costs associated with
implementing a solution, these must be weighed carefully against anticipated
benefits. It is also important to obtain “buy-in” or commitment from those
affected by or involved with implementation of the solution.
In planning the implementation, it is important to identify potential obstacles
and to develop contingency plans in order to minimize risk. Tasks and
responsibilities should be clearly assigned. It is also important to determine
how the solution will be monitored and evaluated.
Travel Vouchers - While the policy recommendations were fairly
straightforward, there were a number of considerations involved in
implementing the proposal to streamline vouchers processing. Two primary
issues were identified. Initially, the proposed system would consolidate tasks
that were previously specialized functions. Auditors would be responsible for
correcting vouchers, performing data entry functions, and responding to
inquiries about the status of claims. This consolidation of activities,
combined with the fact that vouchers would be audited before batching,
eliminated a significant number of process steps and the number of times that
vouchers were passed from one work unit to another.
To implement the proposed plan would require a number of steps. Auditors
would require training on how to perform corrections, how to perform data
entry and access the automated system to look up the payment status of
vouchers, and how to deal with unhappy customers on the phone. The team
also identified the need to standardize procedures for all regional auditors.
This would permit a substitute auditor to fill in when a regional auditor was
absent and prevent region-specific backlogs from developing. The new
responsibilities would also necessitate job classification audits.
A second, related planning issue dealt with how much effort or work should
be performed to correct a voucher before it was returned to the sender. This
issue had significant workload ramifications, given the high number of
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errored vouchers. It was also a major customer service issue, since returning
a voucher adds to the time an employee has to wait before being reimbursed.
In addition, one of the team’s objectives was to establish consistent, even
service expectations since the function of corrections would be performed by
numerous individuals instead of the corrections specialists.
Based upon the data collected on the number of vouchers with errors, it is
also considering various ways to educate its customers on the most common
mistakes made in filling out travel vouchers and what the customer can do to
help ensure the fastest possible turnaround time on payments.
While the project team has essentially finalized the basic framework of its
proposed recommendations, a number of details have yet to be finalized
before Fiscal Services proceeds with implementation. In addition, the policy
recommendations will be reviewed by state office and regional staff for
comment and possible modification.
Step 5: Implement the Solution, on a Trial Basis If Possible
The implementation of the solution is best performed on a small scale at first.
After all, it may not work and, were there a massive implementation,
potentially large amounts of resources would have been spent in the process.
Not only would the entity sustain a loss of resources, but workers may
become upset at the failure and respond more negatively to the next solution
as well as the next project. Pilot testing a solution is a relatively safe way to
deal with change.
Travel Vouchers - Although the travel voucher processing team has yet to
implement its proposals, it currently plans to phase in the new process,
starting with a pilot involving one or two auditors. Use of a pilot is generally
a preferred implementation strategy, since it not only permits a gradual
transition from the old to the new way of doing business, but also permits
identification and resolution of problems before full scale implementation.
Step 6: Evaluate the Effectiveness of the Solution
Often there are more effects than anticipated in implementing large-scale
improvement plans. These should be carefully monitored and recorded.
Certainly, the solution should be monitored for how well the intended effects
are achieved.
Travel Vouchers - During the course of the project, the team identified key
performance indicators to monitor the efficiency and effectiveness of the new
system. Minor programming changes to the automated information system
were requested and granted to track more specific data on workload and
process cycle time. A number of these data elements were previously either
tracked manually or were difficult to extract from existing automated reports.
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The team also created a new field in the automated system to capture the
number of vouchers that were returned to the sender. This information was
previously maintained on a manual basis and kept for only a short time.

Phase Three: Monitoring Ongoing Process Performance
The elements of efficiency, quality, and effectiveness all have direct or indirect cost
implications. The level of detail which performance measures should include depends
largely upon the level of management. From the perspective of top management, one
essential component of a measurement system should include data related to poorquality costs. For lower level process managers who set performance standards and
objectives, indicators of process capability are essential to effectively monitor
operations. General guidelines for these two key areas are offered below, starting with
process capability.

Process Capability
It is common for middle- and lower-level managers to establish work standards related
to workload and efficiency. Usually, these standards are based upon judgment or
historical performance data. For example, an auditor might be required to process 70
vouchers per day. While the amount of work processed is certainly a key performance
indicator, it does not provide adequate information to effectively manage a process,
nor does it provide sufficient information about when management should take action
to correct a perceived problem. At least two additional components are needed to
complement the information on output volume. These interrelated components are the
variability of the process itself and the quality of both the inputs and outputs of the
process.
Before setting a performance expectation for either individuals or a work unit, it is
essential for management to understand the capability of the process as it currently
exists. Process capability measures are set initially in terms of what is important to the
end user. In the foregoing discussion of travel vouchers, for example, the customers’
most important requirement dealt with timeliness of payment, or cycle time.
Internally, management might also be concerned with accuracy of the auditing. Each
of these performance indicators can be tracked over time to determine the average
cycle time and the average number of errors made in auditing a claim. Management
should also note that these two requirements are interrelated. The challenge to
management comes in knowing when to take corrective action and when to simply
leave the process alone.
The criteria for taking these actions lies in whether the process under study is a stable
one. Process stability can be determined through use of a control chart. A control
chart assists management in identifying whether the cause of the variation is due to
occasional problems that arise due to specific circumstances, or whether the variation
observed is part of the normal range of variation that is inherent in the process all of
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the time. It is critical to note that performance standards should be set only after
process stability has been established and should allow for normal variation around
the process average.
With respect to monitoring work output standards, an example of occasional variation
might be a new auditor who fails to meet the established quotas due to inexperience
and/or a lack of training. In this case, management intervention to provide training is
appropriate. On the other hand, if the process is determined to be stable and the
normal range of variation is plus or minus 10 percent of the work standard, auditors
who process from between 63 to 77 vouchers per day are simply performing within
the capability of the process that management has put into place. This amount of
variation is to be expected, and a 10 percent deviation above or below the work
standard indicates no need for management intervention. In this situation, the only
way to improve performance is to change the process itself rather than attempt to get
employees to exceed the work standard.
It should be apparent from the discussion of the travel voucher improvement project
that the quality of the inputs to a process can have a significant impact upon
efficiency. The fact that over one third of all vouchers processed required rework
significantly impeded overall processing time. Similarly, the quality of auditing
performed could also dramatically affect the output levels if viewed solely in terms of
that single control standard. Had auditors simply rejected every voucher with errors,
they could likely have significantly increased their output albeit with a dramatic
impact on the level of service provided to customers. These types of considerations
underscore the need for a complete set of performance indicators to enable
management to effectively monitor the process and prioritize improvement initiatives.

Costs of Poor Quality
One of top management’s key functions after completing the business process analysis
is to continually monitor performance measures that are linked to customer
requirements. One set of measures that contributes to accomplishment of this
responsibility is developing a set of poor-quality cost measures. Poor-quality cost
measures permit management to monitor data related to four main areas:
•
•
•
•

Prevention costs: the costs incurred to ensure activities are performed according to
customer requirements such as training, process capability studies, etc.
Appraisal costs: the costs incurred to evaluate output such as inspection of
outgoing product, maintenance of equipment, design reviews, audits, etc.
Internal failure costs: the costs incurred to rework, expedite, or reprocess work
that does not meet customer requirements before it is delivered to the end user.
External failure costs: the costs incurred to repair or rework products after they
are delivered to the end user.

With the exception of the prevention category, all of the costs listed above are
properly classified as avoidable costs. While the specific units of measurement
established for these categories will vary according to the nature of the organization’s
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work and the requirements of the end users of its products, one of management’s
primary business goals should be to continually reduce these costs. The monitoring of
poor-quality costs should also guide ongoing efforts to target and improve specific
processes based upon feedback from these data.

Benchmarking
Benchmarking compares one’s own performance with that of other service providers.
The performance measures that form the basis of the comparison should be those that
reflect qualities customers value, including unit and total cost measures
(benchmarking performance). Once the best-in-class providers have been identified,
an entity will want to look beyond the measures to the processes that are resulting in
such superior performance (benchmarking processes). This type of comparative
analysis is useful at all stages of business process analysis to give perspective during
the initial assessment of conditions, provide guidance for improvement initiatives, and
help management ensure that its processes align with best practices.

Figure 34
Steps in benchmarking products and their processes:
Step 1

Choose the product/process to be benchmarked.

Step 2

Assess the current condition.

Step 3

Identify benchmarking partner(s).

Step 4

Gather data, including information about the partner(s)’
processes as well as other performance measures and
levels.

Step 5

Compare your entity’s performance and process with that
of the benchmarking partner(s).

Step 6

Devise an improvement plan including anticipated
performance results.

Step 7

Communicate the results to management and other key
people associated with the process.

Step 8

Implement the plan.

Step 9

Monitor the progress made in implementation and
achievement of goals.

Step 10 Revise as necessary.

Suggested steps in performing
a benchmarking a study are
given in Figure 34 although
each entity can tailor the steps
to meet its unique needs. The
following discussion will
describe some of those in
greater detail. It is not meant
to be an exhaustive
presentation of
benchmarking. For further
information, several
references are listed in the
Appendix D.

Step 1: Choose the
Product/Process to Be
Benchmarked
This is not as simple as it
appears. Often entities bite
off more than can reasonably
be handled at one time or
choose topics that are too illdefined to be beneficial. For
example, were DHS to initiate
a benchmarking project to
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have the best payment process over all types of payments, success would be doubtful.
This project is too broad in scope and vaguely defined. Focusing just on the cycle
time and accuracy of the travel payment process at the state level for its benchmarking
study would more likely produce useful results.

Step 2: Assess the Current Condition
Before beginning the benchmarking process, the entity should perform a thorough
assessment of the condition as it relates to the process/product to be benchmarked.
This means that:
•
•
•
•

The specific products are identified.
The customers and their needs have been evaluated.
The process for producing each product is well-documented.
Measures that link process activities with customer needs have been formulated,
with baseline data collected.

Step 3: Identify the Benchmarking Partner(s)
Once the assessment of the condition and the collection of baseline data has been
completed, the benchmarking team identifies the benchmark partner(s). Partners do
not necessarily have to be in the business of performing the service under study. For
example, most businesses as well as government entities pay bills. They don’t usually
perform this service to the public for a fee. It is in support of the larger strategic
operations of the entity. However, some entities may be doing it very well.
Partners preferably are entities that perform the service in an outstanding fashion.
Research in libraries for high-performers in that service area, tips from others who
have heard of the high-performing entity (including your customers), and lists of
entities who win awards like the Malcolm Baldrige National Award are all sources of
information about high performers. Telephone interviews with management of
potential partners can assist in developing a valid and reliable list of candidates.
Once you have identified several such service providers, request to visit their location
and observe their process. Some will deny your request, for various reasons, but it is
very possible that you will find providers who are willing to cooperate.

Step 4: Gather Data about the Partner’s Process as Well as Other
Performance Measures and Levels
During the site visit, the visitors need to determine the process used by the provider in
delivering the service in question. Questionnaires prepared ahead of time will ensure
that all important areas have been covered, through observation of the process and
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through interviews. The team should also gather any other performance measures and
data on such performance that the provider is willing to share.

Step 5: Compare Your Entity’s Performance and Process with the
Benchmarking Partner’s
This is a very careful and detailed comparison not only of performance indicators,
including cost data, but also of each provider’s processes with your own. There are
many tools for doing this analysis (see Camp, 1995, pages 133-159; Bogan and
English, pages 57-66.) Such an analysis will not only give information on what
performance the entity needs to improve but how to do it and the resources required
to effect the solution.
The remaining steps are similar to those followed in continuous improvement
initiatives. The key is that benchmarking, as with continuous improvement, is a
continuous process. If real benefit is to be derived from benchmarking, it should be
performed on an ongoing basis. This enables the entity to stay the best in its class,
that is, within the limits of the resources provided to it.
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Chapter 4

Pricing

Pricing in the private sector is predicated not only on market saturation levels,
competitive stance, and customers’ perceived value of the good or service, but also on
recoupment of costs incurred in producing goods and delivering services and of some
profit margin above costs. However, instances do exist where private sector
companies consider accepting orders that compensate the firm for less than the full
cost of a product, compensating perhaps for all variable and some portion of fixed
costs.
Although the profit motive, competitive stance, and market saturation levels are not
considerations with government entities, customer satisfaction and the recoupment of
costs is of concern where agencies provide services to others. Additionally, most state
agencies engage the services of outside entities to some degree, whether it be for the
services of another state agency, a local entity, or a private vendor. Where private
vendors are involved, a just amount of reimbursement may include some allotment of
profit. Quality of service underlies all such exchanges.
Figure 35

Reimbursement rates can be set through contract
bidding mechanisms or through regulated rate
Reimbursement rates are set through:
agreements. Many agencies contract for services with
private vendors through a competitive bidding
• contract bidding mechanisms
• regulated rate agreements
process. The accepted contract price is offered by the
bidder and agreed to by the funding party. For
example, through the competitive bidding process, the
Texas Department of Transportation contracts with private highway construction
firms to construct new roadways and bridges and to repair existing systems; the
contract price is offered by the several vendors bidding on the job and reviewed and
selected by the Texas Department of Transportation on a contract-by-contract basis.
The setting of rates through rate agreements involves a complex set of considerations.
There is no one methodology that works for all industries or even for all services
within an industry. This chapter takes a look at several rate-setting mechanisms
currently in use and discusses the advantages and limitations of each in their various
contexts, including references to the efficiency and effectiveness of the services
provided. The presentation addresses the fluidity of the unit price concept,
reinforcing the assertion that there is no such thing as a single unit price. The chapter
first discusses the contributions of an ABC system in setting a suitable transfer price
for agency-to-agency services.

Transfer Prices
This section is not intended to be a definitive statement on the policies that should
drive transfer prices. It is written to provide guidance to agencies about the issues
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involved in developing transfer prices and the advantages and limitations of various
methods of pricing.

Context of Application
Agencies have historically contracted to provide services to each other, at least to a
limited degree. However, in recent years the extent of such service exchanges has
increased significantly, due partly to legislative action. When House Bill 7 created
the Texas Department of Protective and Regulatory Services, many services
previously performed by the Texas Department of Human Services were turned over
to the newly created agency. However, many of the support functions, including
information systems, fiscal, human resources, and printing services were provided to
the new agency by DHS.
During the 74th legislative session, legislators considered mandating the consolidation
of administrative services over the 14 health and human service agencies. In 1994,
the Council on Competitive Government mandated the consolidation of the 33 print
shops in Travis County into nine. The nine print shops have continued to provide
print services to the 33 agencies. Because their funding comes directly from the
agencies served, the print shops developed a transfer price to charge each agency for
those services.
The Management Information Services Division of the Texas Department of Human
Services has considered charging agency programs for the use of its services.
Although that plan has not been implemented, the MIS Division did derive unit costs
for its various services in the event that such rate charging were approved. Such
information provides the MIS Division with a vehicle for comparing the cost of its
services with that of outside vendors of similar services and has resulted in increased
efforts toward a more efficient, quality service delivery. It has also resulted in a
suitable transfer price for services provided to the Department of Protective and
Regulatory Services.
The State Auditor’s Office charges agencies for its statewide financial audit and
opinion audits of agency services. To do this, the SAO has developed an hourly rate
for its services.

The Issues
The trend toward greater consolidation of services increases the importance of
developing appropriate transfer prices today. This section addresses the following
questions about transfer pricing:
Cost/Price Composition

•

What costs should be included in the calculation of transfer prices?
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How does and agency treat the cost of long-term investments such as printing
equipment for pricing purposes?
How should an agency/university treat the cost of fringe benefits and common
costs?
Should an agency charge for the full cost of its services to another agency?
Are collecting and remitting costs paid by other agencies, such as payroll
matching, cost beneficial and good policy?

Coverage of Fixed Costs over Ranges in Volume of Demand: Flat Fee Versus
Usage Pricing

•
•
•
•

How are fixed costs treated in pricing since there is no profit margin to bear
fluctuations in volume of demand?
Should the agency set charges for various ranges of service demand?
Should an agency charge on the basis of usage during a given period, a flat fee, or
a base charge with some charge for actual usage?
How often should an agency revise its transfer price? Can or should an agency
charge on the basis of a predetermined fee or on actual costs incurred?

Standard Costs

•
•

Is it appropriate for an agency to pass on the cost of inefficiencies in its operations
to other agencies or groups?
Should a standard cost, referenced on the private marketplace, set the transfer
price?

Partial Services

•

How should an agency treat partial services, that is, situations where the agency
provides only part of the service while another entity provides the remainder?

Cost/Price Composition
If the agency has implemented an ABC system, then determining the full cost of a
product or service will be straightforward. It will be the unit cost of each service
identified in Chapter 1. The only questionable inclusion will be that of overhead. In
private industry, these costs must be assigned to products for pricing purposes so that
the company can ensure that it recoups all of its costs. This assignment is done based
upon some type of volume allocation such as the number of units of product produced
or service provided. However, in state agencies, it is probably best not to charge
agencies for those remaining overhead costs that an agency is not able to allocate
meaningfully, such as the cost of high state-level officials in the agency. This does
assume, though, that the agency will be compensated through legislative
appropriations for such unallocated cost. If this is not the case, then the agency
should choose some basis such as relative dollars spent on the service or the number
of employees engaged in providing that service for the allocation of common costs.
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For long-term investments, such as equipment or buildings, the costs are allocated to
activities over the useful life of the investments (depreciation). Because state agencies
are generally not allowed to accumulate funds over several fiscal periods, the question
of the appropriateness of charging for such investments is valid. This issue may need
to be addressed by the Legislature. By charging for such investments, and especially
by charging for the replacement rather than the historical costs of these items, an
agency will have the means to replace equipment when needed, thus ensuring
ongoing quality of service in this area at a minimum. However, until the Legislature
approves such a revolving fund, it is probably inappropriate for an agency to charge
another for these costs.
Finally, costs that the agency itself has not incurred, such as the cost of employee
fringe benefits paid at the state level, should not be passed on to other agencies in a
transfer price. Transfer prices should include only costs incurred by the providing
agency itself. However, if the provider agency is not receiving federal reimbursement
for such costs but the receiving agency could receive such reimbursement, the
provider agency should notify the receiving agency of the total of such costs.

Coverage of Fixed Costs as Volume of Demand Varies: Flat Fee
versus Usage Pricing
For the provider, being able to charge based upon actual costs incurred during a
particular period is ideal. However, most customers are not willing to accept such
terms. The provider, then, must develop some pre-service price to charge customers.
The computation of a unit cost of a service often misleads people into thinking that
the cost is completely variable, changing directly with the number of units of service
delivered. Because unit costs are typically comprised of many larger fixed costs, this
is not a correct assumption. (See Chapter 1.) Private companies price for an expected
range of volume of demand, making sure that the price charged at the low end of the
expected demand covers fixed costs. Private industry also has a profit-margin built
into its price, thus cushioning the negative effects of an overestimation of demand on
the coverage of fixed costs.
Although state entities do not incorporate profit margins into their prices, they can try
to cover fixed costs by estimating a unit cost based upon the low end of the expected
demand. They can also build into their contracts a clause that allows them to recoup
added costs within some limits. Finally, they can have a price that includes a base fee
for service plus a unit cost based upon usage. The base fee can be used to cover a
large portion of the fixed costs, with the variable unit price possibly covering costs
that are fixed over only a short range of volume and, of course, costs that are truly
variable.
Finally, the agency can build into its contract a clause that lists prices over wide
ranges of volume. For example, if the total demand for a service is between 100 and
200, there is one unit price; between 201 and 300, another unit price; etc.
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Quarterly revisions of transfer prices also help an agency to recoup costs that were
higher than expected and not recouped during the previous quarter. The converse also
holds. Quarterly revisions allow agencies to pass on cost savings to customers during
the next quarter when such savings have been achieved, either through the impact of
volume or through efficiency initiatives.

Standard Costs
In practice, both public and private entities do pass on the cost of inefficiencies to
customers where the market will bear such costs. However, in the private sector,
there are generally a number of vendors willing to provide any given service. The
savvy shopper will find the one offering the lowest price for a specific level of quality
desired.
In the public arena, such comparative prices have not generally been available. Even
when services appear to be the same, e.g., payment processing, they may not be.
Payment processing in government settings may require a processing department to
check payment requests against federal and state regulations. This can be a
considerably more costly service than writing checks from a list of payees and the
amounts owed them.
We encourage state agencies to benchmark services with outsider service providers,
including other state entities, to the extent possible. Ongoing analysis of the
efficiency, quality, and effectiveness of service processes as presented in Chapter 3
will raise the consciousness of the agency as to its opportunities for improvement,
motivating personnel to find and implement improvement strategies. The
accumulation of process cost data that excludes inefficiencies can provide a standard
cost for agencies to price services and to plan and budget for upcoming fiscal periods.
Of course, such a policy will mandate improvements to processes; otherwise, the
services will be underpriced and underfunded.

Partial Services
If an interagency contract requires an array of services from several of the provider
agency’s divisions, the provider agency should segregate or limit its costs to avoid
double billing for the same activities. For example, the Department of Human
Services Support Services Division provides many services to the Department of
Protective and Regulatory Services (PRS). Many of these services involve the
participation of the Management Information Systems Division. The two divisions
identify their services in such a way that the cost of a specific service cannot be traced
from the beginning to the end of the process. In this case, the two divisions should
charge PRS separately, but take care not to double charge for services. If the Support
Services Division uses MIS services to perform a function for PRS and allocates those
MIS costs to the support service activities, then MIS’ charging PRS for its services
may result in charging PRS twice for the same delivery. Preferably, the process
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related to a service is identified from its inception to its completion and one charge is
defined for the full service. (See Chapter 1 for an example of this.)

Rate Setting Applications and Methodology
This section presents several issues considered in setting rates for four major
industries: nursing homes, utilities, insurance, and road transportation. A general
description of the issues involved in the setting of rates and the methodologies
currently in use will provide a framework for
some generalized observations about rate setting.
Figure 36
The areas of interest surrounding the
The issues surrounding the establishment of rates
establishment of rates concern cost determination,
involve:
measurement, allowability, forecasting, quality
and efficiency relationships to price, and
• Costs
capitalization incentives. After following a brief
— identification of all related costs
— allowable costs and the recoupment of
description of the rate setting methodologies
expenditures
currently in use by each industry, each of these
— measurement of costs
topics will be discussed.
—

•

•

•
•

use of historical data

Forecasts of
— service demand
— demand elasticity
— expected payouts

Methodologies by Industry
Nursing Homes

Quality and Price
— timeliness, safety, and related costs
— audit issues

The Texas Department of Human Services sets
reimbursement rates for nursing home care
according to the Texas Index for Level of Effort
Efficiency and Price
(TILE), a case mix payment system, wherein a
patient is categorized into one of eleven types
Capital investment
representing the level of care needed. Generic
— effect of depreciation and other
classifications of client needs, resulting in a flat
policies
reimbursement rate for each TILE, represent an
effort to contain costs. In Texas, the number of
people needing nursing home care for the
following year can be predicted with a high degree of certainty. That, coupled with
caps on the amount to be paid per individual per diem as represented by the TILE
system, allows the State a considerable degree of control over expenditures.
The use of the TILE System is an improvement over the old system of reimbursement
for only two levels of care and, as such, contains some accommodation for quality of
care. However, there is still no assurance that quality is provided, only that it is
needed, nor is there an incorporation of efficiency issues into this methodology.
The other major type of reimbursement of nursing home care is referred to as facility
specific. In this case, each nursing home is visited to review the quality of services.
The facility is then reimbursed for its out-of-pocket costs according to the results of
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the review. While this methodology does build the costs of the quality of care into it,
the cost to audit and handle appeals is substantial.
Utilities

The natural gas industry incurs costs at three points in the process of performing full
customer service: the production of gas from the well, the transportation of gas
through the pipelines, and the distribution of gas to end users. The electricity utility
service, like the natural gas industry, incurs costs from three events: the generation of
electricity from power plants, transmission of power to the locality of use, and its
distribution to the end user. Costs for each part of the service are tracked and rates
are proposed based upon those costs, related safety costs, and environmental
protection costs, in addition to a profit margin.
Figure 37
Utility rate structures divide according to:
•
•
•

peak period usage
fixed cost versus variable rate costing
charges to other utility companies for
use of transmission lines

Utility rate structures can be divided into three
categories: peak period usage, fixed cost versus
variable rate costing, and charges to other utility
companies for use of transmission lines.

In the first case, peak period usage, customers are
charged more for using the service during periods of
higher demand than they are during periods of lower
demand. The rationale is that a large part of the capital investment of a utility is
expended to meet the needs during the peak-load period. During off-peak periods, the
equipment lays idle.
In the second case, customers are offered the option to have traditional service and
pay cost-based rates or interruptible service priced at market-based rates. Some local
distribution companies providing utility service opt for contracts that risk an
interruption in service and that, therefore, contain variable rates as long as the amount
of the periodic payment is fixed. This allows utilities to obtain financing for projects.
In the last case, the charges to other electric utility companies for the use of
transmission lines (wheeling), the rate is affected by the consideration of embedded
cost versus opportunity cost recoupment. Recent regulation under consideration has
sought to prohibit the utility company owning the transmission lines from recouping
any costs beyond its embedded costs, that is, the costs incurred to put the lines in
place and keep them in service. This means that the owner could not recoup any costs
of foregone opportunities. The regulation also proposed to make the offer of
wheeling services mandatory, such that a utility company could not turn down the
request for use of transmission lines by another utility company.
Insurance

The insurance industry offers an array of indemnification services: life and health,
property, and liability (marine, casualty, automobile, general liability, burglary and
theft, workers’ compensation, glass, boiler and machinery, nuclear, crop-hail, title,
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Figure 38

credit, and fidelity and surety bonds). The basic
methodology used to determine the expected payoff,
Insurance modeling involves:
including both the likelihood that a payoff will need to
be made and the amount of the payoff, is through the
• probability distributions
use of probability distribution models. The
• cost data
• many events associated with the
parameters in the models are defined using historical
probability of a claim
data on variables that correlate to the probability of an
event. For example, by applying linear and non-linear
modeling techniques, actuaries can associate age,
gender, and previous medical history with the probability of incurring various types
of cancer and associated hospitalization and mortality. Cost estimates associated with
these probabilities are derived from adjusted current cost data.
Recently, the insurance industry was deregulated for most services, with the exception
of auto and homeowner coverage. Free competition is determining rates more than
any regulatory oversight.
Toll roads

The determination of appropriate tolls in generating revenue incorporates information
related to the construction costs, maintenance, repair, and other support services into
an estimate of the elasticity of demand for road use. The latter often involves models
that estimate the amount of time it takes to get to
one’s destination using the toll road versus an
Figure 39
alternate route, the cost of that time differential,
the change in general traffic level in the area, the
Demand elasticity studies for toll roads consider
effect of the economy on the use of toll roads, and
the effects on toll road demand and price of:
the impact of various ways of collecting tolls
• the availability of alternative routes
(automatic vehicle identification, toll booths, types
• the costs associated with longer travel times
of payment services within the toll booth setting).
on alternative routes
These methods often differentiate between rural
• the different ways of collecting tolls
and urban toll roads and classifications of
• urban versus rural toll roads
vehicles, allowing for differences in road damage
• vehicle classification
due to the weight of the vehicle using the toll
road.
The initial decision to construct a toll road versus one paid for entirely through public
funds involves not only the actual costs but the amount of road that can be
constructed using the alternative funding mechanisms. Pay-as-you-go or toll roads
often limit the length of road that can be built at a time because of the cost burden
placed upon the users.
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The Issues
Several areas of concern common to the four industries discussed were defined at the
outset of this chapter. This section describes how these issues are addressed in the
four application areas and the advantages and limitations to each solution.
Costs

The determination of the actual costs of a toll road is fairly straightforward. It
includes construction costs, maintenance costs, interest payments, debt expenditures,
administrative overhead, police patrol costs, salaries, depreciation costs, insurance,
toll collection costs, and service area maintenance costs (Dedeitch, 1993, p. 22). All
costs are part of the consideration in determining a proper toll to charge users.
Although the correct allocation of administrative overhead costs may be problematic
where more than one project is involved, the majority of the costs are readily
associated with specific highway projects. An ABC system can facilitate the
identification of any costs not immediately ascribable to a specific project.
For nursing homes and foster care, the issue is one of dividing administrative and
other support costs between private and publicly funded patients. Are more resources
devoted to private patients because these patients are directly paying for services?
The proper assignment of such costs is problematic unless an ABC system is in place.
Nursing home rates in Texas are based on costs from past years, adjusted for inflation.
However, certain costs are excluded, such as the costs of certain luxury cars, board
members’ travel to meetings, salary payments to those closely related to the owners,
certain salary amounts viewed as excessive, and the like. These exclusions are the
constant target of criticism from the nursing home industry but are designed to protect
the taxpayer from inordinately compensating providers for their services.
Because, for the most part, insurance rates are subject to free competition,
determination of costs associated with particular services is not of great concern to the
regulators. However, as with any private company, accurate association of the costs
of a service with the specific service can be of great importance to the individual
insurance firms. Failure to identify such a relationship can result in the charging of
rates that either rob the company of potential profit because they are too low or that
eliminate the company from the market because they are too high. Although actuaries
base their estimates on historical data, they build in inflation and other factors to
control for the potential inapplicability of past costs to future payouts.
Utility rates are approved based upon some profit above base or embedded costs.
There are special rules for the treatment of contributions, dues, advertising expenses,
abandoned plant property, and deferred income taxes. Rules such as those governing
appropriate rates on retail wheeling in electric utility services are subject to ongoing
challenge and criticism from the utility industry. Rates of return on investments
allowed by regulators undergo significant and often ongoing negotiation.
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Forecasts

Significant forecasting is performed for all four industries. For toll roads, efforts
center around the elasticity of demand as rates are varied. Models incorporate
information regarding the costs of using alternative routes versus toll roads, and some
stratify by class of vehicles. However, for the most part, the toll road industry uses
fairly simplistic modeling techniques, with little adjustment for intervening variables.
Forecasts of those requiring nursing home care in Texas focus on the number who
will need care by TILE and the associated costs. Because of the relative stability of
the population with respect to those requiring such care, forecasts can be fairly
accurate using simple models.
Perhaps the insurance industry has the most difficult task in predicting of the four
industries in this study. While the forecasting of life and health needs can often be
done with a fair degree of accuracy, the prediction of property and casualty payouts
are less amenable to accurate predictions. Because of this, the insurance industry
makes use of more complex modeling and methodologies in developing forecasted
activity and payout.
Predictions in utility usage focus on peak versus off-peak period usage and demand
elasticity as unit prices increase. This latter was particularly salient during the period
of rapidly increasing fuel prices in the 1970s. However, most models depend heavily
upon plots of historical data and simple ascriptions of probabilities from that data.
Although there have been some attempts to stratify by commercial versus residential
usage, little subcategorization of demand for utility service has been employed.
Quality and Price/Efficiency and Price

The earlier description of the determination of nursing home rates in general and in
Texas in particular depicted two basic approaches to rate setting in this area: cost
containment and facility-specific reimbursement methods. Cost containment methods
set flat rates of reimbursement without respect to the actual costs a given nursing
home will incur in the rate year. Facility-specific reimbursement methods reward
each facility on the basis of a review of the specific facility’s performance. The latter
method results in much higher costs to the funding entity but can correctly address
issues of quality and efficiency. Cost containment methods have the potential of
rewarding substandard service without penalizing inefficient operations. However,
the total costs to the funding entity are more predictable.
For toll roads, quality is controlled through national standards mandated for
acceptable highway construction although there is still considerable variation in the
quality of the materials used. Where inferior materials are used or substandard
construction work performed, a road will need significant amounts of repairs. For toll
roads, these costs are passed on to the user. However, where alternative routes exist,
the market will only bear a certain amount of costs. Therefore, it is incumbent upon
those responsible for the construction and maintenance of toll roads to ensure that
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they are built in an efficient and effective manner. Issues of efficiency and quality
have not, to date, been directly addressed in the determination of tolls.
In the utility industry, quality focuses on the surety of the utility service and the safety
of service delivery. Variable rates, contingent upon the customer’s willingness to
accept the risk of a possible interruption of services, do exist. Safety is heavily
regulated although there is some dispute over the ability to recoup the costs of
cleanup from past practices and even though such practices were in line with
regulations (Bright, Stanley, 1992, p. 83).
Quality in the insurance industry refers to the timeliness and ease of receipt of
services including payoffs. Because of the competitive nature of the industry,
customers often are willing to pay more to a company whose reputation for payoff is
hassle-free and reliable. Therefore, quality becomes embedded in the rates customers
are willing to pay.
Capitalization

For the nursing home industry, the method allowed in depreciating the costs of
facilities and equipment will affect the home’s willingness to expand or modernize.
Depreciation methods in Texas are conservative. However, in recent years they have
aligned more closely with Internal Revenue Service regulations than previously.
Because utility rates are based on embedded costs (capitalized expenditures are a
significant component) allowances for capitalized costs are critical. Current policies
tend to encourage investment in capital over labor even when labor is the more
efficient way to perform the service. However, some competing regulations, such as
those surrounding retail wheeling, can discourage capitalization. The link between
capitalization and allowable rates has been a point of discussion for years.
In the insurance industry, the closest phenomenon to capitalization is the provision of
reserves to cover future claims. How much reserve is adequate has been a source of
constant dispute. A rash of failures of insurance companies or of a few large
companies generally results in higher mandated reserves.

Conclusion
Some general observations and recommendations can be gleaned from these reviews
of how each industry addresses the issues of costs, forecasting, quality and efficiency
in rates, and capitalization incentives.

Rate setting should seek to identify costs in such a manner that:

•

only costs truly related to the service delivery are compensated
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•
•

costs that unduly compensate owners or workers and purchases of luxury items
should not be allowed
all legitimate costs related to the service delivery are compensated, provided they
represent a targeted level of service quality without undue waste

Forecasting methods should:

•
•
•
•

be only as sophisticated as the situation warrants
incorporate the effects of variables that could change the outcome being predicted
accommodate the elasticity of demand
allow for various rate structure classes, where feasible

Quality and efficiency of service should be:

•
•

incorporated into the rates either through mandated standards of quality or
through individual provider service reviews
can be determined through technical studies of what constitutes a practical level
of quality and efficiency

Capitalization concerns should address:

•
•

the incentives to invest in facilities and equipment as needed
the disincentives to invest in facilities and equipment when not needed

There is no one magic rate, even within an industry. Too many related factors
prohibit the determination of a rate from being absolute or definitive. As with all
phenomena dealing with people, the rate setting mechanisms and methodologies must
be ever responsive to changing needs. These are a few guidelines for setting rates that
may assist an agency in determining equitable reimbursements on an ongoing basis.
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Chapter 5

Public expectations for more efficient government along with smaller or no-growth
budgets have compelled responsible leaders to explore more cost-effective ways of
delivering government services. One option is to contract with private vendors
(outsource) to provide services that were previously performed by government
employees. The Council on Competitive Government has established a formal
structure and guidelines for outsourcing Texas state government activities. The
following information is intended to supplement the guidelines issued by the Council.
Figure 40
Outsourcing decisions must include
consideration of:
•
•
•
•
•

economic impact
vendor service reliability and quality
legal ramifications
impact on strategic operations
sociological factors

How does management determine what are the
important factors—economic, strategic, legal,
sociological—to consider in outsourcing? How
should those factors be weighed? Are there some
services that should not be outsourced at all or that
need special contract provisions if outsourced?
Do the factors change according to the type of
service being considered for outsourcing?

This Chapter Will Provide a Guide for
• determining what should or should not be outsourced
• starting the outsourcing analysis
• identifying and comparing the costs of in-house services with the costs of
outsourcing
• how an activity-based costing system can assist in this decision
• considering the qualitative aspects related to outsourcing
• contracting with vendors
• deciding if a consolidation of in-house service providers is optimal

What to Outsource
Comparing the costs of in-house services with that of outside suppliers can provide
important information to the agency even apart from the privatization decision. It
might indicate that an agency could improve the efficiency of its service delivery, for
example. But how should an agency define candidates for outsourcing? There are
various ways to do this. An agency can consider outsourcing specific activities,
functions, product or service lines, or the entire spectrum of agency services. For
example, one can outsource an entire MIS shop or the data center function of the MIS
group. The payment process can be outsourced or all fiscal operations.
Before choosing a candidate for potential outsourcing, the agency should identify its
strategic functions. In general, an entity would not want to privatize its strategic
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functions because in privatization, the entity loses some control over that part of its
operation. To lose control over strategic functions could jeopardize the mission of the
entity and the successful delivery of services.
But what are strategic functions? There are various definitions--core activities, core
businesses, activities that are vital to day-to-day decision making. Quinn and Hilmer
suggest several criteria for determining the strategic functions or core competencies
of an entity. Although the criteria are clearly oriented toward for-profit operations,
they nevertheless can inform government entities. The authors, through an analysis of
successful and unsuccessful businesses, suggest that core competencies are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

skill or knowledge sets, not products or functions: know-how not know-what
flexible, long-term platforms--capable of adaptation or evolution
limited in number, that is, not usually more than five
unique sources of leverage in the value chain
areas where the entity can dominate
elements important to customers in the long run
embedded in the organization’s systems, not in individual people

Source: (Strategic Outsourcing, Sloan Management Review, Summer 1994, pp. 4355)
Figure 41
An agency is lacking in core competencies if it finds that
it:
•

does not have strong special skills or knowledge sets

•

cannot be flexible to meet the ever changing
demands of its customers

•

is spread too thin, doing too many things, and so
probably doing nothing well

•

has nothing that it can do better than most

•

is not able to meet customers’ needs over the long
run

•

If an agency finds that it has no core
competencies, every function has the
potential for outsourcing. Even if an
agency is able to identify core
competencies, it is still useful to consider
outsourcing functions which are not core
but consume the agency’s time and
resources. Privatization may not only
save money but might also allow the
agency to focus on its core competencies
so that it can stay the best at what it does.

One more word about outsourcing and
strategic functions: there are some support
services that may not be core
is primarily dependent on a few skilled people
competencies by themselves but that
nevertheless are so closely linked to the
organization’s core competencies that loss
of control over them could jeopardize the effective continuation of the core service
areas. Many functions are also very difficult to retrieve in-house once they have been
outsourced.
For these reasons, outsourcing of such functions should receive careful consideration
and probably special contract provisions if outsourced. The outsourcing of MIS
shops, in particular, has been a popular move in recent years. Some of these have
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been successful; others much less successful. Some have been outsourced to save
money, some to increase quality of services, and some to gain an immediate influx of
cash. The issues surrounding MIS outsourcing decisions are complex. The authors
suggest that an agency read some of the many excellent articles on the topic. We
have listed several in the bibliography.

Starting the Outsourcing Analysis
Before running to the ledgers, it is crucial that the organization define exactly what
service or services it wants to consider for outsourcing. This detailed definition will
be useful for developing the Requests for Information and the Requests for Proposals,
as applicable. It will also figure in the development of the contract with the chosen
vendor, not only in specifying what services are included in the contract but also in
suggesting ways to monitor performance under the contract. Furthermore, by
carefully defining the service(s) to be outsourced, the entity can decide if it is worth
going through the remaining analysis. Outsourcing analyses are time-consuming and
expensive. If the cost of the service under consideration is small relative to the
investment in the outsourcing
analysis, the entity may
Figure 42
choose not to pursue
consideration of this area for
To identify and compare the costs of in-house services with the costs
privatization.
of outsourcing, perform the following steps:
Step 1

Identify all direct and indirect costs associated with the
services to be outsourced.

Step 2

Construct a spreadsheet to cover the years planned for
outsourcing.

Step 3

On a separate spreadsheet, list the current and at least one
previous year’s costs. From these historical costs, from an
analysis of planned expenditures found in the Request for
Legislative Appropriations, and from other in-house analyses
of specific needs, project for future years. Put those
projected figures onto the outsourcing analysis
spreadsheet. Document all assumptions made regarding
expenditures in future years.

Step 4

Determine which costs are avoidable and relevant.
Transfer these costs to another spreadsheet.

Step 5

Identify the costs and revenues if the service is outsourced.
The main service cost can be obtained from vendor bids or
published prices, where available. List any additional costs,
including the cost of monitoring the contract.

Step 6

Find the present value of each set of costs, and total the
costs for the two decisions, outsourcing versus continued inhouse provision of services.

Identifying
Comparative Costs
Step 1: Identify all
direct and indirect
costs associated with
the services to be
outsourced.
Determining all applicable
costs is not as simple as it
sounds. Some hard lessons
have been learned by the
private sector. This section
discusses the complexity of
the tasks and offers some
guidance in identifying
relevant costs.
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Figure 43
Direct costs may include:
•

wages and salaries associated with those people
directly performing the service

•

other compensation

•

longevity and hazardous duty pay

•

compensatory pay, overtime pay, and other
emoluments and allowances

•

fringe Benefits

•

employee retirement contributions

•

government-paid portion of employee’s Social
Security

•

government’s portion of employee’s health
insurance

•

workers’ compensation insurance

•

unemployment compensation

•

annual leave

•

materials directly used and traceable to the
provision of the specific service

•

rental, lease, or mortgage payment on the buildings
where the service is provided

•

rental, lease, or note payment on equipment used
to provide the service

•

maintenance and repair of buildings and
equipment

•

telecommunications

•

utilities

•

other costs such as training, travel, postage,
uniforms, employee parking, professional fees, and
other contracted services

(Taken from Least Cost Review Program, Texas State
Auditor’s Office, Report No. 94-116)

Relevant Costs in the Private Sector

Years ago when companies started
moving their operations overseas, the expectation
was that the overseas manufacturing of
products would greatly increase
profitability. Given the tax structures and
wage scales of underdeveloped countries,
some companies believed they could not
help but reduce their costs. When these
expected profits did not materialize,
management began to question what had
gone wrong.
After investigation, companies found that
their overhead, and especially their fixed
overhead, comprised a significant portion
of their total cost. In deciding to transfer
operations to other countries, overhead
costs had been allocated to the product
lines under consideration. The
assumption was that these costs would
disappear once the product lines were
relocated. This did not happen. The
expenditures remained virtually
unchanged.
Examination of the components of the
allocated overhead revealed that it
included the salaries of accounting
personnel, corporate headquarters costs,
office space, and similar types of
expenses. These functions were not
dissolved because one business segment
was transferred. Additionally, many of the
overhead costs were more closely linked
to other product lines with less volume,
such as those related to customizing
products. The method of allocation had
caused the costs to be allocated to the
larger volume products even though these
costs were actually incurred because of
the lower volume product lines.
Companies re-examined their methods of
allocating overhead costs and the
components of overhead to determine
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which of these costs were really relevant to the decision at hand, i.e., which costs
could be linked to the products under consideration and were avoidable should
specific business segments be relocated.

Government and Total Cost/Relevant Cost Analysis

In contrast to the private sector, public entities have not generally concerned
themselves with identifying the total cost of providing a unit of some type of service.
Budgets are often approved by line item—salaries, capital investments, rent, utilities.
The Council on Competitive Government recommends that agencies first identify the
total costs of the service under consideration for privatization. This is a good idea
because it ensures that no cost is overlooked.
Accounting Versus Economic Costs Considerations: the Cashflow Emphasis

Before listing the types of costs to consider, a word about Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP) Costs versus Cashflows is in order. The decision to
outsource operations is, among others, an economic one. Which option will be better
in terms of the economic well-being of the State? Another way to express this is to
ask where the State will end up with more cash overall--through the continued inhouse provision of the service or through the outsourcing of the services. This
question is not a trivial one because we tend to include in total costs certain non-cash
items such as the depreciation of equipment and buildings. Although in the
aggregate, depreciation does represent all the money paid out for those assets, it does
not align on a one-on-one with the payment of cash for those assets. Equipment
purchased for cash five years ago may still be in use and, for accounting purposes,
may yet be undergoing depreciation. That depreciation charge will probably also
constitute part of the rates charged for services to other entities, where such service
provision exists. However, money put out five years ago is a sunk cost, not a cost
today. The continued recognition of depreciation charges for that equipment or
building does not represent a current cash outlay so neither depreciation charges nor
service rates provide reliable cashflow information for the outsourcing decision. For
outsourcing decision analysis, only costs reflecting actual cash spent or received
should be included and they should be included, for the period in which the cash
changes hands.
The assignment of costs to equipment should then be in terms of dollars actually to be
paid out in a given year, such as an outright cash purchase or payment on a note to
finance a purchase during the time period covered by the proposed outsourcing. It
should also include cash received on the sale of equipment.
Elements of Total Cost

Total cost can be divided into costs that are directly associated with the delivery of the
service being considered for outsourcing (direct costs) and costs that are associated
with the delivery of several services, including the one being considered for
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outsourcing (indirect costs). A list of charges that are generally attributable to a
specific service is given in Figure 43 on page 90. It should be noted that not all of
these types of costs are necessarily associated directly with only one service. Each
category must be reviewed to determine this.
Indirect costs, those not directly linked to a single service, encompass a wide array of
costs found in the general and subsidiary ledgers. They can include administrative
costs to perform the cost accounting function, receiving department salaries, salaries
of stockroom personnel, security guard’s salaries, computer rental, and many more.
ABC systems assist entities in linking many of these costs to services. (See Chapter
1.)

Step 2: Construct a spreadsheet to cover the years planned to
outsource the activity.
The spreadsheet given in Figure 46 (page 102) lists the years planned for the
outsourcing across the top of the page. The categories of direct and indirect costs are
listed down the lefthand column. In this example, the outsourcing analysis for the
data center of the Department of Information Resources is given for the planned
period from fiscal years 1995 through 1999. Categories of costs are listed by direct
and indirect costs. Initially, the Department of Information Resources primarily based
the allocation of indirect costs on headcounts. But for outsourcing decisions, more
detail and the involvement of agency management is critical in determining which
costs can will be avoided. Costing services using an activity-based costing system
can significantly facilitate the identification of avoidable indirect costs.
How many years should services be outsourced? There is no hard and fast rule, but
generally, the outsourcing should be considered permanent when:
•
•

the function is capital intensive, as in automation services
the function requires a high degree of specialized skills from a large number of
people

The financial and human resource investment necessary to retrieve outsourced
operations may be prohibitive. Therefore, it is best to view the privatization as
permanent. However, permanent outsourcing puts the agency at the mercy of the
marketplace of the future. To attenuate the uncertainty associated with outsourcing,
the agency can include a clause in the contract that allows the agency to repurchase
the equipment sold to a vendor in a privatization initiative. The clause should
carefully define both the extent of the buyback and the amount to be paid for it.
Finally, replacing the skills of highly experienced and knowledgeable people could
take years. This factor should receive careful consideration when an agency is
considering outsourcing one of its functions.
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Step 3: On a separate spreadsheet, list the current and at least
one previous year’s costs. From these costs, from an analysis of
planned expenditures found in the Request for Legislative
Appropriations, and from other in-house analyses of specific
needs, project for future years. Put those projected figures onto
the outsourcing analysis spreadsheet. Document all assumptions
made regarding expenditures in future years.
DIR data center costs for fiscal years 1993 and 1994 are given in Figure 45. For the
most part, the current direct costs were readily identifiable because the DIR data
center was self-contained. Utility costs were allocated on the basis of square footage.
The spreadsheet given in Figure 46 shows DIR’s estimated in-house and outsourcing
costs for fiscal years 1995 through 1999. These estimates were derived from the
historical costs listed in Figure 45, the current biennium’s Request for Legislative
Appropriations and the recently submitted 1996-1997 Request for Legislative
Appropriations, adjustments for inflation, and an assessment of specific needs such as
a follow-up benchmarking study, new software, programmers’ training requirements,
and the like.

Step 4: Determine which costs are avoidable and relevant.
Transfer these costs to another spreadsheet.
Avoidable and Relevant Costs
Figure 44
Relevant costs:
•
•
•
•

are avoidable upon outsourcing
are those the entity plans to eliminate if the
service is outsourced
represent actual cashflows
are expressed in today’s dollars

Avoidable costs are costs the entity believes it no
longer will incur if the service line is outsourced.
In the case of direct costs, it is the sum of all costs
listed. For indirect costs, it is a different story. In
the example of companies transferring product
manufacturing overseas, the failure of an entity to
define and accurately link the specific elements of
overhead to products can result in very costly
decisions.

The private sector’s response to this error was to develop a costing system that better
aligned the activities involved in the process of producing individual types of goods
with the cost of those activities, or activity-based costing. This approach to costing
goods and services informs the outsourcing decision by indicating which costs are
truly avoidable if the product development or service delivery is performed by
vendors outside the company or agency. For example, it is generally not possible to
link statewide overhead costs to any particular service performed by an agency. For
this reason, it is highly improbable that a component of overhead will disappear if the
service is outsourced. Statewide overhead is, therefore, an unavoidable and irrelevant
cost. For agencywide or divisional overhead, allocation on the basis of headcount or
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full-time equivalent employees may be too ambiguous for the outsourcing decision.
These costs should be better defined and correlated to specific services.
Finally, even if a cost is classified as avoidable, this does not mean that management
will choose to avoid it. For example, a service delivery group may occupy 25 percent
of total building space. When outsourced, management may decide to spread the
remaining operations over that area instead of subleasing the space. It might not have
planned to lease more space. Note that the entity will not be saving the money it
currently pays for leasing that 25 percent. Economically, the State is not better off
upon outsourcing, as far as the leased space is concerned. Therefore, although the
cost of the floor space is avoidable, it is not a relevant cost for the outsourcing
decision.

Step 5: Identify the costs and revenues if the service is
outsourced; the main service cost can be obtained from vendor
bids or published prices, where available. List any additional
costs, including the cost of monitoring the contract.
The costs accumulated in steps 1 through 4 represent the costs of continuing
operations in-house. Under an outsourcing scenario, the costs to consider should
include the cost to administer the contracts, the vendor’s estimated charges, and the
cost to convert to an outsourced service. There can be others, depending upon the
terms of the agreement. Any revenues received during the outsourcing period should
also be considered. For example, if the vendor is going to pay rent for the use of state
premises or if state-owned equipment will be sold due to the privatization, the cash to
be received is included in the outsourcing analysis at this point.
This process takes a great deal of thought on the part of all involved in the initiative
since individual circumstances will contain different costs. The cost of monitoring
the contract (contract administration) is easily overlooked. DIR found a large county
that had outsourced its data center and identified the amount paid to the contract
monitor. That amount was used as the estimate of the cost of overseeing the contract
for the DIR data center privatization.

Step 6: Find the present value of each set of costs and total the
costs for the two decisions, outsourcing versus continued inhouse provision of services.
Finally, all cashflows should be expressed in today’s dollars, that is, present-valued.
This is because a dollar received next year is worth less than a dollar received today.
It is important that all dollars be placed on the same footing. Most spreadsheet
packages will do the analysis. The user provides information concerning the
following:
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dollars involved
time periods of those dollars
discount

(See Appendix C for a discussion of the discount rate.)

Step 7: The alternative with the lower total present value is the
better choice with respect to this cost analysis.
In the DIR example, the last line, “In-House Less Outsource” (Figure 46), indicates
that the present value of the vendor’s bids cannot exceed $8,226,456. Of course, this
assumes that all in-house costs listed are deemed relevant. However, common sense
here is important. Remember that all these numbers are estimates. Practically
speaking, the vendor bids should be significantly below the costs of continuing to
provide the in-house services. What is “significantly below”? There is no hard and
fast rule, but at least five to ten percent below is a good rule of thumb.
For more details on outsourcing data analysis techniques, such as example
spreadsheets and cost allocation methods, see the State Auditor’s publication, Least
Cost Review Program, Building Public-Private Partnerships in Texas, SAO Report
No. 94-116, and the Council on Competitive Government’s June 1994 Cost
Methodology. Caution: The example spreadsheets in these documents contain rows
labeled “depreciation;” please remember to use expected future cash outlays, not
depreciation in developing estimations of future cost.

Qualitative Considerations
In an outsourcing decision, issues go well beyond the numbers just discussed. Even
though the numbers may favor privatization, consideration of other factors may
preclude privatization. These qualitative aspects should be reviewed and scaled. The
scaling can be done according to the perceived risk of each quality. For example, the
potential for legal problems can be ranked from 1 to 7, with 7 representing the
greatest potential for legal problems, 1 the least. Subcategories within categories, for
example, the several aspects listed under vendor considerations, can also be scaled
and then assigned weights according to the relative important of that aspect. Thus,
ease of service from the vendor may be only half as important as the other aspects so
the scaled score for ease of service would be multiplied by .5 while all other scores
would be multiplied by 1. The sum of all scores would be the achieved score for that
vendor. In this manner, vendors could be compared with each other.
But who assigns the scores and the weights? Preferably, several service experts are
involved in this task and initially assign weights and scores independently of each
other. This enhances the objectivity of the process. Consensus could be achieved
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through discussion or, more scientifically, through the use of the Delphi method of
achieving agreement.

Legal Aspects
These will include restrictions of federal, state, and local governments on the
privatization of that service. The entity must also assess its continuing legal liability
related to the service even though it has been privatized. Here are some
considerations:
&

If federal funds are involved, who will pay penalties if the administration of
the service is not in accordance with federal guidelines--the private vendor or
the government entity? Who is responsible for the continual assessment of
compliance? For example, the Department of Human Services has
outsourced the electronics benefit transfers of food stamp grants. If some
recipients of benefits are not eligible for food stamps but receive them
anyway, who pays the federal penalties, the private vendor or the Department
of Human Services?

&

If the contractor provides the services on your grounds, who is responsible
for employee or customer accidents on the premises, the contractor or the
entity?

Vendor Quality and Reliability
Choosing a vendor is not simply a matter of which bid is the lowest. There are
several characteristics to consider in determining which vendor will be awarded the
contract. You will need to assign some type of weights to these categories if you feel
that they are not all of the same degree of importance to you.
•

Reliability of service: The vendor can be relied upon to deliver the service in a
timely manner.

•

Quality of service: The vendor consistently provides the quality of service
specified in the contract. Related to this is whether or not the vendor understands
your business. Does the vendor have qualified personnel to respond to your
needs? What is the vendor’s turnover rate of such personnel? Does the vendor
have enough personnel to meet your needs?

•

Security provisions: The vendor can provide you with the level of security you
need. If the vendor is handling your data, can the vendor ensure the security of
that data to the level of your requirements?

•

Conflict of interests: The vendor does not have other business interests or
priorities that may conflict with yours. Don’t be naive. The vendor is in
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business to enhance his/her economic well-being. This may mean that cutting
corners to keep costs down may result in lower quality of services to you. Be
sure to specify the quality of service in the contract.
•

Financial stability: Does the vendor have enough backup cashflow to keep
him/her from becoming insolvent on you? Does the vendor have adequate
insurance?

•

Reputation: Does the vendor have a good reputation for delivering quality and
timely services?

•

Ease of service: Are the vendor’s representatives friendly, courteous,
knowledgeable, and responsive? Is the vendor in a convenient location for you to
do business with him/her?

Sociological Issues
These issues revolve around the impact of the outsourcing on the employees who will
no longer be working for your agency, the employees remaining in your agency, and
the community who is monitoring your decisions. This can affect your entity’s
credibility and productivity. Employees who still have their jobs may wonder if their
functions will be the next target for outsourcing and so may spend time and energy on
this concern rather than on the work to be done. Citizen groups who get wind of
your plan may try to thwart your efforts, costing your entity much time and energy.

Contracting with Vendors
If your entity has decided to privatize some aspect of its operations, there are several
guidelines that will help to protect your entity’s interest.
•

Discard the vendor’s standard contract. The vendor’s contract will protect the
vendor’s best interests. Your entity needs a contract that also protects yours.

•

Do not sign incomplete contracts. What is not written down never happened (and
probably won’t happen). If the written contract does not specify that the vendor
will perform a specific service, you won’t be able to enforce performance in that
area.

•

Hire outsourcing experts. Many of the services being outsourced, such as
Information Systems, require a high degree of technical expertise. Outsourcing
itself can require significant expertise to negotiate and write a quality contract.
Most entities do not have these expertises in-house.

•

Measure every critical aspect of service. This is the time preceding the
outsourcing. Measuring and documenting the entire spectrum of services the in-
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house personnel are providing and how much and how well the services are
provided is critical to negotiations with an outside vendor. Without this baseline
information, key services can be overlooked in the contract specifications.
•

Develop service level measures and reports. This will help the agency monitor
the services of the vendor and ensure that the vendor performs to satisfaction.

•

Specify escalation procedures. That is, specify what happens when there is a
problem with the service. How does the problem get resolved?

•

Include cash penalties for nonperformance. The rationale for this is self-evident.

•

Determine growth rates and charges for changes in business. This means that the
contract should specify a range in the volume of business that the contract covers
and what happens when the volume goes outside that range. It should also
specify what happens in the event that the entity meets with some unforeseen
disaster.

•

Appoint someone to manage the contract.

•

Include a termination clause.

•

Watch out for change-of-character clauses. This relates to charges for any
changes in functionality. For example, this can include specifications regarding
extra charges for adding users to a Local Area Network.

•

Take care of your people. For those in-house people who were providing the
service before the outsourcing, try to get the vendor to hire some or all of them.
Don’t leave them out in the cold if it can be avoided.

(from “The Information Systems Outsourcing Bandwagon,” Sloan Management
Review, Fall 1993, pp, 73-85.)
In its Least Cost Review Program manual, the Texas State Auditor’s Office makes
similar recommendations to the above. The manual also recommends that the
contract specify:
•
•
•
•

key required personnel
security responsibilities of both the government and the provider
government-furnished property and services
applicable statutes, regulations, technical orders, specifications, and manuals

Finally, be sure to include a clause to allow the agency to audit the vendor for services
related to the contract.
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The Consolidation Alternative
The continuation of in-house service provision or outsourcing does not represent the
spectrum of options available to an agency. Reviewing how in-house services can be
made more efficient may be the best starting point. It is less disruptive than
outsourcing or consolidation and may result in a highly cost-effective service
delivery. Assuming that an agency has already taken steps to be as efficient as
possible, the agency may wish to look at consolidating its service efforts with those
provided by another agency or government entity.
The cost analysis for consolidation decisions is similar to that for privatization. The
basic question is what costs can and will be eliminated if several providers of the
same service merge. The comparison of capacity levels of a merged service comes to
the forefront in a consolidation because of its implications for future potentially large
investments in fixed assets, such as buildings and equipment, unless the consolidation
is carefully handled. Where individually-operated facilities may have the capacity to
handle 20 percent or more increases in volume, merged facilities may soon find
themselves running out of capacity. Equipment discarded upon consolidation may
need to be replaced if the facility grows too rapidly. Additionally, unless all costs are
captured in the initial analysis, a merged entity may find itself subject to new and
unforeseen costs. One such cost is that of transportation between the consolidated
facility and the agencies it serves.
The steps to follow in analyzing the value of consolidation are the same as those for
outsourcing. For Step 5, “Determining the costs and revenues if the service is
outsourced,” substitute the word “consolidated” for “outsourced.”
The following questions are common in consolidation decision-making:
•

How are the rent and utilities treated for leftover floor space? If the agencies
intend to spread out existing operations, then rent and utility costs are probably
not relevant to the decision. If there is an expected decrease in rent and/or utility
cost due to the consolidation, the expected decrease is a relevant cost.

•

Several agencies will have unused or leftover equipment, how is it factored into
the decision? The equipment could be sold, with the sale proceeds reducing the
cost of the consolidation option. If the equipment is placed in storage or left idle,
it is not relevant to the decision.

•

Is depreciation an appropriate cost in a consolidation scenario? No, like the
outsourcing decision, consolidation relates to an economic decision, which means
determining the benefit to the state in terms of total future cashflows.

•

Can we base our decision on only one year of data? No, because major shifts in
service demand or equipment requirements usually happen over many years.
Thus, basing the decision on only one year of data could result in an incorrect
decision.
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Conclusion
Amassing the kind of information needed to make sound economic decisions, whether
for the increased efficiency within existing operations, the consolidation of several
service providers, or the outsourcing of services, takes considerable time and care.
The required level of detail and rigor of analysis increases in proportion to the scope
of the decision area and amount of resources under consideration. All of the decisions
are about cashflow, not accounting numbers. Generally, these decisions are long-term
and are not easily reversible. However, good management requires that entities
continually assess if there are more economical ways of performing its functions. The
assessment of alternatives involves both qualitative and quantitative aspects to ensure
that the whole impact of each alternative has been captured. There is no crystal ball.
An entity can minimize its risk by careful analyses as suggested in this guide;
however, no amount of analysis will replace sound judgment.
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Figure 45
Actual Costs
Department of Information Resources Data Center
FY 1993 and FY 1994
FY 93
DIRECT COSTS:
Salaries and Wages
Other Compensation
Fringe Benefits
Supplies and Materials
Rental/Lease:
Equipment
Building
Repairs and Maintenance:
Equipment
Computer
Software
Building
Telecommunications:
GSC/SW Direct
Utilities
Other Direct Costs:
Training
Travel
Professional Fees
Furniture
Other Oper. Expenses
Cost of Upgrade:
Hardware
Software
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS:
INDIRECT COSTS:
Divisional Indirect
Agency-wide Indirect
State Indirect
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS:
TOTAL IN-HOUSE COSTS:

FY 94

$411,935
3,020
132,643
69,770

$478,703
3,840
154,142
81,030

9,781
--

33
--

216,958
198,423
18,949

9,539
130,512
222,926
18,949

38,920
17,266

40,631
17,266

4,528
6,463
31,884
1,588
33,479

10,818
8,412
48,732
4,001
27,788

728,452
29,350

548,641
87,583

$1,953,409

$1,893,546

$62,356
100,672
$22,304

$74,002
346,002
$129,070

$185,332

$549,074

$2,138,741

$2,442,620
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Figure 46
Estimated Costs
Department of Information Resources Data Center
FY 1995 through FY 1999
PRESENT
VALUE

FY 95

FY 96

FY 97

FY 98

FY 99

$2,082,849
17,095
670,677
53,373

$479,146
3,932
154,285
11,809

$490,645
4,027
157,988
12,335

$502,420
4,124
161,779
12,887

$514,479
4,223
165,662
13,466

$526,826
4,324
169,638
14,075

8,311
---

2,000
---

2,000
---

2,000
---

2,000
---

2,000
---

63,218
837,309
1,003,793
78,742

13,850
162,233
219,916
18,948

14,543
187,096
230,912
18,948

15,270
212,364
242,458
18,948

16,033
222,982
254,580
18,948

16,835
234,131
267,310
18,948

176,745
71,586

38,722
17,226

40,658
17,226

42,691
17,226

44,826
17,226

47,067
17,226

164,320
136,933
105,913
8,311
127,462

36,000
30,000
17,000
2,000
27,925

37,800
31,500
57,000
2,000
29,321

39,690
33,075
17,000
2,000
30,787

41,675
34,729
17,000
2,000
32,327

43,758
36,465
17,000
2,000
33,943

369,226
306,418
$6,282,280

188,000
257,925
$1,680,917

35,000
70,040
$1,439,039

145,000
3,000
$1,502,720

35,000
0
$1,437,155

20,000
0
$1,471,546

Agency-wide Indirect
State Indirect
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS:

$417,772
1,536,675
581,049
$2,535,496

$95,165
369,777
137,939
$602,881

$97,938
369,777
137,939
$605,654

$100,802
369,777
137,939
$608,518

$103,760
369,777
137,939
$611,476

$106,816
369,777
137,939
$614,532

TOTAL IN-HOUSE COSTS:

$8,817,776

$2,283,798

$2,044,693

$2,111,238

$2,048,631

$2,086,078

OUTSOURCE COSTS:
Contract Price
Contract Administration
Proceeds From Sale of Equip.
DROC Bldg. Maintenance
Mgmt. of DROC
TOTAL OUTSOURCE COSTS:

$376,365
(591,051)
141,960
82,997
$10,271

$86,580
(629,469)
32,798
19,093
($490,998)

$88,658
0
33,491
19,551
$141,700

$90,786
0
34,218
20,021
$145,025

$92,965
0
34,981
20,501
$148,447

$95,196
0
35,783
20,993
$151,972

In-House less Outsource

$8,807,505

DIRECT COSTS:
Salaries and Wages

Other Compensation
Fringe Benefits
Supplies and Materials
Rental/Lease:
Equipment
Building
Repairs and Maintenance:
Equipment
Computer
Software
Building
Telecommunications:
GSC/SW Direct
Utilities
Other Direct Costs:
Training
Travel
Professional Fees
Furniture
Other Oper. Expenses
Cost of Upgrade:
Hardware
Software
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS:
INDIRECT COSTS:
Divisional Indirect

Vendor bids significantly less than this amount would make outsourcing an
attractive alternative.
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Appendix A:

Conducting Random Moment Time Studies
Random moment time studies can provide reliable information about the relative
amount of time workers spend on various categories of activities. This section
presents a methodology for performing such studies.
Figure 47
The six steps in doing a random moment time
study are:
Step 1

Decide the types of workers you wish
to determine categories of activities.

Step 2

Determine the categories of activities
for each type of worker.

Step 3

Devise a sampling plan.

Step 4

Decide upon the timings.

Step 5

Perform the study.

Step 6

Tally the results.

There are six steps in performing a random
moment time study:
Step 1: Decide the types of workers you wish to
determine categories of activities. For example, if
you are looking at workers who process vouchers,
you may wish to subdivide them into supervisory,
clerical, and professional categories:
•

those engaged in the distribution of
vouchers, batches, mail, etc., are classified
as clerical

•

those who do not do the actual processing
of the vouchers but oversee it are
supervisors

•

those who perform the actual processing
are professional workers

Step 2: Determine the categories of activities for each type of worker. For example,
a professional voucher worker may answer telephone calls, enter data, review the
voucher for errors, check for information in data bases, and the like. The larger the
number of categories, the more precise you get about types of activities. However, to
get precise estimates for a large number of categories, more time spots will have to be
recorded. In general, the greater the precision, the higher the cost. Be sure that the
categories are:
•

mutually exclusive: activities fitting into one category will not fit into
another

•

exhaustive: the categories capture the total of all activities performed by the
workers

Step 3: Devise a sampling plan. If your agency has regions or districts, you may
want to sample by region or district (stratified). Then, you may take a random sample
of workers of a given type.
Step 4: Decide upon the timings. Decide upon a time period for recording activities,
e.g., two weeks, three weeks, one month. Then you will decide for how many
random moments on average each day you wish to record information (for example,
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20 in a day on average). You will also decide upon an acceptable range of variation
around the average number of random samples required each day. For example, if the
average number of samples is 20, this might vary by as much as eight per day. Thus,
on any given day, you would be drawing between the three week time period. How
many is enough? The larger the number of observations, the better, especially if there
are numerous categories of activities. There are many tables that provide sample sizes
for various levels of precision.
Step 5: Perform the study, recording the worker’s name, class, date, time of the
observation, and category of activity. There are random moment generating clocks
that will beep according to these specifications. When the beeper sounds, an
independent observer approaches the worker and determines with the worker the
category which best fits what the worker is doing at that moment. A sample timesheet
is given in Figure 48.
Step 6: Tally the results by worker type and by category, with confidence intervals
based upon the data obtained from the study.

Example
Step 1: Decide the types of workers you wish to determine categories of activities.
Let us assume that, from our earlier example of voucher processing, we choose the
workers who actually process the vouchers, i.e., the professional but non-management
workers.
Step 2: Determine the categories of activities for each type of worker. Let us
assume that a professional voucher worker performs the following (activities):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

answers telephone calls
responds to other inquiries
batches the vouchers
enters the data
reviews the vouchers for errors
reviews automated error reports
corrects any correctable errors
takes breaks and engages miscellaneous non-tasks related activities (waiting,
chatting, etc.)
9. is on leave
You may wish to put these into categories such as actual voucher processing, related
tasks such as telephone inquiries, or lost time (leave, breaks, etc.). In this example,
we will monitor them without such categorization.
Step 3: Devise the sampling plan. Suppose that all professional voucher workers
are in one office. There are 100 of them. You decide to take a random sample of 20
of them.
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Step 4: Decide upon the timings. You decide to record their activities on a random
basis for the next three weeks. You want to take 20 observations per day on average,
but it could vary between 12 and 28. So, the total expected number of observations
for the 20 people over three weeks will be
20 people * 20 observations * 15 days = 6,000
Step 5: Perform the study. Assign an independent observer for each worker. Get
your timesheets ready and set your clocks. Go. Figure 48 gives a sample time sheet.
Figure 48

Name

Classification

Time
8:15
8:43
9:02
9:14
10:23
11:01

Date

Activity Type
1
8
7
7
4
6

Step 6: Tally the results. You add together the results for each category over the
300 timesheets (20 workers * 15 days* 1 timesheet each day). Figure 49 reports the
results.
Figure 49
CATEGORY

FREQUENCY

PERCENT OF TIME

1,800

30.0

Responding to other inquiries

600

10.0

Batching vouchers

300

5.0

Entering data

600

10.0

Reviewing vouchers for errors

600

10.0

Reviewing automated error reports

300

5.0

1,100

18.3

375

6.3

Answering phone calls

Correcting errors
Taking breaks

On leave
325
To obtain a 95 percent confidence interval for each category, use the following formula:
p +/- 1.96 * p*(1-p)/n.

5.4

In this example, the number of observations, or n, is 6,000. So, the confidence interval for answering phone
calls, p = .30,is.3/ 1.96 (.3) (1 .3)/6,000, making the estimated proportion of the time spent on phone calls
between .288 and .312.
The calculation of confidence intervals for the other categories is similar.
Since there was only one worker type whose activities were reviewed, the study is complete.
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With the results, you can determine how much it costs your agency to perform the
various activities. For example, if the total salary and other assignable costs
represented by the 100 workers is $2,000,000 per year, then it is costing your agency
30 percent of that amount, or $600,000 per year to answer phone calls. You may
want to speed up voucher processing to cut down on the number of phone calls if
indeed the slow cycle time is the primary reason for the phone calls.
If slow cycle time for processing vouchers is the primary reason for the large number
of phone calls, the activity data can also provide clues on where to begin investigating
the causes for slow turnaround time.
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Appendix B:

Developing a Detailed Process Flowchart
Process flowcharts can assist in the determination of the steps taken in producing a
good or service. They can also identify areas where waste in the process is occurring.
The following presentation explains how to develop a detailed process flowchart.
Process flowcharts should be developed by cross-functional teams, representing each
part of the process. This ensures that all relevant activities have been captured as well
as the correct sequencing of those activities.
There are five steps in developing and analyzing a process flowchart:
Step 1: List the organizational areas involved in the process, in the order of their
initial involvement, across the top of the page. This includes activities performed by
groups outside of your immediate section, department, division, and agency.
Step 2: Below each organizational area, horizontally list the major blocks of
activities performed by the organizational areas that distinguish among products.
Step 3: Ask workers who perform specific activities to list the tasks for his or her
activity set. How much detail is a matter of discretion, but “I walk to the file cabinet”
will give too much unnecessary detail. Show the handoff from one worker to another
as activity sets change.
Step 4: Put the activities of the process into pictorial form, using the following
symbols and those illustrated in Figure 50:
•

rectangles to denote actions taken in the process

•

diamonds to denote decision points “Is it correct?” “Are there sufficient funds to
cover this?”

•

oblongs to denote starting and ending points in the process

•

arrows to show the progression of tasks and activities to denote that:

6
6
6

a paper document was used, sent, or received
information was used or written to a computer disk
information was used or written to a magnetic tape

Step 5: Analyze the flowchart for evidence of non-value added activities or gaps in
the process:
•

Rework: Something is being redone because it was not done right at an earlier
time. Things could undergo rework several times.

•

Redundancy: The same thing is being done twice for no apparent reason.
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•

Gaps: Something that should have been done during the process but was not
covered by the system devised. (Sometimes it may accidentally get done.)

•

Steps out of sequence: Procedures that, if performed earlier in the process, could
at times have save some of the steps in the process from needing to be done.

•

Queues: You generally find time spent in queuing where documents are handed
from one group to another. This time spent in queuing increases the cycle time,
so look for places where handoffs occur, as in the exchange across organizational
areas. Assess the amount of time spent in queuing to determine how much time it
is adding to the overall cycle processing time.

•

Excessive inspection: Quality should be built into the original process for
developing the product, not through inspection after the fact. Check to see how
many times the product is inspected for errors and estimate the amount of time
spent doing so. Look for opportunities to improve the process at the front end
(e.g., retraining for the original producers) that could cut down on inspection
time.

Example:
We have attached a hypothetical travel voucher process to illustrate the steps involved
in developing a detailed process flowchart. (See flowchart in Figure 51 on page 114).
Step 1: List the organizational areas involved in the process, in the order of their
initial involvement, across the top of the page. This includes activities performed by
groups outside of your immediate section, department, division, and agency. Travel
vouchers flow through the mailroom, claims distribution unit, claims processing unit,
claims correction unit, micrographics, information storage and retrieval unit, MIS
production control, and the Comptroller’s Office.
Step 2: Below each organizational area, horizontally list the major blocks of
activities performed by the organizational areas that distinguish among products.
This example does not make such subdivisions. However, were the claims processing
workers performing an audit of some types of travel vouchers but not of others, this
audit activity could be listed separately from the remaining activities performed by
this unit.
Step 3: Ask workers who perform specific activities to list the tasks for his or her
activity set. How much detail is a matter of discretion but “I walk to the file cabinet”
will give too much unnecessary detail. Show the handoff from one worker to another
as activity sets change. The tasks are presented on the flowchart in sequence, with the
first set of tasks being the mailroom, fiscal claims the next set of tasks, etc. Note that
the sequence is defined, beginning from the top of the paper and moving across and
down as applicable.
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Step 4: Put the activities of the fiscal process into pictorial form. Actions are listed
as rectangles. For example, in the claims distribution unit, activity block, five actions
are performed: sort by type, sort by region, sort by agency, attach and complete the
batch card, and log batch number information.
Most of the decision points ask if the information is “Correct.” These are in
diamonds.
The major part of the process ends in the mailroom where the warrants are mailed out
to the payees. The symbol used here is an oblong marked “End.”
Paper documents, such as vouchers, are designated as prescribed above.
Magnetic tapes are the circle with the hook at the end. Note the microfilm tapes.
Hard disks, such as entry to the AE system, are noted as cylinders.
Step 5: Analyze the flowchart for evidence of non-value added activities or gaps in
the process:
Queues and redundancy: The process loops around the claims distribution unit many
times, signaling that a large number of unnecessary steps is occurring.
The travel vouchers are physically moving from hand to hand very often, triggering
the probability of queues and lengthened cycle times.
Excessive inspection: There are multiple decision points that ask if the voucher
information is correct, indicating excessive post-facto inspection.
Steps out of sequence: Incorrect vouchers are kept in batches during steps 2, 3, and 4,
although incorrect vouchers were identified in step 2. Waiting to pull out the
vouchers until step 5 indicates a step out of sequence and causes delays in processing
of good vouchers.
AE checks again HRIS information occur late in the sequence. A reject from that
system causes the processing of the vouchers to start over in a number of ways.
Doing these checks earlier in the process could decrease handling and, therefore,
cycle time.
Redundancy: Many vouchers are rebatched several times indicating redundancy.
Information is entered both to manual and automated logs, further indications of
redundancy. Finally, microfilm makes two tapes of the vouchers, the Comptroller’s
Office makes another. Are three tapes necessary?
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Appendix C:

Discount Rates
The question of which is the appropriate rate for discounting cashflows is best
answered as “That depends.” The rate will vary according to the decision at hand.
The Government Accounting Office (GAO) issued a paper reviewing the relative
values of using the shadow price of capital, a weighted average discount rate, a
market-based rate, and the current Treasury rate, amongst others (GAO/OCE,1991).
Except for performing impact analysis where there is a significant stream of revenue
benefits to weigh against costs or for some applications that involve a large risk of
loss, the weighted average discount rate and the current incremental borrowing rate
(comparable to the current Treasury rate) should suffice for most state government
applications. The following section begins with a discussion of sensitivity analysis,
illustrating the change in decision due purely to the use of different interest rates. The
presentation moves into an example of the calculation of the weighted average
discount rate. Finally, this appendix provides guidance for the appropriate discount
rate to be used for the major decision areas: planning, budgeting, and outsourcing.

Sensitivity Analysis
The choice of interest rates can result in widely differing decisions, especially where
an influx of revenues is involved. Even when only cash outflows are considered, the
discount rate can impact the decision. For example, suppose that an agency is
considering the purchase of equipment with a useful life of five years, involving an
initial outlay of $37,000, with four $9,000 yearly payments beginning in one year. In
contrast, the agency can lease the equipment at $15,000 per year, beginning one year
from now, with $18,000 due immediately. Present value analysis under the two
scenarios leads to very different decisions depending upon whether a 7 percent, 10
percent, or 14 percent interest rate is used.
Figure 52

OPTION

7%

10%

14%

Present value of immediate payment

$37,000

$37,000

$37,000

Present value of next four payments

$30,485

$28,529

$26,223

Total present value

$67.485

$65,529

$63,223

Present value of immediate payment

$18,000

$18,000

$18,000

Present value of next four payments

$50,808

$47,548

$43,706

Total present value

$68,808

$65,548

$61,706

PURCHASE

LEASE
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Note that when a 7 percent discount rate is used, the decision would favor purchasing
the equipment. Under a 10 percent discount rate, the agency would be indifferent as
to purchasing versus leasing. Using a 14 percent discount rate, the agency would tend
to lease rather than buy. We recommend that the entity perform this type of analysis
whenever making decisions with major economic impacts. Although in the above
examples the differences either way were less than $2,000, the potential difference in
many instances is much greater. Particularly when an agency or university is
considering outsourcing services, the impact upon workers can be high. Responsible
management of such a decision mandates a careful sensitivity analysis to ensure that
the decision is based upon a true and significant economic gain for the State.
Figure 53
To derive the weighted average discount rate:
Step 1

List the market value of each debt instrument.

Step 2

Find the total market value of the debt by
adding over the individual values listed in step
one.

Step 3

Calculate the ratio of the debt represented by
each instrument to the total value found in
step two.

Step 4

List the yield rate of the debt.

Step 5

Multiply each ratio calculated in step three by
the yield rate for that instrument listed in step
four. This gives the weighted average cost of
each debt instrument.

Step 6

Add the weighted average costs over all debt
instruments calculated in step five. This
represents the Weighted Average Discount
Rate for further analysis.

Weighted Average Discount
Rate
The weighted average discount rate is a
weighted average of all indebtedness held
by the organization at a given point in
time. It is comparable to a company’s
Weighted Average Cost of Capital
(WACC). The difference is that
companies also carry equity issues such as
common and preferred stock. This is not
applicable to state agency situations. The
steps for calculating the weighted average
discount rate are given in Figure 53.
To illustrate a simple computation of the
weighted average discount rate, consider
Texas Small University. TSU has four
bond issuances outstanding. The market
values and yield rates on each are given in
Figure 54 along with the computation of
the Weighted Average Discount Rate,
8.85.

Planning/Budgeting
For lease/purchase or budgeting decisions, the use of the entity’s incremental
borrowing rate, that is the rate the entity would have to pay to borrow more money,
should suffice. This borrowing rate should be based upon a loan of duration
comparable to the project under consideration. If an agency has little or no
experience in borrowing, as is the case with most agencies, the State’s incremental
borrowing rate can be used. To obtain information about this rate, an agency can call
the Revenue Estimation department, Comptroller’s Office.
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Outsourcing
For outsourcing decisions, use of a market-based rate, such as the prime rate, may be
optimal. The rationale behind the use of a market-based rate is to simulate the return
expected by a vendor. Some applications, such as those related to student loans, may
require an adjustment due to the riskiness of the project. Many services that state
agencies are considering for outsourcing do not have comparable services in the
private sector. In this case, the use of the State’s incremental borrowing rate and/or a
Weighted Average Discount Rate may suffice.
Figure 54
Yield
(4)

Weighted Average
Cost of Debt
(5) = 3 x 4

12.5

8

1.00

$ 70,000

17.5

10

1.75

C

$120,000

30.0

11

3.30

D

$160,000

40.0

7

2.80

Total

$400,000

100.0

Bond
(1)

Market Values
(2)

A

$ 50,000

B

Percent of Total
(3)

8.85

Summary
This appendix provided a brief overview of the discount rate issue. A more
exhaustive review of various rates is provided in a booklet titled Discount Rate
Policy, published by the U.S. General Accounting Office/Office of the Chief
Economist, 1991.
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Appendix D:

Glossary
Activity—The actual work task or step performed in producing and delivering
products and services. An aggregation of actions performed within an organization
that is useful for purposes of activity-based costing.
Activity Analysis—The identification and description of activities in an organization.
Activity analysis involves determining what activities are done within a department,
how many people perform the activities, how much time they spend performing the
activities, what resources are required to perform the activities, what operational data
best reflect the performance of the activities, and what customer value the activity has
for the organization. Activity analysis is accomplished with interviews,
questionnaires, observation, and review of physical records of work. It is the
foundation for agency process value analysis, which is key to overall review of
program delivery.
Activity-Based Costing—A cost accounting method that measures the cost and
performance of process-related activities and cost objects. It assigns a cost to cost
objects, such as products or customers, based on their use of activities. It recognizes
the causal relationship of cost drivers to activities.
Actual Cost—An amount determined on the basis of cost incurred, including
standard cost properly adjusted for applicable variance.
Avoidable Cost—A cost that the state would not incur if the activity were not
performed.
Common Cost—The cost of resources employed jointly in the production of two or
more outputs; the cost cannot be directly traced to any one of those outputs.
Controllable Cost—A cost that can be influenced by the action of the responsible
manager. The term always refers to a specified manager since all costs are
controllable by someone.
Cost Accounting Practice—Any disclosed or established accounting method or
technique which is measurement of cost, assignment of cost to accounting periods,
and assignment of cost to cost objects.
Cost Allocation—A method of assigning costs to activities, outputs, or other cost
objects. The method of assigning costs must associate cause and effect and be
verifiable. The allocation base used to assign a cost to objects is not necessarily the
cause of the cost. For example, assigning the cost of power to machine activities by
machine hours is an allocation because machine hours are an indirect measure of
power consumption.
Cost Assignment—A process that identifies costs with activities, outputs, or other
cost objects. In a broad sense, costs can be assigned to processes, activities,
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organizational divisions, products, and services. There are three methods of cost
assignment: (a) directly tracing costs wherever economically feasible, (b) cause-andeffect, and (c) allocating costs on a reasonable and consistent basis.
Cost Driver—Any factor that causes a change in the cost of an activity or output.
For example, the quality of parts received by an activity or the degree of complexity
of tax returns to be reviewed by IRS.
Cost Finding—Cost finding techniques produce cost data by analytical or sampling
methods outside the regular cost accumulation and reporting of the managerial cost
accounting system. Cost finding techniques are appropriate on an exception basis for
certain kinds of costs, such as indirect costs, items with costs below set thresholds
within programs, or for some programs in their entirety. Cost finding techniques
support the overall managerial cost accounting system and represent non-recurring
analysis of specific costs.
Cost Object (also referred to as Cost Objective)—An activity, output, or item
whose cost is to be measured. In a broad sense, a cost object can be an organizational
division, a function, task, product, service, or customer.
Differential Cost—The cost difference expected if one course of action is adopted
instead of others.
Direct Cost—The cost of resources directly consumed by an activity. Direct costs
are assigned to activities by direct tracing of units of resources consumed by
individual activities. A cost that is specifically identified with a single cost object.
Estimated Cost—The process of projecting a future result in terms of cost, based on
information available at the time. Estimated costs, rather than actual costs, are
sometimes the basis for credits to work-in-process accounts and debits to finished
goods inventory.
Fixed Cost—A cost or expense that does not vary in the period under consideration
with the volume of activity. Fixed cost information is useful for cost savings by
adjusting existing capacity or by eliminating idle facilities. Also called Non-Variable
Cost or Constant Cost.
Full-Absorption Costing—A method of costing that assigns (absorbs) all labor,
material, and service/manufacturing facilities and support costs to products or other
cost objects. The costs assigned include those that do and do not vary with the level
of activity performed.
Full Cost—The sum of all costs required by a cost object, including the costs of
activities performed by other entities regardless of funding sources.
Incremental Cost—The increase or decrease in total costs that would result from a
decision to increase or decrease output level, to add a service or task, or to change any
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portion of operations. This information helps in making decisions such as to contract
work out; undertake a project; or increase, decrease, modify, or eliminate an activity
or product.
Indirect Cost—Costs that cannot be identified specifically with or traced to a given
cost object in an economically feasible way. Indirect costs can usually be classified
into two categories: overhead and general and administrative costs. Overhead is the
indirect cost that is avoidable and reasonably identifiable to a specific activity or
product. General and administrative are the non-overhead indirect costs.
Inter-Entity—Between or among different federal reporting entities. It commonly
refers to activities or costs between two or more agencies, departments, or bureaus.
Job Order Costing—A method of cost accounting that accumulates costs for
individual jobs or lots. A job may be a service or manufactured item, such as the
repair of equipment or the treatment of a patient in a hospital.
Managerial Cost Accounting System—The organization and procedures, whether
automated or not and whether part of the general ledger or stand-alone, that
accumulates and reports cost and performance data from various agency feeder
systems. The accumulated and reported data enables management and other
interested parties to measure and make decisions about the agency’s/segment’s ability
to improve operations, safeguard assets, control its resources, and determine if
mission objectives are being met.
Opportunity Cost—The value of the alternatives foregone by adopting a particular
strategy or employing resources in a specific manner. Also called Alternative Cost or
Economic Cost.
Outputs—Any product or service generated from the consumption of resources. It
can include information or paper work generated by the completion of the tasks of an
activity.
Performance Measurement—A means of evaluating efficiency, effectiveness, and
results. A balanced performance measurement scorecard includes financial and
nonfinancial measures focusing on quality, cycle time, and cost. Performance
measurement should include program accomplishments in terms of outputs (quantity
of products or services provided, e.g., how many items efficiently produced?) and
outcomes (results of providing outputs, e.g., are outputs effectively meeting intended
agency mission objectives?). See Statement of Federal Financial Accounting
Concepts No. 1, Objectives of Federal Financial Reporting, page 65.
Process—The organized method of converting inputs (people, equipment, methods,
materials, and environment) to outputs (products or services). The natural
aggregation of work activities and tasks performed for program delivery.
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Process Costing—A method of cost accounting that first collects costs by processes
and then allocates the total costs of each process to each unit of output flowing
through it during an accounting period.
Process Value Analysis—Tools and techniques for studying processes through
customer value analysis. Its objective is to identify opportunities for lasting
improvement in the performance of an organization. It provides an in-depth review of
work activities and tasks, through activity analysis, which aggregate to form processes
for agency program delivery. In addition to activity-based costing, quality and cycle
time factors are studied for a complete analysis of performance measurement. Each
activity within the process is analyzed, including whether or not the activity adds
value for the customer.
Product—Any discrete, traceable, or measurable good or service provided to a
customer. Often goods are referred to as tangible products, and services are referred
to as intangible products. A good or service is the product of a process resulting from
the consumption of resources.
Responsibility Center—An organizational unit headed by a manager or a group of
managers who are responsible for its activities. Responsibility centers can be
measured as revenue centers (accountable for revenue/sales only), cost centers
(accountable for costs/expenses only), profit centers (accountable for revenues and
costs), or investment centers (accountable for investments, revenues, and costs).
Responsibility Segment—A significant organizational, operational, functional, or
process component which has the following characteristics: (a) its manager reports to
the entity’s top management; (b) it is responsible for carrying out a mission,
performing a line of activities or services, or producing one or a group of products;
and (c) for financial reporting and cost management purposes, its resources and results
of operations can be clearly distinguished, physically and optionally, from those of
other segments of the entity.
Service—An intangible product or task rendered directly to a customer.
Standard Costing—A costing method that attaches costs to cost objects based on
reasonable estimates or cost studies and by means of budgeted rates rather than
according to actual costs incurred. The anticipated cost of producing a unit of output.
A predetermined cost to be assigned to products produced. Standard cost implies a
norm, or what costs should be. Standard costing may be based on either absorption or
direct costing principles and may apply either to all or some cost elements.
Support Costs—Costs of activities not directly associated with production. Typical
examples are the costs of automation support, communications, postage, process
engineering, and purchasing.
Traceability—The ability to assign a cost directly to a specific activity or cost object
by identifying or observing specific resources consumed by the activity or cost object.
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Uncontrollable Cost—The cost over which a responsible manager has no influence.
Value-Added Activity—An activity that is judged to contribute to customer value or
satisfy an organizational need. The attribute “value-added” reflects a belief that the
activity cannot be eliminated without reducing the quantity, responsiveness, or quality
of output required by a customer or organization. Value-added activities should
physically change the product or service in a manner that meets customer
expectations.
Variable Cost—A cost that varies with changes in the level of an activity when other
factors are held constant. The cost of material handling to an activity, for example,
varies according to the number of material deliveries and pickups to and from that
activity.
Variance—The amount, rate, extent, or degree of change, or the divergence from a
desired characteristic or state.

Source
Definitions derived from the exposure draft: Managerial Cost Accounting Standards
for the Federal Government, October 7, 1994, Federal Accounting Standards
Advisory Board.
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